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Preface
(i)
The work of this Thesis arose from a very natural, although 
really quite accidental drawing together of ideas from two 
completely separate fields of academic endeavour.
On one side, the Probabilitists had progressed quite well 
with most of those classes of queueing problems which could 
be reduced to equivalent random walks on the line, but only a 
very limited success had been achieved with those queues of 
the GI/G/C class which were such that the equivalent walks 
were of necessity over multivariate real space. Moreover, 
such progress as appeared to have been made was embodied in 
the incomplete and apparently very difficult works of Pollaczek.
On the other hand, this century has seen much progress in a 
branch of analysis which was little explored before the end of 
the nineteenth and which is, it seems, still too new to be 
taught to undergraduates or, to labour a point, undergrad­
uate probabilitists. Thus it was for me quite shocking to 
discover the existance of that vast and profoundly useful 
structure which is Multivariate Complex Analysis and to 
begin to dimly see that therein might lie a key to the 
general Multidimensional Random Walk.
I can only regret that ny limitations in ability, time 
and training have not permitted me to do more in this Thesis, 
than merely solve one or two of the more elementary problems 
from that class which it appears, may now be accessible.
However I may at least hope that if this work shall be 
judged to have any lasting merit, this will be found in 
the fact that I have proven that one may usefully draw 
these two fields together. If so, my debt to Professor 
Hille is very great for he really suggested it.
(iü)
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PRECIS
Initially we consider first come first served queues 
with two or more servers wherein the intervals between the 
successive arrivals are independently and identically 
distributed. The customers1 service times are similarly 
distributed.
The method is to define an embedded Markov chain on the 
moments just before each arrival and thence recurrences  ^
which prelate the state of the system just before the (n+1; 
arrival to that which existed just before the nth. The 
problem is then specialized to that for two servers and these 
probability recurrences are used to develop a relationship 
between the bivariate Laplace transformations of the 
distribution functions which arise.
The problem is reduced to the solution of a single 
integral equation for the Laplace transformation of the 
ergodic limiting distribution function by the definition of 
two compensation functions. These steps are analogous to 
the veil known probability "sweeping up" operations for 
one server queues.
This integral equation is reduced to a functional 
equation for the case where the interarrival and service 
tine distributions are both composed of any integral numbers 
of exponential stages. This equation is solved in principle 
for all finite numbers of such stages, and in detail when 
the service time distribution has one or two stages and the 
interarrival time distribution any number.
The results are checked against a known result for one 
case and a set of simulation results for another. The 
agreement is satisfactory.
Of particular note are the curious loci of certain 
singularities.
The Thesis also discusses a number of important 
intermediate results which suggest that the classical 
Miener-Kopf method for a unidimensional integral equation 
may generalize to a useful multidimensional result. We 
conclude with a section which outlines the proofs of a 
more general Theorem which explores this possibility.
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Summary
The work was taken up from the following background;
1. Except for such special cases as GI/M/C and M/D/C, there 
existed no complete results for the queues of the GI/G/C 
class. Partial analytic results appeared to be available, 
however, from the incomplete work of Pollaczek, but 
nobody had been able to carry out the apparently finite 
number of algebraic operations required to obtain a specific 
result for any case where the Laplace Transformation of the 
Service Time Distribution was rational.
2. Almost innumerable papers exist on queues of the GI/G/1 
class based on a wide variety of methods. However, Kingman 
has shown in [9], that all of these methods were in essence, 
identical. Furthermore, he had related all of these to 
Wendel’s paper on the Theory of Projective Operatdts.
3. Kingman had also noticed a certain inherent weaknesses in the 
probabilistic basis of the Pollaczek method for the GI/G/C 
queue which only arises if C>2. See Kingman [sTJ paragraph 12.
4. During the discussion of a paper by Pollaczek [15] , Weiss 
had suggested that it might be better to try to apply the 
notions of the Wiener-Hopf method to queues of the GI/G/C 
class rather than to proceed as it seemed to him Pollaczek 
was doing, backwards from an assumed form of solution.
5. I was introduced to the traditional Wiener-Hopf apparatus 
in 1966 and had, purely as an exercise, reinterpreted the 
classical "sweeping up" operation (See Kingman [?]) used for
(Xi)
the solution of GI/G/1 class queues in terms of Compensation 
Functions and immediately saw that it would be easy to find 
rules with which to construct the multidimensional compen­
sation functions for multi-server queues.
The following connected sequence of investigation was put
in hand;
1. The verification of Kingman's comment on Pollaczek’s work.
2. The reformulation of the problem in such a way that any 
ambiguity if it existed, was overcome.
3. To apply to that formulation those perhaps more pedestrian 
analytic methods based on the use of Compensation Functions 
rather than the multidimensional Complex Integrals of unit 
steps at the origins on the real lines, in order to ‘’sweep 
up“ the probabilities associated with negative variables.
Remarks;
(i) Trivially, the two processes are equivalent, if they are
correct, but one may reasonably expect that if one constructs 
a compensation function (or functions) in accordance with 
some pre-deduced rules, one may then be able to determine 
the analyticity and continuity properties of this function 
(or those functions) with the aid of those rules. Also, 
it is clear that since these are rules for “sweeping up“ 
probabilities they must be unique.
(ii) Pollaczek’s latent ambiguity arises from his use of symmetry 
as the basis for probabilistic (and thus Laplace Transfor-
(xii)
mation space) iterations. Naturally,this leads him straight 
into C simultaneous integral or functional equations for the 
C server queue.
(iii) Furthermore one is then left with these simultaneous
equations to solve and all that one knows is that the ergodic 
limiting probabilistic solution must, if it exists at all, 
be a C dimensional symmetric distribution function (with C 
dimensional symmetry) if the queue has C servers.
To obtain an equation or equations applicable to the simplest 
general multi-server queue, namely GI/G/2 which would be as 
closely analagous to the Wiener-Hopf - W.L. Smith equation 
for GI/G/1 as might be possible.
5  Obtain the equations to be solved for the ergodic limiting 
distributions in some of the simpler cases.
@  To solve these and verify the solutions by some independent 
means.
To consider the general implications of the work and any 
additional work which appears necessary.
The following thesis is the connected record of this work, 
arranged in seventeen Sections and two Appendices. For reasons 
of continuity, the verification of Kingman’s comment on, and 
my own comments on the Pollaczek method are placed in Appendix 
II, but the remainder has been presented in the order in which 
it was carried out. Thus after Section 1 which is a glossary 
of the main notation we find;
L. Section 2 which gives a rigorous derivation of the two
(xiii)
random walks which correspond with the embedded Markov chain 
of the queue GI/G/2, and the recurrences which define these 
walks.
2. Section 3 outlines the alternative recurrences for the 
equivalent walks for the queue GI/G/C in terms of two 
ordered set of variables > .... > vc  ^ VC where
£ = max (0,VC) * W where W is the Waiting Time, and
(+) „ (+) „<+) „ (+)V1 ^V2 * ,,,,2 vc-l ^ Vc =
3. Section 4 moves the problem presented by the queue GI/G/2
from bivariate probability space to the space of Laplace 
Transformations in the bivariate complex domain, introduces 
the necessary compensation functions and culminates in a 
single general equation which is analagous to the well known 
Wiener-Hopf equation for the ergodic one server queue.
4. Sections 5 and 6 establish a large number of necessary 
properties of bivariate and multivariate Laplace Transforms 
of Distribution Functions. These Sections also introduce
a number of important definitions and given Theorems about 
analytic functions of which, clearly, the most important 
is that of Hartogs.
5. Section 7 derives the form of the general functional 
equation for the Laplace Transformations of the ergodic 
limiting distributions which arise for suitably loaded queues 
of the class E^/E^/2 for all K,L «= 1,2,...
(xiv)
6. The short Section 8 summarizes the functional equations for 
the queues M/M/2, EK/M/2, E2/E2/2, and E ^ E ^ .
7. In Section 9 we show that for all finite integral K and L, 
the Centre Function 0(0,0) is a bivariate polynomial very 
much analagous to the polynomial which arises in the 
Solution of E^/E^/l.
Note; We also outline in various remarks an alternative proof 
based on the principle of Analytic Completion between tubes, 
that all queues of the GI/E^/2 class will have C ((J>,0) bivariate 
entire for all L = 1,2, ...
8. Section 10 reviews and extends the properties of the
* *Laplace Transformations and
9. Section 11 describes the principle of the method which 
may be used to solve all the functional equations which
may arise from queues of the E^/E^/2 class for all K, L => 1,2,.
10. Section 12 contains a first application of these principles 
and gives the solution of E^/M/2 for all K * 1,2,... and 
verifies the correctness of this for the simplest case, 
namely M/M/2.
11. Section 13 repeats these processes for the rather more
complicated system for all K * 1,2,..., gives
the form of solution, and reduces the problem to that of 
solving six simultaneous linear equations - the number
six being entirely an outcome of the E2 Service Time Distribu­
tion and satisfying two auxiliary aquations, one of which
(xv)
defines some of the coefficients of the linear equations 
whilst the other defines the probability of the queue being 
empty at the moment just before the arrival of an arbitrary 
(i.e. typical) customer.
These equations are summarized in Section 14.
12. In Section 15 we compute the theoretical result for the 
queue for a mean load per server (p) of 0.75 and 
compare this with the pooled and individual results of ten 
independent computor simulation runs each with 10,000 
arrivals.
The result of this comparison is quite pleasing. Apparently 
this analytic method works.
13. In Section 16 we show why the random walk of the GI/G/2 
queue gives rise to Laplace Transformations which have 
singularities with rather interesting loci and interpret 
this result probabilistically by showing that the traditional 
notion of first come first served queue operation is strictly 
equivalent to what we there call "Queuelet Operation”.
This Section ends with some suggestions and conjectures 
regarding approximations, starting approximations and 
possible bounds.
14. Section 17 presents somewhat abbreviated proofs of Theorems 
which suggest that the functional and integral equations for 
all queues of the GI/G/2 class may be so rearranged that a 
bivariate entire Centre Function always results.
1Glossary of Notation
This section contains the definitions of the main notation used 
in this thesis.
1.1 LCTjt] Symbols
tila is the time interval between the arrival of the (n-1) n
customer and that of the nth.
A(a) is the probability that any interarrival interval is less 
than or equal to a. 
a is the mean interarrival time, 
n^, is a general coefficient in the bivariate power series 
f(z^,Z2) discussed in paragraph (5.1.5). 
a ,... is a generalization of a. , used in the definitionto«* in ti- 11mI n  1 2
of a multivariate analytic function.
X^ **^  is a point in m dimensional complex space. It
is the such point and is a centre point of the
element of a continuation process which also defines a
Singular Chain.
Am(*) used to indicate the Amplitude of the variable placed 
within the parenthesis.
B(s) is the probability distribution for the customer service 
times. That is B(s) ■ P(S < s)
Complex space in n dimensions. See also which is the 
equivalent Euclidean 2n dimensional space.
C(<}>,0) is the "Centre Function" of the functional equation of 
the E^/E^/2 queue. See equation (7.17).
2CKl (4 »6) whence (^(<{>,0), CR 14,0), CK2(<|>,0) etc. for which 
see Section 8, are variants on 0(0,0) wherein the numbers
K and L of the E^/E^/2 queue appear explicitly.
C^(w) for 0,1,...L-l is the function defined by the
thsubstitution of the l branch out of L branches of f(w) 
in the relationship:
C(f (go) ,u>-f (w)) * M(f (w) ,a)-f (w))
Also written as for 0,1,...,L-l for short.
C (to) A column vector formed from the C (w) for all
A  1
1 *» 0,1,...,L-l. See equation (11.7.4).
0(0,0) A complex valued function of the complex variable 
defined by equation (13.13.5).
«^denotes a domain. Domains are defined by Definition (5.5.1.). 
D(z°,r) denotes a polydisc in multidimensional complex space.
Polydisc is defined by Definition (5.1.6).
D£ denotes an elementary disu of the D(z°,r) class such that 
all radii r<e where £ is arbitrarily small. See Definition 
(5.1.7) where this is used.
d is used to locate a common discontinuity of A(a) and B(s).
See discussion after equation (6.3.4).
3f__ denotes the primary domain of analyticity of the Laplace 
Transformation X_ (4>, 9) in the bivariate complex space of 
4> and 6
Df similar to^ f but relates to X ($>0)* See Lemma (6.11).1 —  — I
3Dq denotes differentiation with respect to 0
z.
See proof of Lemma (6.21) and Section 7.
D(4>,0) denotes a complex valued function of the complex
variables $ and 0. See equation (9.3.1) et seq.
d ^ ( 0 )  denotes for each m = 0,1,...,K an analytic function
of all finite 0 s.t. Re(0)>O. See Theorem (9.3.3). 
til tild^ _. denotes the j of the m set of complex valued coef­
ficients in a power series representation of D($,0). See 
equation (9.3.21).
d (0) denotes for each m « 0,1,...,K the d ^ ( 8 )  defined
above after we have shown these to be analytic for all
finite 0. See equation (9.6.18).
E^n denotes 2n dimensional Euclidean space.
Ev denotes an Erlang distribution with K exponential stages.K.
2That is a Gamma (or Pearson III) or a X distribution with 
2K degrees of freedom.
E^ denotes a similar distribution with L exponential phases.
E denotes a real variable used in the proof of Lemma (6.5(i)).
See Result 1 and equations (6.5.1.1) and (6.5.1.A).
E also denotes a real variable used in the proof of Lemma 
(6.5).
E(& *^^ ) denotes the Laplace Transformation of the measure 
of the real variable or variables within the parenthesis 
with respect to the given complex variables.
4E(0) denotes a complex valued function of 0 used in the proof
of Theorem (9.3.2). See equation (9.3.9).
e and jt.Except where confusion might arise e is used to
denotes the base of the Naperian logarithms. However
where e is also used as a real variable the symbol Z is
substituted as the Naperian base.
Note; Originally it was intended to use Z as the Naperian
base throughout to avoid any confusion. However a problem
arose and this would now necessitate extensive retyping.
e denotes a real variable used in the proof of Lemma (6.5(i)).
e denotes a real variable in the proof of Lemma (6.5).
e ^  denotes a real variable at the moment just after the
n arrival at the queue. See proof of Lemma (6.5).
ev denotes a real variable at the moment just before the 
tiln arrival at the queue. See proof of Lemma (6.5).
F(w) denotes Probability {W<w)where W is the waiting time 
of an arbitrary customer.
f(z^yZ^) denotes a complex valued analytic function of the 
complex variables z^ and z^. See Definition (5.1.5). 
f(z^,...,zn) denotes the complex valued analytic function of 
n complex variables z^, z?p...,z .
F anf f denote real variables used in R(f) * Prob {F<f} in 
the proof of Lemma (6.5).
Note; f anf F are also used in the proof of Result 2 for this
Lemma.
5f^Cw) denotes for m = 0,1,...,L, the m of a set of poly­
nomials in w which arise when C(v-y,y+w-v) is written 
down succinctly.
? L (co) denotes a polynomial in g o, related to f^(w) by the 
equation (A-00) ?L (co) * fL (co) which can be shown to hold 
for any integral K and L. See Sections 12 and 13.
G(v ^,V2 ) denotes the joint probability distribution of the 
variables v^ and v^.
tilg_j(oo) denotes for j = l,2,...,m the j of m entire functions
of u).
denotes a real variable used in the proof of Lemma (6.5). 
See equation (6.5.1.19).
g denotes a real variable used to define Prob {G<g} in proof 
of Lemma (6.5).
G denotes a real variable used in the statement and proof
of Result 2 employed to prove Lemma (6.5).
*1 ^G^ (co) denotes: DzJ {^(z-yjy+w-z)^
G (to) denotes a column vector of the G (to) for j = 0,1,...,L-l 
X J
See equation (11.7.4).
H(j) denotes for j * 0,1,2,.. the set of limits
Lim { P^x^znGy+to-z)^
Re (to)**»
^ H ( j )  denotes the analagous limits taken with respect to 
 ^ ^Xf.^-'Vuy’Hv-2) where the n refers to the number of the
arrival.
6h^ (co) denotes for i * 1,2 two rational functions of w used 
to define the solution of the E /M/2 queue.
H^ Gi}) denotes for i * 1,2 two polynomials in w used to
define the functions G^ (o)) and G^ Co)) used in the solution 
of the queue.
h denotes the mean service time s for the M/M/2 queue in
order to be consistent with A.K. Erlang's notation.
Im (•) denotes Imaginary Part of ,
I(0,0Q) denotes a Laplace-Stieltjes (L.S.) integral
E(£, ^  6°)y ®°y) with respect to a distribution F(y) 
where 0q is an arbitrarily chosen centre point
s.t. Re(0^)>O. See proof of Theorem (5.3.3).
I_(4>,0) denotes a L.S. integral with respect to the set
function x_(x>y) used in the proof of Lemma (6.12).
I+ (-U,y+w) denotes a L.S. integral with respect to the
distribution X+(x>y) defined by equation (6.16.3).
denotes a L.S. integral used in the proof of Theorem
(5.3.2).
denotes a L.S. integral over a bivariate Carterian 
space with respect to a measuret/i£ (dxXdy) . 
j(z^t..., z^) denotes the n dimensional generalization of
(<M).
} i d e n o t e s  the L.S. integral of the set function 
X_(x,y) over the real space s.t. xe(-°°,o3 ,ye(0,°°).
(n)
i  d en o te s  a g e n e ra l in te g e r  v a r ia b le  used  a s  an in d e x .
A lso used  to  d en o te  / - T  and th e  u n i t  o f im a g in a r ie s  
w here t h i s  i s  n e c e ssa ry  and no co n fu s io n  w i l l  a r i s e .
A lso used  a s  a s u b s c r ip t .
j  d e n o te s  a g e n e ra l in d e x .
j Q(a)), j 2 d en o te  th r e e  r a t i o n a l  fu n c tio n s  o f to.
See S e c tio n  13 and e q u a tio n  ( 1 3 .8 .6 ) ,
J+ (6) d e n o te s  a L ap lace  I n t e g r a l .  F i r s t  used  in  th e  p ro o f 
o f  Lemma ( 6 .3 ) .
J__(<{>,9) d e n o te s  a L ap lace  I n te g r a l  ta k e n  over th e  re g io n  
s . t .  xe(-o°,0 ) and y e ( -° ° ,0 ] .  See p ro o f  o f Lemma ( 6 .6 ) .
__(4),6) d en o te s  a  s im i la r  L ap lace  I n te g r a l  w here th e  s e t
fu n c t io n  i s  n^ \ _ ( x , y )  r a th e r  th an x  ( x ,y ) .
J _ (0 )  d en o te s  a L ap lace  I n te g r a l  over th e  re g io n  such th a t  
x e (-°° ,0 ) y e ( - 00 , 00) i f  Re (4))->-“ .
J  d en o te s  th e  f i r s t  o f  L r o o ts  o f u n i ty .  Thus' d en o te s  
th e  1 ^  such r o o t .
^10* ^11* ^12 ^ en o te  t i^e th r e e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f th e  po lynom ial 
H^(co). See e q u a tio n  ( 1 3 .0 .2 ) .
K d e n o te s  th e  number o f e x p o n e n tia l  s ta g e s  in  an E rlan g  K, 
d i s t r i b u t i o n .
1 i s  an in d ex  w hich i d e n t i f i e s  th e  r o o t  o u t o f L r o o t s 9
o f u n i ty .
3L denotes the number of exponential stages in an Erlang L, 
distribution.
and l ^ ^  denote the maximum and second maximum of the set 
of departure times for all customers entering the queueing 
system before the nt 1^.
t/C(dx,dy) denotes a measure defined for all subsets of a 
bivariate Cartesian product set.
denotes an L by L square matrix of functions of 
which are the coefficients of the (oj) for 1 * 0,1,..., L-l. 
See Section 11.
(go) denotes the out of L, functions used in Section 11.
M($,0) denotes a bivariate function defined by equations 
(7.19) and (7.20).
F?(6) denotes a function used as an upper bound in the proof 
of Theorem (9.3).
m denotes a general index variable as in dm (0). Also used 
to denote a measure.
m (co) denotes a Laplace Transformation of the measure m with
respect to to.
(n) * *m (w) denotes the m (w) which may be defined immediately
before the n ^  arrival at the queue.
m(<}>) denotes a part of the limit defined by equation (9.7.38).
n denotes an index variable generally associated with stages or
tilconditions existing immediately before the n arrival at
the queue.
9n! denotes factorial n. n is now used as an index unrelated 
to the number of arrivals at the queue.
P(*) generally denotes the probability of the event or 
condition within the parentheses.
and denote probabilities of there having been m arrivals 
since the queue was last empty for two different terminal 
conditions.
P(y/x) denotes Prob{Y<y given x}
^denotes an elementary disc centred on the point which 
punctures the complex plane in w.
P(0), P(l) and P(2) respectively denote the probabilities of 
emptyness (no servers busy), one server busy and two 
servers busy for the two server queue.
p denotes a general complex variable used in Section 4.
Also used as a probability.
p(j/x) denotes the conditional probability of j stages for 
j = 1,2,...,L when given x.
Q(e) denotes Prob {E<e} for ee[0,°°)
AQ (0) denotes the L.T.w.r. to 0 of Q(e).
Q(e) denotes a probability distribution for eeC-00,00).
AQ (0) denotes the L.T. of Q(e).
£ ^
Q+ (6) denotes the L.T. of Q(e) for ee(O,00).
Q (0) denotes the L.T. of 0(e) for e£(“°°,0] .
Q(e) denotes a distribution for ee[0,°°)
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Q(£/x) denotes the conditional distribution of £ given x
tilat the moment just before the n arrival.
(n)Q^(0) and (n)Q^(0) denote the L.T’s of (n)Q(e/x) and 
n^^Q(e/x) with respect to 0 respectively. 
q(jjCj)) denotes:
00
- f p(j/x)e ^dlKx)
0+
q denotes a real constant.
Re(*) denotes the real part of the variable in the parentheses.
tildenotes the radius of convergance of the n element of
a continuation chain in univariate complex space. Also
used to denote n dimensional real space.
denotes the jth radius of convergance for j ■ 1,2,... n 
tilfor the n element of a continuation chain in n dimensional 
complex space, 
denotes a region.
R denotes a real number.
ft, denotes the portion of boundary included in 
R(f) denotes the probability distribution Prob {F<f).
R (0) denotes the L.T. of R(f).
and denote the respective first regions where the
& &L.T's X (0,9) and X_+ (0»®) are continuous.
R(4>,0) a function of the complex variables 0 and Ö defined
by equation (7.20)
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R^ and denote r-j+r2 an^ r]_r2 resPect:Lvely• Used in the
solution of E /E0/2.K Z
denotes for i * 1,2,...,L a set of complex numbers which 
locate singularities. Also used as r_j to indicate the 
radius of a polydisc.
tilS denotes the service time of the n customer to arrive, n
$u denotes a singular chain in univariate complex space.
denotes a singular chain in multivariate complex space.
denotes a two dimensional set.
^ d e n o t e s  the two dimensional support set for n^'x+ (x>y)
0 0 0 0
Sg, S^, S2 and are a set of four constants used in the 
&
definition of x+ ($»0) for the queue,
s denotes the mean service time.
9 denotes a constant used in the definition of the x. ($>0) 
of the E^/M/2 queue.
tilt denotes the absolute time at which the n customer n
starts service.
T(g) denotes an arbitrary probability distribution Prob {G<g} 
for all gefo,00)
Note: t and T are also used in specific references to Students
"T" Test in Section 15.
u denotes the sum x +v • See Section 2. n n J n
and are variables which describe the delay state
tilof the two server queue at the moment just before the n
customer arrives.
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Vx are a set of variables analagous to the
and V2 n^  ^ of the two server queue which describe the delay 
state of the C server queue at the moment just before the 
nth arrival.
v denotes a complex variable. Generally used as in equation
(11.2).
W denotes a waiting time.
denotes the waiting time of the n ^  customer.
denotes the waiting (or since the server became free if < 0) 
tiltime for the n customer at the GI/G/1 queue.
W(f,g) denotes a bivariate probability distribution.
W (6) denotes the L.T. E(£ 0{max(0,F G)}^ reSpect to
W(f,g).
Xn one of two real variables used to describe the state
tilSecond Harkov Chain at the moment just before the n 
arrival.
x denotes a real continuous variable used in the description
of the random walk shown in Figure 2.1.
x and x are also real continuous variables used in this n n
description.
x ^  denotes a real variable used in the description of the 
Second Markov Process. The (n) refers to the observation 
of x at the moment just before the ntn arrival. 
x(n) denotes a real variable immediately after the ntl1
arrival has entered the system. See proof of Lemma (6.5).
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y (ii) denotes a real variable at the moment just before the
t h  4 nn arrival.
y denotes a real variable of the walk shown in Figure 2.1.
Also used generally in the description of the probability 
spaces for the two server queue.
yn and yn are variables similar to y used in the description 
of the walk shown in Figure 2.1.
z denotes a complex variable. Frequently used in the manner 
established by equation (7.14).
1.2 Greek Symbols 
*« (P) denotes the Laplace Stieltjies Transformation (L.S.T.) 
of the distribution A(a) with respect to the complex 
variable p.
5 (u) denotes a probability density function such that; 
a
A (a) =* J “ (u) du 
0
* is also used as a general complex variable as in where 
D refers to differentiation.
itß (p) denotes the L.S.T. of the distribution B(s) with respect 
to the complex variable p.
it3 (q,4>) denotes the L.S.T. of the distribution B(s) when the
integration ceases when s = q and with respect to the complex 
variable (J>.
3 (L,W,p) denotes the L.T. of the distribution B(s) if B(s) 
is an distribution and the integration ceases when 
s« p and with respect to the complex variable w.
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ß is also used as a general complex variable as in where
the D refers to differentiation.
n^\(x) denotes the distribution of where x^n^e C”00»00)
is the real variable of the Lindley (i.e. GI/G/1) walk at
ththe moment just before the n arrival.
denotes a concentration of probability at zero.
(n) *Y (z) denotes the L.S.T. of y(x) with respect to the
complex variable z and over all xe (-00,00)
n^>Y+(z) denotes the L.S.T. of integrated for all
xe£o,°°) and w.r.to z.
* (n)Y_(z) denotes the L.S.T. of Y(x)w *r# t0 z for all xe(-°°,0). 
n^^6+ (z) denotes the sum;
(n)Y > )  + (n)Y > )
which is the L.S.T. of a proper distribution ^ 6  (x) for
all xefj),00).
/ \ ^
;6 (z) denotes the difference;
<n)Y*(z) - (n)Y*(0)
which is the L.S.T. of a bounded set function Y (x)
which has zero total variation for all x£(-°°,o] .
*' *o \z) andö (z) denote related functions defined by equations
• •
(16.2.5) and (16.1.14) respectively.
£ and i- denote inclusion and exclusion respectively. £ is 
also used for an arbitrarily small quantity or radius.
id
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n denotes an angle, i.e. an amplitude in the complex plane.
9 denotes a complex variable.
T^TCxjy) denotes the distribution of x and y immediately 
before the n*"*1 arrival. 7r(x,y) is the ergodic limiting 
form, if it exists.
^ tt (<J>,0) denotes the L.S.T. of ^Tr(x,y)
denotes the probability that the queue is empty just 
tilbefore the n arrival.
is the ergodic limiting value just before an arrival,if 
this exists.
^Tr^(y) denotes the probability of the event that at the
tilmoment before the n arrival at the two server queue, one 
server is free and the other has a residual service time 
of at most y.
TT^ (y) is the ergodic limiting form, if this exists. 
tt^  (6) denotes the Laplace Transformation of Tr^ (y) with 
respect to 0.
Tf^ Cy) denotes any aggregation of probability inherent in 7r(x,y) 
which lies on the line y£(0,°°) when x » 0. 
tt^  (0) denotes the L.T. of ^(y).
'n(x) denotes the otherwise unconditional probability that 
X^n^<x^n  ^ at the moment just before the n ^  arrival, 
p denotes the mean traffic load per server.
denotes the mean of a set of mean traffic loads per server.
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a denotes a real constant. Also used to denote the standard
deviation of a distribution as say tftojöoo in Section 15.
tilt denotes the absolute time at which the n customer n
leaves the queue.
(j) denotes a vomplex variable.
X+(x,y) denotes a distribution at the moment just before 
tilthe n arrival and with support set such that 0<x<y<o°.
X,(x,y) is the ergodic limiting form, if this exists.
*7*
(n \
X_(x »y) denotes a bivariate set function over the space
. .xe(-°°,0[ ye]*»00)
X_(x,y) is the ergodic limiting form, if this exists.
n^\ + ($,0) denotes the L.S.T. of n^\*(x,y)
& £
X+ (^,6) denotes the L.S.T. of X+ (x iY)
^ x  ($>6) and x ($>9) denote the L.S.T's of ^ x _ ( x>y) and 
X (x,y) respectively.
n^^X(x,y) denotes the sum;
^X+Cxjy) + ^ x _ ( x»y) e (n)iT(x,y)
The ergodic limiting form is x(x»y) and;
*X (<J>,0) denotes its L.S.T. which also satisfies 
X*(<M) * X*(<M) + X*W*6)
n^\ + (V1+ ,V2+*,... ,Vc+) is the distribution for the C server 
queue analagous to ^ X + (x,y).
X+ (V1+ ,V2+ ,...>vc+ ) is the analagous ergodic limit, if this 
exists.
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X_(0,0) denotes a portion of x (0,0) obtained by integrating
the L.T. of x (x,y) only over the region such that -oo<x<y<0.
it itX_+ (0,0) denotes the portion of x (0,0) obtained by integrating 
the L.T. of x (x,y) only over the region such that xe("°°,0] 
and ye(0,oo) . Thus;
X_(<M) * X*.^90) + x!+(0»0)
(n)X_(0,6) and ^X_+(0,0) are analagous L.S.T's of ^x_(x,y)
integrated over the same support sets.
(n) (M)X (x) denotes the marginal distribution of x at the
ttlmoment before the n arrival.
X^M) (x) denotes the ergodic limiting form of (x)
if this exists.
X+(0) denotes X+(0»0) when 6 * 0  and is thus the L.S.T. of the 
ergodic limiting waiting time distribution for the two 
server queue.
0(x) denotes a distribution on the positive half line.
0 (0) denotes the L.S.T. of 0(x) with respect to 0.
0 denotes a set of exceptional points where X+ (0>9) Is not 
bivariate analytic if 0 ■ -y. 
w denotes a complex variable.
ß (0,0) denotes a sum of functions for the ergodic queue.T
See equation (6.4.1)
itß+ (x,y) denotes the distribution for which ß+ (0,0) is the 
Laplace Transformation.
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(M)ß+ (x) denotes the marginal distribution of x derived 
from fi+ (x,y)
(nV M) + (x) denotes the distribution analagous to ß^ jp(x)
thwhich holds at the moment before the n arrival.
X denotes a real constant used to specify the stage rate 
for the Er distribution of interarrival times for the
U denotes a real constant which specifies the service rate 
for each stage of the service time distribution of the
EK./El/2 Qu e u e *
/E^/2 queue.
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2• Two Alternative Markov Processes for GI/G/2.
We here derive the recurrence which defines the basic
embedded vector Marlcov chain for GI/G/2. This result is
similar to but not identical with that quoted by Kiefer
and Wolfowitz (7) and Pollaczek (14, 15). We shall refer
to this as the First Markov Chain and from this derive a
Second Markov Chain which defines what Pollaczek calls the
sequence of “last ends" which is also used by Kiefer and
Wolfowitz. Both chains define the same distribution
function for the waiting time (w^) experienced by the n ^  
arriving customer, but the second leads to a simpler
analysis. We shall also use ordered variables, whereas
Pollaczek does not.
2.1 Assumptions.
We have two servers operating independently and in
simple parallel serving a single queue where the customers
arrive singly, and are served in the order of their arrival.
Successive interarrival intervals are assumed to be independ-tyentband identically distributed. The service times o£ the 
individual customers are also assumed to be independent of 
both the individual customer or the server and to be 
identically distributed. This is the system considered as 
GI/G/2 in the Kendall notation, see [5,6].
tilLet S be the service time of the n customer ton
arrive. As defined above is independent of both n
t tland which of the two servers handles the n customer.
Let t be the absolute time at which the nt 1^n
customer starts service.
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Let T be the absolute time at which the n n
customer leaves the system. Thus:
T * t + S . n n n
Let a be the time interval between the moment of n fc ti tharrival of the (n-1) 1 customer and that of the n1 
Remark: There appears to be no mathematical restriction
which would prevent the customer interarrival time
distribution from having a saltus at zero. Hence "multiple
arrivals" should be permissible in this very restricted
sense. We shall not deal with such cases in this thesis.
2.2 Development of the First Markov Process.
This first Markov process uses the method of ancillary
variables to describe strictly (i.e. exactly) the state
of the system just before the moments of arrival of the
customers. The second which may be simply derived from it
gives exactly the same delay distribution but offers a
simpler analysis since it avoids certain ambiguities. For
this reason both references (7) and (14) use the second
/
process as shall we. However, neither (7) nor (14) gives a 
derivation of either process. We therefore give the follow­
ing derivation both for its intrinsic interest and to aid 
our understanding of the random walk which derives from the 
second process. This is rather important in view of our 
later comments on Pollaczek's work.
tilFor two servers the earliest time at which the n 
customer can be served if he is already present and waiting
for service is
tn = Second max < V V V  (2.1)
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since he can be served as soon as at least one of the two 
servers becomes free and this happens when the second last 
of the previous customers to depart leaves the system. 
Therefore
n
t^ • max[ £ a^, 2nd m a x { T Q , . . . ]  (2.2)
i® 1
n tliif E. . a. is the time at which the n l customer arrives. i*l i
tillRemark; By this convention the zero ' customer arrived and 
commenced service at t^ * 0,
We now introduce the variables;
L i <n) *
l<2 n^  ^ * second max{T^>T^, . . . , }
and use (2.3) in (2.2) to obtain:
n
t - max{ J a.,L^n }^ n ±ul i 2
Let us now define;
V2(n> ’ t2<"> ' * "i1 = 1I a
nI -ii«l
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
and
Vx(n) - Li<B) - (2.6)
2 2 .
Then the
Consider 
analogy with
Also :
t (n+1) 
L1
t*waiting time of the n customer is: 
n
w «= t - y a.
n n i-i 1
* max {0,L9 - y a .}1 i-1 X
® max {0,V2 n^ }^
» ( v 2 (n)}+ .
now the 
(2.3)
v (n+1)
2
(n+1)
(n+1)th 
and (2.A)
(n+1)
L2
(n+1)
1
customer to arrive, 
we define: 
n+1
- Ii-l
ai
n+1
- Ii = 1 ai
By
max{lQ , T ^ , • • • »T ^  }
(2*7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
max{x0 ,Tl.... Tn-l,t:n+sn }
n
max{T0 ,T1.... Tn_i* lai+wn+Sn}i*l
max{l0 ,T;Lf . . . ,Tn__1 ,{{V2 n^  ^}++Sn+ I ai> (2.10)
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Similarly:
(n+1) Second m a x { T * , T . -, {V0(n)}++S + I a.} (2.11) H i  n-1 z n , - 1i*l
However equations (2.10) and (2.11) contain the same sequence 
of terms as equation (2.3) except that a new term has been 
added namely
{{v,(tl)}+ + S + la }
2 n 1-1 1
Therefore :
v (n+1) (n+1)
2 ~  L2 Ii*= 1
second max{i. ,L« , {V0 }++S + 5] a. } - £ a.
1 2 2 n i-1 1 i-1 1
(2 .12)
/ _ \since terms smaller than cannot affect the outcome.
Therefore:
V2(n+1) - second max {V1(n),V? (n),{V2(n)}++Sn) - an+1
by use of (2.5)
* second max{V_ {V - ^  }++S } - a -1 2  n n+1
because (V^(n)}+ > V ,
(2.13)
Similarly we may show that§
V (n+1) - max(V (n),{V (n)}++S } - a 1 1 2  n i (2.14)
whence it is clear that if ancillary variables and ^2^^
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are known for any n, expressions (2.13) and (2.14) define 
a Markov chain for an(j V 2^n+^ .  Thus if this
time homogeneous chain has a limiting joint distribution 
G(v i ,v 2) for the variable and V2{n  ^ as n °°,
we may define the limiting distribution for the waiting time 
b y ;
F (w) * P (W < w)
* F ^v 2^
by w = maxlOjV^) ® (v2) +
G ( v 1 * °°»v 2^
if v2 > 0
- g (V;l = ®,0) ■
if v2 < 0
(2.15)
Note: Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
the limiting joint distribution of and V2 were first
given by Kiefer and Wolfowitz in [7).
2.3 The Second Markov Chain.
Consider the following recurrence analogous to (2.14) and
(2.13) :
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Y (n+1) - max{{Y(n)}+ ,{X(n)}++S } ... (2.16)
X (n+1) - min{{Y(n)}+ ,{x(n)}++S } - an n+1 (2.17)
to define the variables X^n  ^ and for all n 0,1,2*... .
Clearly these equations define a Markov chain which is very
similar to that described by equations (2.13) and (2.14). To
see that both define the same distribution function w . then
£ hwaiting time of the n customer to arrive, we show that:
{X (n)>+ E {y^(n)}+
for all n.
Write
(Y (n+1)}+ - (max{{Y(n)}+ ,{X(n)}++S } - a }+n n-t* jl
{X (n+D}+ = {min{{Y (n)}'h,{x(n)}++S } - a . _ } +
from (2.16) and (2.17). 
Write
{V x <n + 1 >}+ . {raax{V1(n),{V2(n)}++Sn} - an+1>+ 
{V2 (n+D } + - {min {V1(n).{V2(n)}++Sn} - an+1>+
from (2.13) and 2.14).
Note that:
v x (n)  < { v 1 ( n ) }+ .
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We postulate:
{x (n)}+ - {v2 (n)}+
{Y <n)}+ = {V1(n)} +
whence
V1 n^) < {Y^n)}+ If < 0 but V1(n  ^ * { Y ^ } *  if V.^11^ > 0,
and show that:
{x<n+l)}+ . {v2(n+l)}+
{Y (n+l)}+ . {v  ^ }
for all n * 0,1,2,... .
Proof: If Vx(n) < 0
{ (n+l)}+ , {{v ( n)}+ +s -a ,_}+ « (Y (n+1)}+1 2 n n+l
{v2<n+l)}+ _ 0 . {x(n+l)}+ 
by inspection.
If ' > 0 the expressions also give identical
results and the induction is completed.
Therefore
w * max{0,V0 ^} n £.
■ max{0,X^n  ^ } (2.18)
for all n and both the chains give the same delay distribution
as asserted
However the second chain defines distributions which
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gather rather more of the probability associated with zero 
waiting delay into an aggregation (i.e., a saltus) at the 
point X * Y « 0  and this is more convenient because it 
enlarges the region of convergence of one of the Laplace 
integrals used during the solution of these problems.
Finally we note that since both chains consider the states 
of the system at the moments just before the arrival of each 
customer w or in the limit as n if it exists. w is
the delay actually experienced by the customers. It is not 
therefore say, the Virtual Waiting Time of Takacs.
Remarks: 1. Although most of the analysis which follows will
be concerned with bivariate Laplace Transformation space, it 
will be from time to time useful to consider the bivariate 
probability space of the equivalent continuous time random 
walk and we note that the recurrences defined by (2.16) and 
(2.17) can be interpreted in the following way.
Suppose we have a particle undergoing a random walk in the 
half quadrant 0 < x < y < «> and subject to the following rules:
(i) At time tR + 0 the particle is projected for the n**1 
time from some initial position (xn,yn) horizontally and with 
constant velocity in such a manner that if it does not encounter 
the "mirror" barrier which is the line y * x it reaches the
^ ^ *V «W
point y ,x where y * y and x ■ x + S .r  ^  '  n  '  ^  n  r t  n  f t
28.
(ii) If it encounters the mirror at y ■ x i.e. if
S + x > y it reflects upwards a distance d • S + x - y n n yn n n n n
and reaches (x ,y ) where x * y and y = S + x .n n n n ' n n n
Thus this reflection is equivalent to the exchanging of the
variables x and y by the max, min operations of the
recurrence .
(iii) The particle leaves the point (x^jy^) anc* drifts t0 
the point xn+i>yn+i w^ere
xn+l xn an+l
y +1 ’ yn ' an+l J n
provided xn+^ >
(iv) Should the particle encounter the ’sticky" barrier 
which is the line x * 0 it becomes captive and slides down 
this line at constant velocity to the point
yn+l ‘ yn - an+l
unless:
(v) The particle becomes trapped at the point x * y * 0
where it rests motionless until time t when the process
repeats.
Thus diagrammatically the random walk is
Aj- ,IfvV
29.
M
' P -  ■
• yr
where the numbers correspond with the stages. Naturally 
the queueing recurrence is arrived at by observing this random 
walk just once per cycle i.e., at the Instants just before 
each successive horizontal projection.
(vi) It will also be observed that if the probability of
the particle ever reaching the "sticky” barrier (or the origin) 
is very very small this random walk will very nearly follow the 
rule;
u + S n n - 2a
where,
un x + y n J n
and this simple observation leads to several interesting
30 .
consequences which are touched on in later sections.
2. Following Lindley [11] we note that equations (2.16) and
(2.17) mean that the joint distribution of Y^n+^  and 
is identical with that of the max{ } and min{ } of the
right hand sides. See also Section 4 where this is explored
in more detail.
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3. The Analogous Maykov Processes for GI/G/C.
Consider that we now have C servers and define
1,2 , . . . , C areV > V > > VX “ 2 ** * C where the i
real variables which will obey a recurrence to be defined 
below: Now note that
*t * max n
t Ina^ , C max{i^ , ,  • • • (3.1)i»l
where there are C servers, by analogy with (2.2).
Therefore we may extend the previous derivation to obtain 
the following analogous results:
v^(n+l) _ max{Vi(n>,?2( n ) ,{Vc (n)}++Sn} - a
- max{Vl(n),{Vc (n)}++Sn} - an+1 (3.2)
(n+1)
2 - second max(V1(n) ,V2(n) ,{Vc (n)}*f+Sn} - an+1
- median{V1(n) ,V2(n) ,{Vc(n)}++Sn> - an+1 (3.3)
(n+1) 
x - »edian{Vx <?>,Vx (n>,{Vc (n))++Sn> (3.4)
(n+1)
C “ oln{VC ^ )-{VC (n)}++Sn} ”an+l (3.5)
This is once again a Markov process which may be altered
/ _ \by the replacement of some or all of the variables from 1
to by (V1(n)}+ etc., to {Vc n^^}+ without
altering the distribution of w where,n
(n)
w ■ max(0,V ' }n L 3.6)
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although the joint distribution of the to is
quite extensively altered.
Note: The above processes use strictly ordered variables with
whereas Pollaczek's treatment [15] does not use any such fixed 
ordering of the variables. The fixed ordering appears to 
lead to some simplifications in the analysis, and it is the 
ordering (or sorting) process which in effect generates the 
more important singularities.
°° > ^ l ^ n  ^ > ^ 2 ^ ^  > ^ 3 ^ ^ (3.7)
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4. Laplace Stieltjes Transforms.
To proceed further from equations (2.16) and (2.17) we
define the Bivariate Distribution Function of the variables
(n) (n) .x , y to be;
n^^Tr(x,y)s»P(X^n^ < x , Y ^ n^ < y )  (4.1)
for all n * 1,2,... and where 
-°° < x, y < 00
We now define;
lq e~padA(a)
where A(a) * P(A < a) 
f00■ J Qe"*paa (a)da
if the density function a(a) exists
* a* (p) (4.2)
Also define;
00
/Qe pSdB(s)
where B(s) * P(S < s)
00
:»/0e pS$(s)ds
if the density function $(s) exists
- $*(p) (4.3)
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We now reconsider '-uations (2.16) and (2.17) namely;
<x(n)>+ + S „> an+l (2.16)
{X(a)}+ + S } - a ..n n+j. (2.17)
and use the previous definitions to write;
. 0 0  . 0 0
00 00 00
I Jf e
TT(x,y)
-8max ({y }+ , {x^n  ^}++s) - <J>min( {y ^  }+ , { x ^ } +-(n)i Mo
e '^+<^  adB(s)dA(a)d^n^7r(x,y) (4.4)
directly from (2.16) and (2.17) after noting that B(s) and A(a) 
are independent of n where;
(n) f f -<f>x(n)-0y(n) ,(n)- v ,, ,-vtt* (4>, 6) » J 1 e y d 7r(x,y) (4.5)
X *  -00 y * x -
is the Laplace Stieltjes Transform of the Bivariate Distribution 
Function ^n^7T(x,y) which may exist only for wholly imaginary 
4> and 0. The extension to domains is considered later.
Equation (4.4) may be rewritten by subdividing the ranges 
of integration in the following manner;
-0-
+
CD
I
*a
it
*
t=
+
C
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Excursus. On the One Server Wiener-Bopf Method.
The simplification of (4.6) which we ahaLluse may be more 
readily understood if we reconsider the analytic method often 
used for the one server queue. In our notation, Lindley's 
equation* (see [11]) reads;
^(n+1) * max{ 0, (W }+ + S - a -} (4.7)n n+1
but if we define say x^11^ such that -00 < x^n  ^ < 00, x^n  ^
real for all n * 0,1,2,... we obtain;
x (n+l) . {x(n)}+ + s . (A.8)
n n+1
whence given a complex variable z and noting that the
distributions of S and a ,, are for all n ■ 0,1,2,...,n n+1 * *
just the distributions B(s) and A(a) and thus independent
of n, we obtain;
(n+1) , ,-v
E<e~ZX ) - (n+1\ * U )
00 00 ‘ 00 r r (n) 1 +  i / \
= , J  I f  e”z {x } +s-aldA(a)dB(s)d(n)Y(x
x 'n'«-co 0 0
(4.9)
where n^^y(x) is the Distribution of x^n  ^ and n^^Y*(z) is ' .
its bilateral Laplace Stieltjes Transformation with respect to 
z which may of course only exist for z wholly imaginary.
Thus ;
(n+1)Y*(z) - i l l  e'z(s_a)dA(a)dB(s)d<n)y(x)
- » o  0
00 00 00 ( n )
+ 1 1 1  e“2(x +S'a)dA(a)dB(s)d(n)Y(x)
0 - 0  0
- ß*(z)a*(-z){/ d (n)Y(x) + / e"ZX d (n)f(x) (A.10)
-00 0 »
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Nov consider the ordinary bilateral Stieltjes
Transformation of a variable where
We may write;
(n)Y*(2) - / e"zvd(n)Y(v) (4.11)
—  00
and if we define
(n)Y*(z) - / e“zvd(n)Y(v) (4.12)— 00
and,
(n)Y*(2) - 
we note that
/ e"zvd(n)Y(v) (4.13)0-
/ d(n)Y(v) - (n)Y?(0) (4.14)— 00
Therefore we may use (4.14) in (4.10) -to obtain;
(n+1)Y*(z) “ ß*(2)a*(-z){(n)Y*(0) + (n)Y*(z)> (4.15)
whence if we define new functions for all n, by; 
(n)6*(z) - (n)Y*(z) + (n)Y*(0)
and (4.16)
(n)6*(z) = (n)Y*(z) - <n)Y*(0)
we obtain by use of these in (4.15);
(n+1)Y*(z) = 8*(z)a*(-z)(n)6*(z) (4.17)
Thus if the queue is ergodic and it can be shown that,
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lim{(n+l)6?{2)} , js < 0  . > 0
one obtains;
(l-ß*(s)o*(-z))5*(z) « -6*(z) (4.18)
T •*
Equations (4.17) and (4.18) are the standard 
"Wiener-Hopf" starting points for the extensions of the 
domains of analyticity by factorization and continuation 
arguments and thence the determination of the distributions 
n^ ^6(w) and 6(v) in the limiting case, but those simple 
processes are of no great interest for the moment. The 
important concept is the essential uniqueness of the 
constant n^^y*(0) which results from the operation of 
"sweeping up“ all the probability from the negative half 
line and placing it in a saltus at w * 0 since this makes 
the Laplace Stieltjes Transformation of a proper 
distribution which will satisfy (4.17) and which thus defines 
a n^^Y*(z) which satisfies (4.15). The reader might also 
refer to the comments of Kingman [9] on this point.
We now apply these ideas to equation (4.6) as follows. 
Define •
- J e~'*>SdB (a)0
QO
e*(4>) * / e‘(|>SdB(s) 
and use these in ?4.6) to obtain;
(4.19)
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We now note that only those two integral» for* which
(n)x > 0 contain such terms as e and we therefore
define;
(n) 0-  0 
(n)^ (n)^ (n)y  23— 00 y  ' d^Tt(x,y) (4.21)
* Total probability that both servers are
t hsimultaneously free at the moment just before the n arrival 
and
(y) * d ^TT(x,y) (4.22)
* Total probability that one server is
free and the other has a residual service time < y at the
t hmoment just before the n arrival.
We now note that
\> + . I V  * i ( , )y(n)-0
P(W = {x(n)}+ = 0) n
t h* Probability that the n arriving customer
does not wait.
Remark: The use of the subscripts 0 and 1 in and iT^ (y)
reminds us that these probabilities are associated with the 
states no servers busy and one server busy respectively just 
before an arrival.
We now use (4.21) and (4.22) in (4.20) to obtain;
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We now define the distribution;
^(n) (n)
^X.(x,y) ■ (y) + / / d^n 7^T(x* ,y')
u 1 0+ 0+ (4.24)
if x (n) > 0, y (n) > x (n)
* 0
if x (n) < 0. -» < y*n* < <»
and the set function;
x (n) y (n)
X_(x,y) = / / d n\(x* ,y')
if X (n> < 0  -00 < < 00
- 0
if x (n) > 0  -o° < y*n* < oo
(n) C y )
(4.25)
and with these form;
(n)X(x,y) * (n)X+(x,y) + (n)x_(x,y) * (n)ir(x,y)
(4.26)
which recovers the original n^^TT(x,y) after the addition. We 
note that both fn^x+ (x,y) and n^^x(x,y) (* n^^ff(x,y)) are
proper distribution functions on 0 < x < y < ° °  and 
-00 < x < y < 00 respectively, whilst x_(x,y) is merely a
bounded set function and that these properties have been 
obtained by the use of the necessarily unique compensation 
functions an<* (y) for each n.
The parallel between this procedure and that used in the 
classical one server Wiener-Hopf method will be obvious. This
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is also the essential unambiguous projective operation * • 
for a two server queue. Analogous operations are clearly 
possible for queues with several servers.
From (4.2.4) define;
(n) (n)
I I . 
0 -  0 -
-♦*'“'-ey'“'d <n> (l>y)
where
- <n)xi(4’,e> (4.27)
= (n)TT + (n)Tt *(0) + / (4.23)u i 0+ 0+
- <nV  + (n)ir *(0) + /" 00 j, (n) a (n) , \/ e-*x -0y d (n)n(x,y) (4.29)0 1 0+ 0+
(n),r*(0) - /" e-0y (n)d(n) 
1 0+
(y) (4.30)
and from (4.25) define;
0+ 00 , (n) n (n) , v
/ / e-^x -0y d (n>x_(x,y)
—  00 .0 0
(n)XM4>,6)
(n)w _ (n) 
07TÄ - —  n*(0) + J / eX  .0 0  .0 0
0 -  00
0- - -*x(n)-0y
(4.31)
(x,y) (4.32)
n^ ^7T*(0) + / / ~6y d^n\(x,y) (4.33)
i .00 — oo
Gather the following terms in (4.23);
&ft(0) (n)f (n)^ (n) x '*0+ y x = x-
(n)
-*y(n)-0x(n\(n)d ir(x,y)
+ e*(0) (n)I
y '“'«() +
+ 8*(0)(n)it„
-4>y d (n)ir1 (y)
4 4 .
a n d  o b s e r v e  w i t h  t h e  a i d  o f  e q u a t i o n s  ( 4 . 2 9 )  a n d  ( 4 . 3 0 )  ( a f t e r  
e x c h a n g i n g  t h e  r o l e s  o f  <p a n d  0) t h a t  t h e  sum of  t h e s e  
t h r e e  t e r m s  may b e  w r i t t e n  a s
0 * ( ö ) x * < e , < i > ) ( 4 . 3 4 )
S i m i l a r l y  g a t h e r  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  t e r m s  i n  ( 4 . 2 3 )  n a m e l y ;
00 00 
I( n ) ; n ( n ) ^  * -<J>y - 0 x  Q . ( ( n )  ( n )  0 . 'x ' * 0 +  y » 0 +  t - e  ß * ( y  “ X , 0 ) 1
L.
( n ) ( n )
+ / xZ [ e ” 9y B * ( y  ^n \ ^ ) - - e ’“^ y ß * ( y ^ r‘\ ö ) ] d  ^n 7^T ( y )
y K ' * 0 +  y
a n d  u s e  ( 4 . 2 9 )  a n d  ( 4 . 3 0 )  t o  o b t a i n  t h i s  sum i n  t h e  f o r m ;
j (n)<
( n ) f  ( n ) ^  ( n )  x * 0 -  y *x
r e - e y ( n ) - ^ ( n ) e * ( y ( n ) - x ( “ ) , ^
_ e -<t>y( n ) - 9 x ( n ) ß j t ( y ( n ) _ x ( n ) >6) Aix’y)
Add ( 4 . 3 4 )  a n d  ( 4 . 3 5 )  t o  o b t a i n
( 4 . 3 5 )
( n + 1 ) TT*0i > , e )  *=
by  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  ( 4 . 2 6 )
( n + 1 ) X*(<f>,6)
4a * ( - 6 + < p y ;  0 *  ( 8 )  7 X j ( ö , < | > )
,  0 O  - JO
+ o' !<n>[
(n)- ^ (n>e*(y(n)-x(n),*)
r - e - ^ y ^ ^ - e x ( n) e* ( y ( n ) _ x (n) , e ) ] d <n)X+ ( x , y )
iv
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  ( 4 . 2 3 ) ( 4 . 3 6 )
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Excursus:
In [7] I'iefcr anti Wolfowitz derived the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the ergodicity of the milti-server queue. They
( )  *4* 4*shoved that if ' X+ (v ^ »v 2 , . . . , vc> were the joint distribution
4 4 4*function of the variables vi ,v2*'***V c may be defined
tilfrom equations (3.2) to (3.7), just before the moment of the n 
arrival, then it would have the property.
lim { (n)X+ (v^,V 2 ,...,v*)}* X+ (v^,V 2 .....v*) > 0
n**00 r (4.37)
0 < V+ < V+ , < ... < v* < 00c - c-1 - 1
lim ( (n)X+ (00,00 , . . . ,°°,V*)} - X+ 0*»°°» • • • »°°.v^) > 0
n-*-00
0 < v $  < - c
; (4.38)
;
were true. Conversely they showed that if the queue were not 
ergodic then
lim{(n) X+ (00»00, • * • * 88 0 (4.39)
for any < 00 and that under these conditions;
lim{ ^ n ^X+ (v^,V 2  , . . . ,v*) > » 0 (4.40
also for all + _ + v < v , c - c-1 < < ».
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Their condition is now well known and may be simply stated.
If S - Mean Service Time < 00
and
P < 1
where
p * Mean Load per Server 
SSB
c . a
where
c * Number of Servers
and
(4.41)
(4.42)
a * Mean Inter-arrival Time 
the queue may be ergodic, whereas if p > 1 it is not.
Remark: The ergodicity of the two server queue was investigated
by analytic methods and the foregoing condition found to be 
necessary for the existence of a non-zero limiting transform 
X+($>®)« It was also found that if;
l i m { (n)X*(<ti,e)j - 0
n-H»
for all finite $ and 0, this corresponded with the result that 
lim(x^n  ^ + y^n^} * 00
whilst
(n) (n) , „y • < o o
for all n.
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However, the possibility of periodicities such that no limiting 
behaviour might exist proved difficult although consideration 
of the equation,
which may be obtained as a limiting form of (4.36) as n -*■ 00 and 
with $ * 6 ■ 6 suggests that W . L . Smith’s observation that if 
either A(a) or B(s) were a continuous distribution and 
p < 1, the GI/G/1 queue possessed an ergodic limiting 
distribution, may generalize easily in this case also. See [16]
Consequently this work is not included in the thesis 
although the corollaries to many of the Lemmas given in Section 
6 give results which would be required for such an investigation.
For the purpose of this thesis we hereafter assume that 
the following limits exist for appropriate -00 < x < y < 00
* a* (-26) g* (6) x* (<$,<$)
n-H»
llm {(n)X+ (x,y)} - X+ (x,y> (4.43)
lira {^X_(x,y)} “ X (x,y) (4.44)
n+co
lira {^n\ 1 (y)> = TT^y)
n-*°°
(4.45)
and
n-H»
lira ( 88 TCq (4.46)
and that in particular;
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X+ (x,y) > tt0 > 0 (4.47)
for all 0 < x < y < °°
We also assume that the corresponding Laplace 
Transformations X+($f^)> XÜ:(4>*9) and tt*(0)
also exist for some appropriate domains jD+ ((j),0), Z7_ (4>, 0)
and Z?^(0) in 4> and 0, whatever these may be.
We may write a limiting form for equation (4.26) as 
follows;
__r
X*(4>,0) - a*(-e+<M 3*(6)x$(9.<l>)
+ / / [e Öy ^x0* (y-x,jj)).
(4.48)
which appears to be about the simplest general equation 
which can be written down for the queue Gl/G/2.
5 • Preliminary definitions and Theorems.,
Before proceeding we require a number of preliminary lemmas. 
The following definitions and theorems will assist in the 
statement and proof of these.
5.1 Definitions.
5.1.1 A Domain is an open arcwise and simply connected set 
in C^(» n dimensional complex space with n > 1, for most of
our applications).
5.1.2. A Region is another set, not necessarily a domain, 
plus some portion of its edge set.
5.1.3. A Closed Set is an entirely closed region.
Remark: Generally the regions and closed sets which we will
use will be both simply and arcwise connected. Thus the open
interior will generally be a domain and any exception to this
principle will be specifically mentioned,
5.1.4. Re (.) denotes Real Part of (.)
Im (.) denotes Imaginary Part of (.).
5.1.5. Bivariate Analytic Function.
A function fCz^jZ^) is said to be analytic (strictly 
bivariate analytic) in both complex variables if it may be 
written in the form of a power series;
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f(z1,z2) - I l . 0."l, 0.n2. „ an1n_ (2IZ1>n ^ O  n2*0 1 2
0 0when centred on the point (z^.z^) and if this power series is 
convergent (or absolutely convergent) in some neighbourhood of 
that point.
5 0.
Remarks: 1. Clearly will be analytic in a domain
D if it can be written as a power series centred on every point 
(jiJtZj) £ D and convergent in a neighbourhood of each such point.
2. If fCz^jZ^) is analytic at a point (z^z^) all 
its derivatives and partial derivatives will exist at that point.
This is obvious from the series definition.
3. An analytic function of n complex variables 
may be written in the form;
f (z) * f (z ,...,z , . . . ,z ) 1 J n
00 n ri
1 v...m <■-«?>m m • • • m « • • • m x n1 j n
centred on the point (zj,.,.,z^) and this series will converge 
in some neighbourhood of the point.
5.1.6. Polydisc.
/ 0 0 vA convenient neighbourhood of a point such as (z^,.*.,zny 
is the polydisc;
D(z°,r) : |z^~Zj| < r^ for all j - l,2,...,n
which generalizes the familiar concept of the disc.
Note: Bochner and Martin [l] refer to these as polycylinders
but later authors such as Hormander [3] use this more reasonable
name .
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5*1*7. Singular Chain (Univariate Case).
Let f(z) be a function of a complex variable z 
defined by the equivalence class of its elements {fj,} (where
these elements are convergent power series representations
centred on the sequence of points (a }) and write;n
$ : {f(z,& ), Iz-l I < R for all n * 1,2...}u n n n j
Then $ is said to be a singular chain of f(z) if
1. $ is a chainu
2. lim{a } » I« existsn u
and
3. lim{R } * 0n
owhence a^  is the end point of $
Remarks: 1. Two singular chains are equivalent iff the
corresponding classes [f,!)^ ] and [g,D£] are identical for 
sufficiently small values of e where D£ is the disc|z-a^| < e 
and $e is the subset of $ which has centres which lie in D£.
This implies that g and f have the same endpoint
a^  and g ^ f modulo D£.
2. A finite point z * a^ is a singular point of an 
analytic function f(z) iff it is the endpoint of a singular
chain made up of elements of f(z). Two singular chains which
have the same endpoint determine the same singular point iff the
chains are equivalent.
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3. These definitions from Hille £21 Vol.II Chapter 10
5 .-1.3. Singular Chain (Multivariate
Let f(z£,Z2• • • tz ) be a function of the complex
v ar i ab l es (z,,z.,...,z ) defined by the equivalence class1 2. m
of its elements {f^} where each element is a convergent power
(a) o (a)vseries in ( z ^ »•••»zra) centred on a point (a^ >***,am '
and we write
$M = { f ( 8 1, 2 j ,Z]n, a i ' n ; , I j n^; , s m( n ) ) ; l ( . j - » J w l < V " ' }
for all n ** 1,2,... 
and all j 0 1,2, ...,m
Then $., is a singular chain of the multivariate function
(n) (n)
$M 11
f (z]L.• • • f z f n
1 . 13
2. Lim{ & j 
. n
exists and
3. Lim{R. 
n ^
 . (n).... &,(n).....i <n)} - l,(0),...,ä.(0).....
1 J m 1 J
^ ^  ^  \ A  ( «* /a 1 Ä  « rt 4» A  M  /\ A  4» V» 4 wm 1 O
whence (a/^,...,a ^  ^ ) is the endpoint of $. 1 m
and
(i) u) is a complex variable
(ii) gj(w) is an entire function of w, for each
j * l,2,...,m, then the resulting function of u>
namely
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F (to) «■ f (q^(to) , q ^ (w ) , . . . , g ^ (to) , . . . »qm (to))
will be analytic in to in the domain D where
d = £,(to)n£0(to)n... n#.(to)n ...nd (w )1 l j m
where D (w) is the inverse mapping of the disc
I Sj <“ ) - Sj <w0) I < Rj(= RjCg^Wo)))
into the w plane. Clearly therefore;
D is empty if any R. ■ 0.
J
5.2 Standard Theorems.
The following are standard theorems from the theory of one 
or more complex variables which are given without proofs. 
References are given however.
5*2,1, Osgood’s Leana
If a function f(z) * f (z^  , . . . , z^,...,z^ ) with all z^
complex is continuous in a domain D and if at every point in 
D it is analytic in each variable, then f(z) is analytic 
(i.e. multivariate analytic) in D.
Reference: Theorem II, Chapter 2 Bochner and Martin [l].
5.2.2. Qagood's Theorem.
If a function f(z) in a domain D of E^n is analytic 
in each complex variable z^  , j * 1, 2, ...,n (when all the
others are complex constants) and if it is bounded in all 
variables, then it is analytic in all variables.
No t e : is the Euclidean 2n dimensional space vh-icl»-
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corresponds in this situation, with C^. 
Reference: Bochner and Martin [l], Chapter 7,
5.2.3. Harters Theorem.
Lemma 3.
If f(z) is defined in a domain D in E_ and f hasin
the property that for every point (!^,...,& ) of D each of the 
functions
f <&! äj-l'Zj ’aJ+l &n) for all j * 1 ,2,...,n •
is analytic in the single variable 
the point a^; then f is analytic in
in the neighbourhood of
(z......z ) throughouti n
D.
Remark: This rather remarkable result largely subsumes the
results of Osgood. It is to be found as Theorem 4, Chapter 7. 
Bochner and Martin [l].
5.3 Preliminary Theorems.
*"(J)X*“0yTheorem 5.3.1. The bivariate Laplace»kernel e is a
bivariate entire function for all finite x and y .
m
Proof: The result follows directly from the well known properties
of the complex exponential function.
Theorem 5.3.2. The Lebesqua Integral
CO
1(6) - / e' ydF(y) (5.3 2.1) -
0 -
where F(y) is a distribution function defined on the half line 
[O,00) is continuous in 0 at or toward all points in the region
R
5 5 .
R w h e r e
R : { A l l  0 s . t .  R e ( ö ) > 0 , ^ ( 5 . 3 . 2 . 2 . )
i f  i t  b e  u n d e r s t o o d  t h a t  i f  6^ i s  an  e d g e  p o i n t  o f  R* t h e  
c o n t i n u i t y  s h a l l  o n l y  b e  d e f i n e d  t o  6^ t h r o u g h  p o i n t s  i n  R 
a n d  n o t  t h r o u g h  p o i n t s  o u t s i d e  R.
R e m a r k : A r e g i o n  o f  t h i s  t y p e  i s  o f t e n  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  a h a l f
$zrif> cr mule!tf&N ,
c l o s e d ^  t u b e  in ^ H o w e v e r  a r e g i o n  s u c h  a s  - a  < R e ( a )  < b
-*00 < I m ( 0 )  < 00 i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  a c l o s e d  t u b e  s i n c e  i t s  b a s e
i s  c l o s e d .
P r o o f : I f  R e ( 0 )  > 0 ,  t h e  m o d u l u s  o f  t h e  k e r n e l  i s  b o u n d e d
t h a t  i s
f o r  a l l  y e [ O , 00) .
H e n c e  t h e  k e r n e l  i s  b o u n d e d  i n  m o d u l u s  by  an  i n t e g r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  
f o r  a l l  0 e R w h i l s t  i t  i s  a l s o  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  0 .  H e n c e  by  
b o u n d e d  c o n v e r g e n c e ,  1 ( 0 )  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  0 f o r  a l l  0 £ R a s  
a s s e r t e d .
T h e o r e m  5 . 3 . 3 .  The  L e b e s q u e  i n t e g r a l ;
When F ( y )  i s  a d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e d  i n  j^O,00) i s  
a n a l y t i c  a t  a l l  p o i n t s  8^  s u c h  t h a t  0^ e D w h e r e  D i s  t h e  
d o m a i n .*
( 5 . 3 . 2 . 3 )
1 ( 0 )  * /  e " 0 y d F ( y ) ( 5 . 3 . 3 . ' D
0 -
D: ( a l l  0 s .  t .  R e ( 0 )  > 0 ,  16 1 < 
* An o p e n  t u b e  a t  halt |>Une,.
( 5 . 3 . 3 . 2 )
Proof: By the proof of Theorem 5.3.2";
/ |e~ey|dF(y) < 1 (5.3.3
0-
if Re(0) > 0 and -00 < Im(0) < °°.
Hence for some R sufficiently large and Re(0) > 0.
/ |e"8y|dF(y) < e 
R
(5.3.3
where e >0 is arbitrarily small.
Hence we may write;
00 —  0  y
I((9,8 ) - / e" (9' V ye 0 dF(y) (5.3.3
0-
which will exist for any 0q s.t. Rc (0q) > 0
.t. |e - eol < Re(0^) and thence;
00 -(0 -0n)y 6ny
)l < / 1« 1 Ie 1dF(y)
0-
R ~(0“0n)y
■ lira{ / 1e I Ie IdF(y)}
R-^oo 0-
R 00 (0 -0)n
1 | — T |y |e 0y |dF(y)}< lim{ /
(5.3.3
(5.3.3
0- n=0
00 (Ön“®)n R 0lim{ I I-- —r- 1/ yn 1 e"- 0y | dF(y) }
R-+-oo n=90 0 -
(5.3.3
wmcc vka> ex/sva for ad p  l 3 /^ )
(5.3.3
< y I (V Q) |litn{ /
— L  ' n ! 1? -Too 0 —
dF(y)} (5.3.3
n=0 R-r « (Re(0 ))n
.3)
.4)
.5)
.6)
.7)
.8)
.9)
.10)
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since
n -R-(0O)»< y e
n!
- (Re(0Q))n
(5.3.3.12)
(5.3.3.13)
and if Re(0g) > 0
R
®  n! lim{ / (Re(6 ))"ndF(y)}
RH-oo 0 -
* n if Re(0o) ndF(y) 
0-  0
which is finite. 
Hence;
00 I 0 — 0 j
•1(0*eo > 1 i I {RiTe7y}nn=0 0
which is finite if 10 — 0 |^ < ReCG^) by comparison with a 
geometric series. Hence the power series 1(0,0^) has a 
non-zero radius of convergence if Re(0g) > 0. Thus if 
Re(0g) > 0 the power series 1(0,0^) defines an analytic 
function.
However 0q was an arbitrary point in the half plane
s.t. Re(0) >0. Hence we may choose any suitable sequence of
centre points such that Re(6n .) > 0 for all
JL * 1,2,..., and such that the discs of convergence overlap 
and also cover the finite half plane. Clearly this is an 
equivalence class of power series which defines a unique 
function analytic in the infinite half plane s.t. Re(0) > 0. 
However this is in the domain D defined by equation (5.3.3.2)
5 8 .
and chis pro res the asc-ertior
Remarks: 1. A converse result is obviously true u r
integrals defined on y e  ("•°°,03 where these are convergent 
if Re(0) < 0 whence the regions R and domains D are 
R = {0 s.f. Re(0) < 0 ; < Im(0) < «}
(5
D = {0 s.lt. Re(0) < 0 * -oo < im(0) < <»}
.3.3.14)
2. We have simply shown that there 3 no singular •
chains which end at points such that Re(0) > 0. More is
true however if F(y) is a monotone function of y.
Thus if the integral (5.3.2.1) diverges when 
6 = 6g and converges for all finite 0s.t. Re (0) > Re(0Q) 
then 0Q is real and is a singular point the Laplace 
transformation F*(0), See for example Widder [18] Chapter 2 
§5.
3. An alternative proof of Theorem 5.3.3 is given 
in Widder [18] Chapter 2, wherein all derivatives of F*(0) 
w.r. to 0 are shown to exist if Re(0) > 0.
Theorem 5.3.4. Given a two dimensional set S 
this will be a bivariate Castesian product set) 
defined for all subsets of S and a region R
|<f>| < 00, I Ö I < o o
and
|e-**-6*| « 1 C5.3.4.1)
if the point (4>,0) e R
for all points (x,y) e S
(generally 
a measure M 
in C^ such that
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and if
/ M(dx x dy) <<» (5.3.4.2)
S
then
X ( 4>, 0) = Je ^M(dx x dy) (5.3.4.3)
5
is: -
(i) Continuous in 8 when 4) is a constant at any point
(4>, 0) e R provided that the continuity is defined only between 
points in R* (4>g) where i?1 (^q) Is the image of R in the
complex plane of 0 when cj> = 4>q a complex constant
and
(ii) Continuous in cj> when 0 is constant at every point
<<*> > 0) e R etc .
Proof: Consider assertion (i) . Clearly if <*> is constant and
1
•<
(5.3.4.1) and .3.4.2) are true we see that the kernel
I
* (tx** 0 ye is bounded in modulus by an integrable function whilst
it is also continuous in 0. Hence this assertion is really 
a generalized restatement of Theorem (5.3.2) the proof of which 
may be repeated in principle here. Hence the assertion is 
true.
Assertion (ii) is obviously then true by exchange of 
variables.
Theorem 5.3.5. Given a two dimensional set S a measure M 
defined for all subsets of 5, a region R in C2 and a 
domain DczR such that;
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I <j> I < 00 I 0 I < °°
if the point (<J>,0) e R (5.3.5.1)
for all points (x,y) e S
and if
/ M (dx x dy) < 00 
S
(5.3.5.2)
then
X ( „ 8) * /e ^A/(dx*x dy) (5.3.5.3)
5
is
(i) Analytic is (J> in a neighbourhood of any $ ■
when 0 * 0q a complex constant if the point e ^ an<*
(ii) Analytic in 0 in a neighbourhood of any 0 ■ 0Q 
when 4* * 0Q etc. . .
when
where R is the boundary (if any) included in R .
Remark: If R is not such that R - R is a domain we may
decompose R into such disjoint regions (or regions and 
domains) as have this property and apply the theorem to each 
in turn.
Proof: This theorem is a two dimensional generalization of
theorem (5.3.3) wherein \ S may also incorporate both positive 
and negative x and y. However the requirement of statement
D * R - R (5.3.5.4)
(5,3.5.1) is such that we may prove both the above assertions 
by obvious repetitions of the arguments used to prove theorem 
(5.3.3).
Hence the assertion is true.
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Remark:
K z 1
for an n
Z « 9 4 4 Z1 n
It seems clear that if we write;
-z.X....-z X
...,z ) * / e n nM(dx, x dx«x ... x dx )n £ 1 2  n
dimensional set S and n complex variables
then if;
Zj I < °° j « 1, . . . ,n
-z,x ....-z x 1 1  n n < 1
for all (z. . . . z ) e R 1 n
for all (x....x ) £ 5 1 n
and if;
/ W(dx- x dx« x ... x dx ) <
s 1 2 n
and we define
D * R - R
as a domain in Cn> the previous Theorems will easily generalize 
to n dimensions.
Theorem 5.3.6. I(4>,0) defined by equation (5.3.4.3) is
analytic (i.e. bivariate analytic) within a neighborhood of all 
points ($,6) e D where
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D * R - R
and
R and R have been previously defined.
Proof: The result follows immediately from Hartog's Theorem and
Theorem 5.3.5.
Pvemarks 1. Theorems 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 assert that if the 
bivariate defining integral (5.3.5.3) exists for all points 
($,0) e R then !(<$>,0) is bivariate analytic in
where R is the boundary of R
However a little more is true as we may show by a 
re-examination of the proof of theorem 5.3.5.
Suppose I(<t>,0) is analytic in D and continuous in R 
and suppose furthermore 3a <|)q such that all points 
(<{>q ,0) e R for all 0 £ where R^j is the projection
of R into the plane of 0 when 4> = 4>q . Then clearly
such that I(4>o,0) is univariate analytic in 0 if 6 e
D « R - R
cannot be bivariate analytic for any 0 e R
f h ~ t c  T f i l &  S t C  k J t Z l i l H
is bivariate continuous)) but we can show that 3a;
. (although it 
^0
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Proof; Proceeding from equation (5.3.5.3) which read;
1(0,0) * /e 0 A^?(dx x dy)
S
where this integral exists for all (0,0) £ R , we choose a 0q 
such that all ( ^, 0) e R if (0^,0) £ R [Examples are given 
to illustrate how this may happen below] and note that;
-<|>ox-0y
I(0n,0) * / e M(dx x dy)
u S
will continue to exist for all 0 such that (0,0) £ R . 
Designate this region R. and define;
D00 0
where is the boundary of Now note
0 £ DV ■^ (00*0) an<* all its derivatives
exist by Theorem 5.3.3. Hence J(0Q,0)
in 0 alone for 0 £ £>. and continuous
^0
Hence the assertion is true.
w . r . 
is an 
in 0
that if
to 0 will 
analytic function
irrte R . .*0
2. An equivalent result is obviously true for all points
(0,0A) e R where 0 £ Ra ensures continuity and 0 £ ■
0 0O 60
Ra - i?Q analyticity.6o 6o
3. Equivalent results appear to be true for many dimensions.
Examples: (1) Suppose S is the space x £ [O,00), y £ [0,®)
whence
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if
Re(<j>) >0, Re (6) > 0 ,
< Im($), Xm(0) < 00 and
(i) X( 4>, Ö) is analytic if
Re (6) > 0  ^Re(4)> > 0 ) -« < Im(<|>) , Im(6) < «>
and
(ii) J(4>, 0) is continuous if
Re (6) > 0 ^  Re(4>) > 0 ; -» < Xm<4>) , lm(0) > «>.
However if Re(<f>0> - 0 and -» < Im(<|>0) < I(4>q ,0) exists
if Re(0) > 0.
Hence by use of theorem 5.3.3 is analytic in 0 if
Re(0) > 0 and continuous in 0 if Re(0) > 0.
2. See proof of Corollary 2 to Lemma 6.13 where this 
property is used to prove a very useful result. . See also 
Corollary 2 to Lemma 6.2 and Collary 2 to Lemma 6.10.
4. Theorems 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 are also to be found in 
Widder [18].
6 . Properties of Transforms.
This section contains a number of preliminary lemmae which 
establish the essential analyticity and continuity properties 
for the Laplace Transformations which enter into the problems in
the later Sections.
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Lemma 6.1. The Laplace Transformation X*($ ®) is continuous s 
in 6 when <{> is constant and in (f> when 0 is constant if 
(4>, 0) £ R where
R - All ( ,  0 ) s.t. Re (0) > 0 if Re (<|>) > 0, j
Re(0+<J>) > 0  if Re (<J>) < C>
and I <j> I < 00, I 0 I <
Proof:
X i (<*>»©) * / / e”^x"eydX (x,y)
0- 0-
1
j
(6.1.1)
(6.1.2)
from whence noting that
dX+(x,y) > 0
if 0 < x < y < ° °  and,
^X+ (x,y) * 0
elsewhere, from the definitions of 7T(x,y) and X+(x >y)
given in equations (4.1), (4.24) and (4.43), we define the set
S to be all points (x,y) such that
(x,y) £ S (6.1.3)
if 0 < x < y < 00.
Hence if (<J),0) £ R and (x,y) £ 5 we find
|e-4>x-0y| < j e-Re((J>)x-Re(0) y | < | e-Re(8+4>)x-Re(6) (y-x) | < 1
(6.1.4)”
t ( -
and we may apply Theorem (5.3.4) whence the result follows
immediately.
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Corollary 1 . The Lemma Is true for n^^X*($>9) for all
Xi ® 0 j 1 j 2 j # • • •
Proof: Each of the distributions ' n^^\.(x,y) for n « 0,1,2,...
T
✓ n \
has a support set ;S such that
(n)S 5  5 (6.1.5)
Hence the preceding definition of R is sufficient to 
permit the use of Theorem (5.3.4) in the above way, for all n.
Hence the assertion is true.
Remark: Equation (6.1,5) uses JS c S since a rather
conventional assumption would be
(0)s - (x0 ,y0)
whence ' x+(4>>6) would be entire
(6 .1.6)
Lemma 6,2. 
analytic in
D :
The Laplace Transformation X?(4>»6) is bivariate"T*
4> and 0 at all points (4>q ,0q ) e D where;
All (<f> ,0) s.t. Re (0) > 0 if Re(<J>) > 0 , (6.2.1)i
Re(0+4>) > 0 if Re(4>) < 0 j 
L and |4>| < IÖI < 00 ’
Proof: Define D' - R - R (6.2.2)
where R is defined by equation (6.1.1) and R is the boundary 
included in R . Mote that;
i c
D* * D
where D is defined by equation (6.2.1). Apply Theorems (5.3.5) 
and (5.3.6) directly and the result follows immediately.
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Corollary X . is analytic in at least the same
domain for all n * 0,1,2,... .
Proof: This follows directly from the proof of Corollary 1
to Lemma 6.1 since;
(n)p, e (n)£ ^  D
" ;/ '^ss s,
and Theorems (5.3.5) and (5.3.6) may be used directly.
Corollary 2 . If 6 * 0  and (j) is finite and s.t.
Re(<J>) > 0, x£($»0) is analytic in 4> alone.
Proof: Consider the integral
f  / V * xdx+ (*,y)
0- X
and note that if Re(4>) > 0
/ / I e~^xIdx+(x,y) < 1.
0- x
Hence by Fubinis Theorem we may consider;
I e ~ ^ I *Xd J d Y+ (x,y)
0- 0 -  y
00
= / e-^Xd\J; (x) - Ip* (<J>)
0-
where 4>(x) is a distribution function on the positive half
line. Hence by Theorems (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) *^(<l>) is analytic
if Re(<J>) > 0 and continuous within the domain such that 
Re(ct>) > 0 , I <p I < co in both cases. However *^(<J>) 08 X2? C 4>»0) by
the equivalence of the defining integrals and the assertion is
true.
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Corollary 3. A similar result is true for for each
00 00
n - 1,2,... where - / e-*xd / d(n)x . (x,y) ..
0 -  x 0 -
Proof. Obvious repetition of the above method.
Remarks: 1 . The method used to prove Corollary 4 to Lemma 
6.13 may also be applied to X+(4>>0) for all constant $ finite 
s.t. Re (4») > 0 and all finite Q.s.t. Rc(0) > -a. Sec 
Corollary 4 to Lemma 6.13 for this notation but we shall not do 
this here since an alternative proof is given in Section 9.
2. The domains D and D for n * 1,2,...
defined above are the first or most obvious domains where 
X+C^»®) and are analytic respectively. Much of
what follows will be concerned with deducing the existence and 
nature of other domains of analyticity. Therefore we may frc«o 
time to time, refer to these more obvious domains as the first 
domains of analyticity.
Definition 6.3.1.
tt*(6) = / e"eydiT1 (y)
0+
where;
fMy) . lim((n)TT (y)} 1 n-*°o 1
for which see equation (4.45).
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Definition 6,3.3.
•V 00
TTt(0) 11 J e  0ydTT1 (y) (6.3.3)
1 0+ i
where, TT^ (y) is the distribution of any measure which may 
be concentrated on the line 0 < y < °°, x « 0 in the (x,y) 
plane, by a discontinuity (or discontinuities) of the 
distribution ir(x,y). Generally 7T^(y) ■ 0 for all y but 
the following discussion shows how Tr^(y)  > 0 could arise in 
some specific cases.
Excursus. The Analogue of TT^ (y) for the One Server Queue. 
Equations 4.16 read;
(n)5*(z) - (n)Y*(z) + <n)Yi(0) 
(n)6*(z) - (n)Y*(z) - (n\*(0)
(4.16)
whence since ^n^6*(z) may be shown to be analytic in
Re(z) > 0 and continuous in Re(z) > 0 for all |lm(z)| < °°, 
/ _ \
whilst ;6*(z) may be shown analytic in Re(z) < 0 and
continuous in Re(z) < 0  if |lm(z)| < 00, we may if
a*(-z).ß*(z) is suitable, use equation (4.17) to define an
analytic continuation by means of the Schwartz Continuation
Principle. One might then be moved to incorrectly suppose
/ n }that the uniqueness of tMO )  implied that;
lim {^n^6*(z)} - lim {^n^6*(z)} ■ n^^Y*(0) (6.3.4)
Re ( z ) -►0o Re(z)-*'-00
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for all n * 0,1,2,... . However this assertion is not 
neccesarily true unless either A(a) or B(s) is absolutely 
continuous, or both are, since if both A(a) and B(s) have 
discontinuities the recurrence
x (n+l) - (x(n)}+ + S - a , (4.8)n n+1
(n) (n+1)-°° < X , X ' < o o
may produce a distribution n^+^Y(x) for x^n+^^  which has 
a discontinuity at X (n+D  « 0 .
Note. This merely requires that A(a) and B(s) each have
a discontinuity at any arbitrary a « s * d whence it is
clear that since the distribution of {x^n^}+ will possess a
discontinuity at zero (unless there is no probability
/ \associated with negative values of which could only happen
for infinite n and an overloaded queue), the distribution of 
x (n+l) aiSo have a discontinuity at zero.
Assume that n^+^Y(x) does possess a discontinuity at 
x(n+!) * 0 as postulated, we find;
lim { (n+l) 5* (z) } . (n+1)Y*(0) + (n+1) Y 
Re (z)-*-»
where
(n+l)~ dx((n+1)Y(x))x.0 > 0
(6.3.5)
(6.3.6)
since the L.H.S. of (6.3.4) must include all the probability
t hassociated with the condition "the (n+1) arrival does not
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wait" and this now exceeds the total probability associated 
with the negative half line which is merely .
"Clearly if either A(a) or B(s) is an absolutely 
continuous distribution (or both are), the convolution 
implied by the difference - an+  ^ is absolutely
continuous. Hence the convolution implied by equation (4.8) 
makes n^+^y(x) an absolutely continuous distribution 
function whence (n+l)^ m
Remarks: 1. The equivalent results for the two server
queue appear to be as follows:-
(i) If A(a) and B(s) are both absolutely continuous 
distribution functions, all the n^ 7^T(x,y) are absolutely 
continuous distributions for n > 0 n ■ 1,2,.., and
-°o < x < y < 00 •
(ii) If either A(a) or B(s) is absolutely continuous 
but not both the n^ 7^T(x,y) are not necessarily absolutely
continuous and the space -» < x < y < 00 will contain sets
*
of Lebesque measure zero whichyjhave non-zero probabilities 
associated therewith, and
(iii) If either A(a) or B(s) is absolutely continuous 
all the n^ f^f(x,y) will be such that the line 0 < y < °°,
x * 0 will be of probability measure zero.
That is, it appears that TT^ (y) ° 0 for all 0 < y < 00 
if either A(a) or B(s) is absolutely continuous or both are.
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2. We shall merely prove that 7T^ (y) ■ 0 for all 
0 < y < oo ±f A(a) is an absolutely continuous distribution 
function in Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 6.3. lim {x2<4>>9)} = tt +tt*(Q) + tt*(0) (6.3.7)
R e(<p)+<» U 1 1
for all finite 0.
Proof: Write
<J> - R + i$
where R > 0 is real and consider
J (6) - lim{ / / e'Rx_ll,,ix"eydx, (x,y)} (6.3.8)
R «  0- x
- lim{ f  /lS-(R+Re(6))x). ]
0- 3?
(o-Re(0) y dX+(x,y)}
e^-i (Im(0)y+4>ix) ^ I (6.3.9)
However if 18 1 < 00 then Re(0)- < 00 and we may consider 
firstly the domain wherein 0 < Re(0) < R, lm(0) < for
finite arbitrarily large R. Then if
J+ (6) = j;(0) + J+M(9) (6.3.10)
where
0+ 00 -Rx-i<t>. x-0y
J ’(0) = lim{ J / e dx.(x,y)> (6.3.11)R-^oo o- 0-
and
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J "(6) « lim{ / / r(e-(R+RG(e))x )• i 
R+oo 0+ 0+/
\ J
|(e-(Re(e)(y-x))> ' dx (x,y)} (6.3.12)
i [
j^ e-i(Im(6)y+4>ix)) j
l
both J f(0) and J+"(0) will exist for all R and be 
analytic functions of 8 for Re(8) > 0  by Theorem (6.3.5) 
since;
|e“ (R+Re(0))x| |e-Re(0)(y-x) j |e-i(Im(0)y+4>ix) j < x 
for all 0 < x < y < 00 if R > 0, Re(0) > 0,
|<J>| < °°> I © I 1 00.
Hence:
V  (6) * / e6ydx.(0,y)
= n 0 +
0-
/ e 9 y dTT (y) + / e ” 0 y d7T (y) (6.313)
" %  +
0- 0- 1 
IT* (0) +  7T* (8) (6.3.14)
whilst
J+5,(6) = 0
for all finite 6 since
llm{|e* (R+Re(6))x|> - 0
R+oo
for all x > 0 if |0 | > Re(0), is finite. Here the lemma .
is true as asserted
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Lemma 6.4. If A(a) is an absolutely continuous distribution 
function, the distribution x(x>y) * ir(x,y) definedib.y the 
inversion of the Laplace Transformation X*(4>»®) defined by 
equation (4.38) namely;
X*(<t>»9) * ct*(-6+<j>) Cß*(e)x*(e,i)>)
+ / / [e“0y Xg*(y-X,9)
0- X
-e-*y-ex$*(y-x ,9)]dX+(x,y)
* a*(-e+4>)a*(<i>,e)
say, is such that the line 0 < y < «> x * 0  is a set of
measure zero, for all distributions B(s) and X.(x,y).T
Proof: Since A(a) is absolutely continuous by assumption,
we may write;
a
A(a) « / a(u)du (6.4.2)0
where a(u) is a density function, whence noting that 
(6.4.1) is equivalent to a convolution wherein the variable 
a is subtracted from both x and y (since a*(-0+<(>) is 
the L.P.T. of a degenerate distribution on the line 
x « y » -a 0 < a < 00 by use of the Inversion Theorem, or by 
consideration of equations (2.16) and (2.17))we may write;
oo „
X(x,y) * / ß (x+a,y+a)a(a)da (6.4.3)
0
where Q+ (x,y) is the (for the moment arbitrary) bivariate 
distribution function which results from the inversion of
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n*<4>,e).
We now define the marginal distributions
/ dyxu.y)
CO
(6.A.4)
0 X
since dx(x,y) * 0 if y < x, and
ß+ (M)(x) - / dyft+ (x,y)
00
X (6.4.5)
by the same procedure and use these in 6.4.3 to obtain
X (M)(x) - /
CO
(x+a)a(a)da (6.4.6)
0
where we have reversed the order of integration since 
I ( x + a ,y+a)||a(a)| is integrable and Fubini's Theorem may 
be used.
We now note that (6.4.6) is the univariate convolution
of an absolutely continuous distribution and a distribution
which may have any system of discontinuities whatsoever.
(M)X (x) is therefore absolutely continuous see for example, 
Lukacs [12], Theorem (3.3.2).
However if X^1  ^(x) is absolutely continuous (or merely 
continuous) x(x*y) can contain no (finite) concentration« 
of probability in points or along lines such that x is 
constant since if it had any of these the marginal distribution 
would possess a discontinuity at each corresponding point.
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Remarks: There may, of course, be concentrations of
probability on other lines and in particular lines such as 
y * x + c where c > 0 since these will not generate 
discontinuities in
Thus if A(a) is absolutely continuous TT^ (y) * 0 
for all y e [0 ,») .
Corollary 1. The above result is true for n^^7T^ (y)
/■ n  )for all n * 0,1,2,... where «^(y) holds at the moment
just before the nth arrival.
Proof: For each n, we may define an ' fi,(x,y) and
1 T
r n  \corresponding v ‘; ft* (<j>, 0 ) and from the equation
(n+1)X*(4>,e) = a*(-6+$) (n)Q* C4> ,0) (6.4.7)
which arises from (4.36), repeat the previous proof in an 
obvious way. Hence the assertion is true.
Lemma 6.5(i). If the queue commences operation from any
arbitrary finite fixed point (x^^ ,y^^ ), and the
distribution B(s) is such that its Laplace Transformation
ß*(0) is analytic for all finite 0 s.t. Re(0) > -o
(where 0 > 0) then the Laplace Transformations ^n T^T*(0)
/  _ \and 'tt*(0) (if the latter is not zero), exist for all 
n * 1,2,... and are analytic for all finite 0 s.t.
Re(0) > -o.
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(ii) Furthermore if the distributions A(a) and B(s)
I
are such that queue attains an ergodic limiting distribution 
the limiting Laplace Transformations tt * (0 )
(if tt*(0) > 0) and tt*(0) will be analytic for all finite 
0 s.t. Re(0) > -a provided that $*(0) is analytic in
this domain.
The proof requires the following preliminary results.
Result 1. Let the observed variables E, S and F have 
distributions as follows:
P (E < e) ■  Q ( e ) e e t o , “ ) (6.5.1.1)
P(S < s) * B(s) s e t o , “ ) (6.5.1.2)
P ( F < f) *  R ( f ) f £ t o , « ) (6.5.1.3)
then the relationships
and
E * IS-FI
00
Q * ( 0 )  - / J T 0edQ(e)
0 -
(6.5.1.4)
(6.5.1.5)
exist and define an analytic function for all finite 
0 s.t. Re(0) > -a if ;
t*
g*(0) * / £~esdB(s) (6.5.1.6)
0 -
and
00
R*(Ö) - / *~0fdR(f)
0 -
(6.5.1.7)
arQ both analytic in this domain, and provided that S and
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F are independent.
Proof: Consider;
E * S - F (6.5.1.8)
to define the distribution
Q(e) - P(E < e) (6.5.1.9)
when e e (-00,00) whence, the Laplace Transformation;
Q*(6) * B*(0)R*(-6) (6.5.1.10)
and this will be analytic if 9 is finite and 
- < ? <  Re (6 ) < a.
Hence we may write;
Q*(6) * Q*(0)+Q*(6) (6.5.1.11)
by subdivision of the defining integral where Q*(0) 
exists if Re(0) > -a and 9 is finite and Q*(0) exists 
if Re(0) < a and 0 is finite.
Consider now the operation
E * IEI (6.5.1.12)
to define the distribution
Q (e) * P (E < e)
* Q (e) - Q (*e) (6.5.1.13)
Hence
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Q*(0) * / J.‘0edQ(e)
0
oo Q - CO a ~
- / jT0edQ,(e) - / Jt~°edQ (-e) (6.5.1.14)
0 0
by use of (6.5.1.13)
- Q*(0) + / Ji dQ_ (e) (6.5.1.15)
* Q*(0) + Q*(-e> (6.5.1.16)
where the first is clearly analytic if 9 is finite and 
Re(0) > -a whilst the second is also analytic in this 
domain (by virtue of the reversed sign of 0). Thus the 
assertion is true.
Remarks; 1. This result may be extended as follows:
Write
—  00
Q(e) ■ / B(e+f)dR(f) (6.5.1.17)
0 -
> B(e) (6.5.1.18)
Whence as e ■+ 00 the upper tail of the distribution 
Q(e) is bounded below by the distribution B(e).
Similarly we may write;
G * -E * F -S (6.5.1.19)
whence;
00
P(G < g) - / R(g+s)dB(s) (6.5.1.20)
0 -
>R(g) (6.5.1.21)
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Hence by reversal of signs
Q(e) < R(e) (6.5.1.22)
tUiii
and the left hand.of the distribution Q(e) is bounded
f\
above by the distribution of R(e).
2. The result is of course consistent with the 
notion that Q*(0) derived its singularities from 6*(0) 
whilst Q*(0) derived its singularities from R*(-0).
3. Clearly, if the distribution R(f) be such 
that R*(8) is analytic in a domain D ' which is larger 
than that previously used the result will continue to be 
true. Thus the result is still true even if R(0) is 
entire.
Result 2. The relationship 
E 33 max(0,F-G)
defines a distribution
/V A
P(E < e) * Q(e) 
such that;
00 *
Q* (6) - / S.~6edQ(e)
0-
is analytic for all finite 0 such that Re(0) > -a if:
(i) P(F < f) » R (f) be any distribution on [O,00) such 
that its Laplace Transformation R*(0) has this domain 
of analyticity.
(6.5.2.1)
(6.5.2.2)
(6.5.2.3)
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(ii) P(G < g) s T(g) be any distribution on [O,00) 
whils t
(iii) G is not necessarily independent of F.
Proof: For f,g e [0,») we define the bivariate
probability distribution
W(f,g) = P(F < f, G < g) (6.5
and thence;
W*(6) = E(Jl-0{n*ax(O,F-G)}) (6.5
= /" / V 6max(0-f-8)dG(£,g) 
0- 0-
(6.5
00 °°/S °°f Ä
- / / dW(f,g) + / / i'6(f'8)dW(f ,g)
0- g-f 0- 0-
(6.5
and this clearly exists if 0 is finite and P>.e(0) > 0
< / /dW(f,g) + / / J Re(0)1(f“g)dW(f,
0- f 0- 0-
s)
(6.5
if Re(0) < 0.
< 1 + / / JL1 Re ( 6 ) 1 f dW ( f , g )
0- 0~
(6.5
< 1 + / JllRe(0) lfdf / d W(f ,g) 
o- - o- B
(6.5
/ <."9fd / d W(f,g)
0 -  0 -  b
.2.4)
.2.5)
.2.6)
.2.7)
.2.8)
.2.9)
.2.10)
(6.5.2.11)
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/ jT6fdR(f)
0
(6.5.2.1 )
which exists and defines an analytic function if Re(6) > -a. 
lienee,
|Re(0)|f, t * T J t f  (6.5.2.1 )ß0
d / d W(f,g) 
0 g
exists if -a < Re(6) < 0. 
Hence the Laplace integral;
F ^ - 0 (max(0,F-G))^
exists for all finite 6 s.t. Re(8) > -a whence by standard 
results, see for example Widder [18], the integral defines a 
function analytic in this domain.
Hence the result is true.
Proof of Lemma (6.5) (Part (i)).
Consider the two dimensional recurrences defined by 
equations (2.16) and (2.17) which were;
(n+1) , (n) + (n)+ . c \y * max (y ,xN + Sn) - an+1 (6.5.3.1)
and;
(n+1) . , (n)+ (n)+ c *x = min(y ,x + S )^
(n+l)+ (n+1).Y = max(0,y )
(n+l)+ (n+1).x * max(0,x )
- a (6.5.3.2)
(6.5.3.3)
(6.5.3.4)
for all n ■ 0,1,2.....
We show that these are equivalent to the following set which 
are more convenient for our purposes;
e (n+1) = |e(n)-S | > 0n - (6.5.3.5)
~(n) (n)+, • /c (n)v . nx = x + min(S ,e ) > 0n - (6.5.3.6)
(n+1) ~(n)x = x - a , ,n+1 (6.5.3.7)
(n+1) , _ .'"(n+l) . /a (n+1)...e = max(0,(e + min(0,x ))) 2^0 (6.5.3.8)
(n+l)+ (n+l)+ (n+1)y = x + e (6.5.3.9)
where y(n+D + an(j x (n+l)+ are defined by (6.5.3.3) and
(6.5.3.4) respectively.
Consider the possible transitions of the random walk 
of the two server queue between the times t - 0 and
tn+  ^- 0; that is, between the times immediately before the 
th , Trtn and (n+1) arrivals. We define for any n =* 0,1,2,..
(n) (n) + (n) +e ■ y - x (6.5.3.10)
and show that this definition plus equations (6.5.3.1) to
(6.5.3.4) leads to an equivalent recurrence using equations
(6.5.3.5) to (6.5.3.9).
Firstly if Sn > e (n)
(6.5.3.2)
then by use of (6.5.3.1) and
(n+1) (n)+ , oy = x + S  - a A,J n n+1
(n+1) (n)+
X = y - an+l‘
Hence
3 4.
(n+1) (n+1)y - x S - e n
(n)
by use of (6.5.3.10). However if < e 
(6.5.3.1) and (6.5.3.2) we have;
(n)
(6.5.3.11)
then by use of
(n+1) (n)+y * y - a
x (n+l) = x (n)+ - ,
n n+1
lienee ;
y (n+i) _ x (n+1) _ e (n) _ g (6.5.3.12)
by use of (6.5.3.10).
Thus in either of these cases;
(n+1) (n+1) I (n) iy - x « J e  - S I (6.5.3.13)
A  / * -m \
and we may write (6.5.3.5) to define e' for all
n = 0|l)2^..t .
Clearly,
n * (n+1) (n+l)+ (n+l)+  ^ "'(n+l) (n+1) (n+1)0 < e * y — x < e  » y - x
and
(n+1) ~(n+l)e = e
(6.5.3.14)
(6.5.3.15)
iff x (n+1) > 0
However the use of (6.5.3.6) and (6.5.3.7) in (6.5.3.8) gives;
(n+1) .^(n+l) . /n , (n)+ . /c (n)Ne = max(0,(e + min(0,(x + min(Sn>e "^’an+l))))
(6.5.3.16)
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and we consider four mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
situations all of which lead to the result (6.5.3.10) in 
the form;
e (n+l) = y (n+l)+ _ x(n+l)+ (6.5.3.17)
Cases are;
(i) S > e n (n): x (n) > an+  ^ whence by (6.5.3.16)
(n+ D  * max (o , (S^-e -  e^n^
_ :(n+l)
by (6.5.3.5)
y (n+l)+ _ x(n+l)+ (6.5.3.18)
by (6.5.3.15) since x (n+l) > 0.
(ii) Sn > < an+1
( n+1)e = max (0,S -e(n) + x (n)+ + e (n) - a ^ ) n n+1
by (6.5.3.16)
(  ~  (n+1)vmax(0,y )
(n+1)+
by (6.5.3.3)
(n+l)+_ (n+l)+y — x (6.5.3.19)
since,
(n+l)+ r (n)+ , (n)x *= max (0 , x + e
,n (^n) .max(0,x - a +i>
an+l)
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- an+l
by use of (6.5.3.2) and the assumption an+  ^ > x
(iii) S < e(n); x (tl) >n
and
(iv) S < e(n); > >  < an i
for which the proofs also follow in an obvious way. That is;
(iii) => e(n+1) = e(n+1) - y(n+1)+ - x (n+1)+ <6-5-3-20>
since X (n+D  > 0
(iv) => e(n+1) „ y <n+1>+„ y<n+D+ _ x (n+l)+ (6.5.3.21)
since x(n+1) < 0
Hence in all situations the equations (6.5.3.5,6,7,and 8) 
and the definition (6.5.3.10) are equivalent for all 
n “ 0,1,2, ... and all that remains to be shown is that
(6.5.3.2) and (6.5.3.7) are equivalent. By use of (6.5.3.6) 
and (6.5,3.7) we find that;
< . < » >
then
(i) If S e n
(n+1) (n)+ 0x = x  + S  - a . ,n n+1 (6.5.3.22)
which is (6.5.3.2).
(ii) If S > e n - a < n >
then
(n+1) (n)+ _x v = x + S - an n+1 (6.5.3.23)
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which is also (6.5.3.2).
Therefore the two sets of recurrences are equivalent 
for all n * 0,1,2,... .
We note also that the values taken by the variables
e^n  ^ and e^n  ^ are clearly conditional on x^n  ^ but we 
now show that if the distribution B(s) is such that its 
Laplace Transformation 8*(0) is analytic for all finite 
0 such that Re(0) > -a the conditional distributions
^n^Q(e/x) and n^ ^Q(e/x) of the variables e^n  ^ and e^n  ^
are also such that their Laplace Transformations n Q£(0)
and n^^Q*(0) also have this property for any x^n  ^ e (-00,00)
and any n = 1,2,..., provided that the queue starts
operating at some finite initial point (x^^ + ,y^^ + ).
Froof: If at time - 0 the queue starts at the point
(x ,y ) where x and y are finite then
■ y ^ ^ + - x <0)+ is a given finite constant. Then the 
operation
e (1) » |e(Ü) - SQ | (6.5.3.24)
(1)A (1)defines a distribution Q(e/x) conditional on x v
(1) ^which is such that its Laplace Transformation Q£(0) is
-0e(O)analytic wherever 3*(0) Is analytic since & is
entire and we may use the obvious extension of Result 1.
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(See the Remark at the end of the proof of Result 1.)
/s
Hence Q*(0) is analytic for all finite 0 s.t. Re(0) > -0 
and this must also be true for any e (-00s°°) which may
arise.
Also;
e (1) * max(Q,e(1) + min(0,x (1)))
defines a distribution ^^Q(e/x) which has the property 
that ^^Q*(6) is analytic for at least all finite 0 s.t. 
Re(0) > -0 and for all x^^ e (-co.oo) since Result 2 may 
be applied directly.
Hence the distribution ^^Q(e/x) has the desired 
property for any x^ ^  e (-00,00).
We may now repeat the above reasoning to show that if 
for any n ■ 1,2,... n^^Q(e/x) has this property for any
x (n) e (-00,00) then n^+^Q(e/x) and n^+1^Q(e/x) will 
also have it for any x (n+l) e (-00»00)« Hence an induction 
exists and we have shown that for any finite integral n 
and any x^n  ^ e (-«^ oo) both n^^Q(e/x) and n^^Q(e/x) 
have the property that their Laplace Transformations 
n^^Q*(0) and n^^Q*(6) are analytic for at least all 
finite 0 such that P„e(0) > “0.
/ \
However v 'Q(e/x) for x < 0 is the conditional
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distributionefy^n  ^+ and we may write;
0-
I
—  00
d^n)lt(x)
and
/ dx (n)n(x)
—  00
where
^ Q ( e / x )  = 4- ^n T^T (e) \
I
(>
I
\
(n)Q(e/x) = (n)1r1<e) + (n)n 1 (e)j
+ (n)f
(6.5.3.25)
X oo
<n)n(x) = / / d (n)ir(x',y) (6.5.3.26)
-00 x 1
and is the unconditional probability that < x^n  ^ at
tilthe moment just before the n arrival and
^ tt0 , ^TT-^y) and ^ ^ ( y )
have been defined by equations (4.21), (4.22) and the obvious
extension of (6.3.1) respectively.
Thus we may write;
<n)ir0 + (n)u1(y) ‘ / d(n)n(x) (n)Q(y/x) (6.5.3.27)
—  00
whence,
(n)wQ + (n)w*(0) = / V 9ydy /" d (n)n(x)(n)Q(y/x)
0 -  -00
(6.5.3.28)
However we have shown that for all finite n and for all 
x (n) e (-*«>,°°)
I ,-ey
0 - dy (n)Q(y/x) (6.5.3.29)
is analytic if 0 is finite and Re(0) > -a. Hence by 
use of a standard theorem (see for example (Widder [18] 
Chapter 2 theorem (2.2))we find;
n^^Q(°°/x) - ^n^Q(y/x) - o(£ 0y) as y -► 00 (6.5.3.30)
uniformly for all x e (-00,00)
Hence;
J {(n)Q(y/x) - (n)Q(»/x)}d (n)n(x) 1
~  00 /
i (6.5.3.31)\
* o(£ as y -► <* w
for all n » 1, 2,... in view of the uniform behaviour 
of
n^^Q*(0) over x and the finiteness of n^^II(0).
Thus the integral (6.5.3.28) exists for all finite integral 
n and defines an analytic function of 0 for all finite 
■'0 such that Re(0) > -a.
Similarly if;
( n ) T T1 (0) * / d (n)n(x) > 0 (6.5.3.32)
1 0-
for any n ■ 1,2,...
we may write
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(n)n*<6) “ / l~Sy d (n)Q(v/0)
1 0+ y
and this will also be analytic if 0 is finite and s.t. 
Re(6) > -a.
Hence the assertion of the lemma is true for all 
finite integral n.
If the queue is ergodic, then its states (or rather
suitable* sets of states) are positive recurrent. Thus
( + ) (+)the queue empty state in which x ■ y = 0  will be 
positive recurrent and there will exist a proper distribution
A
for all m * 1,2,... where
* Prob-jof m arrivals since one found the queue empty"V
and the next which so found it. J
Note:* Clearly if Ö eb state space is continuous, points 
cannot be recurrent but such sets as x e [x^  ^ 2] for all
y e [y1,y23 x2 > x i y 2 > yi may be*
Consider an arbitrary arrival at the ergodic queue
A
which finds the queue empty. Clearly P also specifiesm
probabilities for the numbers of arrivals which have taken
place since the queue was last empty. If however the
arrival finds at least one of the servers busy, then there
will exist another distribution P for m » 1,2, whichm
specifies how many arrivals have taken place since the queue 
was last empty. Also it is clear that,
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Pin > Mx m
for all m = 1,2, since the queue has not yet '‘had time’’ 
to become empty again at the moment of this arrival.
Hence for any arbitrary arrival which may or may not 
find the queue empty there exists the distribution for
m * 1,2,... such that
/v
P > P m - m
for all m = 1,2,... which specifies how many arrivals have 
taken place since the queue was last empty.
However the essential property of the Laplace 
Transformation of any residual service time distribution 
which this mtn arrival since last emptyness may encounter 
has already been determined for all finite m since the 
preceding results may be obtained if x ^ ^  + = y^~^ + = o 
(whence e ^ ^  * 0). Thus we have shown that uniformly for 
all m « 1,2,...
(ra)7T*(0) and (ni)7r*(6)
are both analytic functions for all finite 0 s.t.
Re(0) > -a if 3*(0) is analytic in this domain whilst
the existence of the distributions P ensures that thism
is sufficient. hence for the ergodic queue, the limits of 
^n ^7T*(0) and ^n^7Tj(0) as n ■+• 00 namely, 
tt*(0) and tt*(0)
(if tt*(8) > 0) exist and are analytic functions for all 
finite 0 s.t. Re(0) > -a provided that $*(0) is analytic 
in this domain.
Hence the whole of the lemma is true.
Remarks: 1. One may use a very different method to show
that if the distribution B(s) is a finite mixture of 
distributions composed of finite numbers of stages (with 
possibly different stage means), and an absolutely 
discontinuous distribution, and such that 0*(0) is 
analytic for all finite G such that Re(0) > -0, then 
tt*(0) and if it* (0) > 0 it also, will be analytic 
functions for ail finite 8 s.t. Re(6) > -o but without 
specifically assuming* that the queue is ergodic. This 
result is curious but is consistent with either.
(i) Lin{(n)7T*(0)} - lim{ (n)7r* (0) } = 0
n -*co n -«D
if the queue diverges or
(ii) that the functions have no limit if the queue 
becomes periodic.
Note: * Other than in the sense that if the queue is not 
ergodic, the whole discussion lacks motivation.
Lemma 6.6 The Laplace Transformation (<f>»0) defined 
below is continuous in 0 when is constant, and in <J>
when 0 is constant, in the closed region i? where
94 .
R : f (4>,8) s.t. Re(0-H) < 0, Re($) < ChI “
l  i (6.6.1)
/  I
\ -« <lm(0) <°° -°°<Im((j)) <°° J
0+ 0+ . _ n
Definition: = / / e ^x ydx_(x,y)(6.6.2)
Xe_co y»x
where X_<x,y) is defined by equation (4.44). The
Transforms (n) (4>» 0 ) may also be defined from
(n)X_(x > y ) for n = 0,1,2,.. . in the same manner.
Proof: We note thatx__(x,y) has for its support the
where;
S * {(X ,y) S.t. -oo < x < y < 0} (6.6
whence for all (<j>,0) e R
|e-<J>x-6y| < x (6.6.4)
whilst;
0- 0+
/ / dx_(x,y) ■ ttq < 1 (6.6.5)
-oo x
and we apply Theorem (5.3.4) to the integral;
0- 0+  . _
J_(<£>0) * / / e x ydx_(x,y) (6.6.6)
x=-°° y = x
to show that this is continuous. The asserted result then 
follows by noting that;
X*_($ » 0) - J__(<J>,0) - tt0 (6.6.7)
from the definition of tTq and thence tt^  for which see
(4.21) and (4.46).
9 5.
Corollary 1. The result is true for all X*__ »9) •
Proof: Define an (n ) 5 for each (n)X__(*,y) an ^ tt0 < 1
and an (n)j__(<j.,0) and note that S c S for all n
when S is defined as above. Hence the above proof may be 
repeated for any n * 0,1,2,.«. and the assertion is true.
Lemma 6.7. The Laplace Transformation is
analytic in both 4> and 6 in the domain D where
D * {All finite 4> and 0 s.t. Re(c|>) < 0 
Re (0+<j>) < 0} (6.7.1)
Proof; Consider J _(<J>,0) of equation (6.6.6) and define 
the domain
D' = R - R (6.7.2)
where R is the set of edge points of the R defined by
equation (6.6.1), note that
D' - D (6.7.3)
apply theorems (5.3.5) and (5.3.6) and observe that J__(4>,0) 
is a bivariate analytic function whence X*__{4>>8) is also 
analytic, in D.
Corollary 1 . The result is true for ^n ^x*_C4> 9 9) for any
n ** 0,1,2...
J A
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Proof: The result follows in an obvious way from the proof
of Corollary 1 of Lemma 6.6.
Corollary 2. If 6 - 0Q be a finite constant s.t.
Re (6 q  ) ** 0 then X * ... (4>» 9 q  ) is univariate analytic in <j> 
for all finite $ s.t. Re(0) < 0 and continuous for all 
finite cf> s.t. Re(<J>) < 0.
Proof: Consider the integral which defines
[Equation 6.6.6] and note that if Re(0Q> = 0 this integral 
exists if Re(<j>) < 0. Hence the result follows immediately 
by the Corollaries to Theorems 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 (or see 
Widder [18] Chapter 2).
Corollary 3. A similar result holds which extends Corollary 
2 to all for n = 1,2,... if Re(eQ) = 0.
Proof: Define an _C4>* ®o> atl£* rePeat t*ie preceding
reasoning in the obvious way.
Lemma 6.8. The asymptotic limit;
lim (4*»6)) * for all finite 6. (6.8.1)
Re ( 4>) -*00
Proof: There are two steps. We first show that this limit
exists and is an analytic function for all finite Ö. We 
then show that it is -7Tq .
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Write
X*_(<f>,Ö) = J__(<f>»9) - 7Tq (6.8.2)
by use of (6.6.7)
By lemma 6.7 x* _(4>*0) is certainly analytic if Re(<j>)
= -R where R > 0 and
Re (6) < I 0 I < R (6.8.3)
Consider the integral
0- 0+ Q
J_(4>»6) =* J J e“9x” ydx.(x,y) (6.8.4)
x
whence if Re(<f>) *= -R, Im(c|>) * 4k and i is used as the
unit of imaginaries;
|j_(-R+i$ ,8)| < J J e"R Ix IeR s ) IyIdx_(x,y) (6.9.5)
-00 X
since x < 0, y < 0.
However the support of the integral (6.8.4) is such 
that j yI < |x| and
Ij__ ( - R + i < t '1,e) I < r  ? +  e - R t ix t - 1y I <e;>- R) Iy  I d x _(X ,y)
- 0 0 x
(6.8.6)
< «> (6.8.7)
if Re(0) < R and R £ [0,»).
9 8.
I
Hence the integral exists for all R , whence by standard 
theorems (see for example Widder [18] Chapter 2), the limit;
Lim € x * _ C4> ,0) }Re ($)-►—co
exists and defines an analytic function of 0 if 
I 6 1 < -Re(<{>) and thus in the limit, if |0| < °°.
If, however, Re(6) < 0;
|j__(-R+i*1,e>| < /' /+ e-R lx |-Re(6>ydx.(x,y)
-00 x
(6.8.8)
0- 0+ | |
< / / e X dx_ (x, y)
-co x
(6.8.9)
since,
|e-Re(0)y j 5 x (6.8.10)
if Re(0) < 0 because y < 0.
Hence,
Lim{ | J (-R+i<|>. ,0) | } = 0
R->0o "  1
(6.8.11)
for all finite 0 s.t. Re(0) < 0
since
e"R lx l - o (6.8.12)
as R -*■ 00 for all |x| > 0.
00
Hence J _ (-R+i<J> , 0) is an analytic function of 0 if 
Re(Q) < I 6 1 < R for all R which converges to zero as
R -► * for all such 0 also s.t. Re(9) < 0.
Hence
Lim {| J_(4>, 0) I > * 0 (6.8.13)
Re ((|)) -+-CO
for all finite 6 and the assertion is true.
Corollary 1.
Lim {(n)x*__($,9)} - - (n)w (6.8.14)
Re ((J))->-oo
for all finite 0, where
x*__ C(j>» 0 ) and are defined in the Corollaries
to Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7.
Proof: We shall follow the method of proof of Corollary 1
to Lemma 6.6 and note that S £. S whence (<{>, 0)
/ n \
is analytic in 'D 3 D where D has been defined by 
equation (6.7.1). We then repeat the proof of Lemma 6.8 
with the obvious minor changes and the assertion is clearly 
true.
Lemma 6.9.
If
0- 0+/ / dx_<x»y) s 0-00 0 - (6.9.1)
whence the line
y * 0 x e (-°°, 0)
is a set probability measure zero, then;
Lim {y* _(4>»8)} * -TTn (6.9.2)
Re (Ö)-►-00 " U
at least for all finite <j) s.t. Re(4>) < 0.
Proof: Write
6 = -R + i9i
and assume Re(<J>) < 0. Than by use of definition (6.6.6) 
and the above we may write;
|d_(<J>,-R+i6 )| < / / |e'^x |e R ly Ux_(x,y)
-°° x
0- 0+
+ / / |e CpX|dX_(x,y) (6.9.3)
-oo 0-
for all R. However if Re(4>) < 0
|e-<t»X| 5 e"Re ($) I x I < t (6 3 .1)
since x < 0 in (6.9.3). Hence,
0 - 0 +
Lim{ I (<{>,-R+i9 ) I } < / / dx_(x,y) (6.9.5)
R->°0 -00 5-
* 0
by use of (6.9.1) for all 4> s.t. Re(<J>) < 0.
Hence the assertion is true.
A (a)
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Remark; It remains to be shown that if, for example, 
and B(s) are both continuous distributions, the line 
x e (-», 0) is a set of probability measure zero.
0,
Definition 6.10.
0+ 00 . _ R
X^+ (4>»9) * / / e *x ydx.(x,y) (6.10.1)_oo o+
0 —  00
* / / e öydx (x,y) - tt*(0) (6.10.2)
-«>0+ " x
by use of equations (4.25) and (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37). 
Recollect also the definition of X* ($,9) to include -it .
Lemma 6.10.
X*+ (4>>9) is continuous in the region R defined 
below and analytic in D <=. R also defined below where
R: ( (0,6) s.t. Re (0) > 0, Re(<j>) < 0, -» < Re(<J>), Re(0)< «>}
(6.10.3)
Di { (4>»0) s.t. Re (0) > 0, Re (0) < 0, -« < Re(<{>), Re(0)< «>}
(6.10.4)
Proof: By Theorem (5.3.2), tt*(0) is continuous for all ^  0
s.t. Re(0) > 0 and by Theorem (5.3.3) tt*(6) is analytic
if Re(0) > 0. Hence it suffices to show that the integral 
in (6.10.2) has the desired properties. The support set 
of this integral is S where
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S'> {(x,y) s.t. -co < x < 0, 0 < y < »} (6.10.5)
whence for all ($,0) e R
r <fx-0y, < (6.1C.6)
for all (x,y) e £.
We may therefore apply Theorems (5.3.4), (5.3.5) and 
(5.3.6) to this integral since;
0 —  00
/ / d x „ ( x >y)-CO 0 +
7r1 < 1 (6.10.7)
and the desired results follow at once.
Corollary 1. The above Lemma is true for for
all n ■ 1,2.
Proof: For each n we may write;
<n)x i+U.e> - / "  re-<*>x-9yd(n)x .(x ,y ) - (n)T*(e) -00 0 +
(6.10.8)
(n)by use of our previous definitions for x_(x >y) and 
(n)tf*(0) .
We also note by use of Theorems (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) 
(n) ir*(0) is analytic if Re(0) > 0 andthat each
continuous if Re(0) > 0 and naturally for all 4>. Hence 
it suffices to apply Theorems (5.3.4, 5.3.5) and (5.3.6) to
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the integral in (6.10.8) for each n = 1,2,... . However,
/ _ \the support set of the integral v 'S * S as defined above 
for all n * 1,2,.*., n^^X_(x,y) is a positive measure for 
all x < 0 and n = 1,2,... and
0  —  00
/ / d (n)x (x,y) « (n)Tt < 1 (6.10.9)
-°° 0+  1
by the definition of We may therefore re-employ
the previous reasoning directly for any n * 1,2,... and 
the assertion is true.
Corollary 2. If 0q be any finite complex constant such
that Re(0Q> = 0 then is univariate analytic in
c{) at least for all finite (J> s.t. Re(4>) < 0.
Proof; Clearly if 0 « 0^ a constant s.t. Rb (0q ) > 0
then tt i  ^o) *S a constant which cannot influence the
domain of analyticity of Xf+C^jÖg) since TT^(y) is
a measure distributed on the positive half line of y and 
such that tt*(0) is analytic for all finite 6 s.t.
Re(8) > -o if ß*(0) is analytic in this half plane.
(See Lemma 6.5 where this is proven.)
Hence we need consider only the integral;
0—  00
I .(*,6.) » / J e_<t,x'eydx (x.y) (6.10.10)
-OO 0 +
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< J J°° e-xRe (4>)-yRe(ö0)0;dx_(x,y) (6.10.11)-oo o +
* J~ f  e-xRe($)dw(x,y) (6.10.12)-00 0 +
if Re(0^) = 0
0-  00< J / d7T(x,y)
- o o  5 +
(6.10.13)
if Re(<|>) < 0
< 1 (6.10.14)
since Tr(x,y) is a distribution.
Hence X_  ^C , 0 ^ ) exists at least for all finite 4>
s.t. Re(0) < 0.
Hence by the Corollaries to Theorems 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, this 
integral defines a continuous function if $ 1® finite and
Re($) < 0 which is also analytic if (j) is finite and 
Re($) < 0.
However;
whence it is clear that if Re(0^) = 0, X*_+ ($»6q ) is
analytic in (f> for all finite 4> such that Re(<p) < 0 
and continuous from within and within the region where <*> is 
finite and Re(4>) < 0.
Corollary 3. A similar result to that of Corollary 2 is 
true for X*+ ($>®q ) for any n ~ 1,2,... .
X*+ (4),90) - Tr*(0o) + I-+(4>,0O) (6.10.15)
Proof: Define for some typical n, (<J>, 0q ) and
^n ^7T*(0) in terms of ^n ^7r(x,y) and ^n^TT^(y) and repeat
the reasoning used to prove Corollary 2.
Definition 6.11.
X*(4>,6) = X*.„(<J>,e) + X*_+ <4>»9) (6.11.1)
Lemma 6.11. The Laplace Transform is continuous
in R and analytic in D where R and D are as follows.
R : {(4>,0) s.t. Re(0) > 0, Re(0-Kj>) < 0, -00 < Im(<{>), Im(0) < °°)
(6.11.2)
D : (<J>,0) s.t. Re (0) > 0, Re(0+<f>) < 0, -« < Im(<J>), lm(0) < »}
(6.11.3)
Proof; Clearly in view of (6.11.1), Xf(<J>»9) will be
continuous in at least the intersection of the regions of 
continuity of X*..^»^) and x*. ($$) and analytic in the 
intersection of the domains of analyticity of these. However 
by use of Lemmas 6.6, 6.7 and 6.10
where the subscripts -- and -+ identify the corresponding
R * R fl R- + (6.11.A)
D = D H D (6.11.5)
transforms. Hence the assertion is true
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Corollary 1. The above Lemma is true for all n^^X*(4>»6)»
Proof o By Corollary 1 to Lemmas 6.6, 6.7 and 6.10 all the
x*, »6) and n^^X?+ (4>* Ö) for n = 1,2,... are continuous
and analytic in such regions or domains that
r = ^n ^R 0 R ^ R (6.11.6)
and
(n)D m (n> Z? 0 (n)Z? o D (6.11.7)
• * *  • T  * *
for all n = 1,2,..., where R and D are defined by 
6.11.2 and 6.11.3 respectively.
Corollary 2. If 0 * 0O be a finite constant and such that 
Re(0Q> - 0, then is univariate analytic in 4> for
all finite (f> such that Re(cj>) < 0.
Proof:
Xiv(4>,e0 ) = x i _ (4>*e 0 ) + x f + (4>,e0 ) (6.11.3)
However by Corollary 2 to Lemma 6.7, X*_(4>»6q) is analytic
in $ if $ is finite and Re(<j>) < 0 whilst by Corollary 2 
to Lemma 6.10 Xf+ (^»0Q) is also analytic in $ if
Re(4>) < 0 and 14> I < 00 • Hence the result is true.
Remark: Obviously X*(4>»6q ) is continuous in 4> at least
if | } < 00 2 nd Re(<j>) < 0 since the two defining integrals
both converge when Re($) * 0.
Corollary 3. A similar result to that given by Corollary 2 
is true for each (4>, 0Q) for all n = 1,2,... .
Proof: Write
( n ) x ; ( * . e 0 ) “ (n )x ; . ( 4' , 0o ) + Cn)x f + <4*,e rt> ( 6 . 1 1 . 9 )
and repeat the previous reasoning but proceeding from 
Corollaries 3 to Lemmas 6.7 and 6.10.
Corollary 4. If the distributions B(s) be such that its 
Laplace Transformation £*(0) be analytic for all finite 6 
s.t. Re(0) > - O (a> 0), then * 6) is univariate
analytic in 6 for all finite 0 such that Re(0) > -o 
and Re(0+4>Q> < 0, where is a constant such that
Re(4>0) < 0.
Furthermore if the queue is ergodic then the limit 
X*(4>Qf0) exists and is an analytic function for all finite 
0 s.t. Re(6) > -a.
Remark: This result is placed as a Corollary to Lemma 6.1i
since it modifies and in a sense extends the domain of
analyticity defined there. However it is in many ways a
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consequence of the argument used to prove Lemma 6.5,
P r oof: It was shown in the proof of Lemma 6.5 that if B(s)
were such that 3*(ö) was analytic for all finite 0 such 
that Re(8) > -a a > 0 and real, then 3 two variables
(n) (n)+e = y - x (n)+ and (n) (n) . ..y - x with
distributions ^ Q ( e / x ) and (n)
A
Q(e/x) such that their
Laplace Transformations <n)Q*(6) and ^n ^Q*(9) were also
analytic for all finite 0 s . t , Re(8) > -a for any
n = 1,2,... and any x^n  ^ G (-«,«0 and the properties of
(n)Q*(0) were used to establish the analyticity ^n ^TTj(0) 
and when it exists ^n ^7T*(€>), for all finite 0 such that 
Re(0) > -a.
/ \ A
We now use the properties of ^n ^Q*(0) to prove this 
corollary. Consider the integral;
(n)J_(*,6) = /" /“ r ^ - 0yd(n)ir(K,y)
X=»-oo y = x
for any n = 1,2,...
(6.11.10)
where
= T  1° jr(0+*)x-eed(n)*(x,x+e) (6.11.11)
x*“00 e = 0
" (n) (n)e * y  - x
- J / f(0+lt,)x-ead {n(x).d^Q(e/x)} (6.11.12)
-“ 0 x e
where 
JI(rN * / dTT (x ’ ,») (6.11.13)
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U*" _  A  ^  a
< / / i fed {II (x)d^Q (e/x) } (6.11.14)
-» 0 X e
if Re (9+4*) 5 0.
However equation (6.11.14) is of exactly the same type as 
equation (6.5.3.28) whence by a repetition of the reasoning 
used there we find;
/ {(n)Q(e/x) - (n)Q(»/x)}d (tl)n(x)
-s x
- o(|iTae|) e -*• ® 
for all n * 1,2,... .
(6.11.15)
Thus if I 01 < °°, Re (6) > -a | $ | < 00 and Re(0+(j>) < 0,
we may write,
(n)7 (<(1,6) < / S.“0ed^{/ Q(e/x)d H(x)} (6.11.16)
0 e - x
since the R.R.S. will exist. Thus by standard theorems,
(see for example Widder [18] Chapter 2). (n)j is
an analytic function of 0 for constant 0 if 10 1 < 00 
and -a < Re(0)< -Re(<{>). Hence for any constant (|>r such 
that Re(4>Q) < 0 and any n ■ 1,2,...
( n > Xf (4>0 , 0 )  = ( n ) J_(4>0 , 6 )  +  ( n ) it0 "  (n)7rf ( 0 > ^ a C T T
is an analytic function of 0 if | 0 1 < 00 and Re(0) > -a 
and Re(<+>^ +0) < 0 since;
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(i) By Lemma 6.5, n^ 7^Tj(9) and n^ T^T*(Ö)
(if > 0) are analytic if 16 1 < 00 and Rc(9) > -a
/ \
(ii) ' ;7Tq < 1  is a constant 
/ \
(iii) ‘',J_(4>o>0) has been shown to be analytic in
9 if j Ö I < ® and -o < Re(6) < 0 < -Re(<{)), if Re(<}>) < 0,
and
(n)X*(4>q ,0) is analytic if(iv) By Lemma 6.11,
Re(0) > 0, ite(0+<j>^ ) < 0 and |0|,|ö| < 00• Thus 
(n)-mmt may be continued in 9 over the
specified domain by Ottiif"Uiri^  Continuation. Hence the
assertion of the Corollary is true for any n * 1,2,... .
Corollary 5»
We may also show that if the queue is ergodic, the
limit;
Lim {(n)x*(*,8)} = Xf(4>,0) 
n-*00
& 0
exists and is an analytic function^at least for all finite 
(J) and 0 such that Re(6) > -a, Re($) < 0 and
Re(9+<j>) < 0.
Since this result is obtained by a virtual repetition 
of the arguments used to prove a near equivalent result 
in Lemma 6.5, we give only an outline. Thus;
(i) Observe that the foregoing demonstration of the
analyticity of ^ ^ X f (^>6) in 0 for any n = 1,2,... and 
constant (|)q such that I I < 00 and Re (<$ 0) < 0  if
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Re(8+<J>g) < 0, Re(0) > and |ö| < 00 holds even if
(0) + (0)+ (0) _ x ■ y * e = 0.
(ii) Note that if the queue is ergodic the state
x * y = 0  is recurrent whence the distribution P exists J m
for m = 1,2,... as previously asserted in the proof of 
Lemma 6.5.
(iii) Again remark that for all m « 1,2,... the
/ \
X*(^QfÖ) all have the same domain of analyticity, which 
is the desired domain.
(iv) As before, observe that since the distribution
P exists the domain of analyticity of the Laplace
Transformation of the distribution X_(x »y) which an
arbitrary arrival would possibly encounter is only that of 
/ \
V X*(4>>®) for any m =* 1,2,... . tlence it must be the
asserted domain and the claim is true.
Remarks: 1. We may also show that if B(s) is a mixture
of distributions composed of stages and a discontinuous 
distribution and such that its Laplace Transformation B*(6) 
is analytic if | 0 1 < 00 and Re(0) > -0, then for all
n = 1,2,... U ) X^+ (<1>0.0) and the limit X^+ ($0,9) if this
exists, are analytic in 8 for constant (|>q s.t. 14> | < 00 
and Re(0+<|>Q) < 0  if | 0 j < 00 and R.e(8) > -a,
1 1 2 .
This proof uses the method of stages and certain 
properties of the biassed sampling of the distributions 
composed of stages but makes no specific assumptions about 
ergodicity other than that it is meaningful to assume that 
a limiting distribution exists.
Lemma 6.12:
Lim * -Trn “ tt*(0) (6.12.1)
Re (<j> )-►-<»
at least for all finite 0 s.t. Re(9) > 0.
Proof: Write (j>**-R+i<|> and
oo
J_(0) = Lim{ / / e^R i(^ i) X”9ydx_ (x , y) } (6.12.2)
R+°° -oo x-
*  Lim{ / / i(t>i)x ® y < i x _ ( x , y ) }  -  it -  tt * ( 0)
R->-co — oo X -
(6. 12.3)
Consider ;
I X_(-R+l$i,e) I = 1/ / e(R'1't>i)x”9ydx_(x,y)| (6.12.4)
-°o x-
< j~ j ” e - (R~R o ( e ) ) l x l ' Re<e ) (y‘ x ) dx _ ( x , y )
-oo x-
(6.12.5)
for all -00 < ^, Im(6) < °°.
However Xi^t^) is an analytic function for all <f> 
and 9 such that Re($) < 0, Re(0) > 0 and H.e(0+4)) < 0 by 
Lemma 6.11. Hence I_(<J>,0) is also analytic in this
domain since tt*(0) is analytic if Re(0) > 0  by Lemma 6.5.
1 1 3 .
Therefore I_ (-R+i^Ö) is 
10 1 < R for all R. Also
Lim {e-(»-»-<«»|x|}
R-H»
analytic
if I e I
i* *«■ 0
if Re(8) > 0 
< 00 , then
and
(0.12.6)
for all |x| > 0 and
Lim { IX (-R+i<j> ,0)|} - 0 (6.12.7)
R+co
if Re(0) > 0 since 0A 1 X1>>
Hence (6.12.1) is true as
and Re(0) > 0.
in the region of integration, 
asserted at least if 10 1 < 00
Lemma 6.13.
X*(O,0) = X*_(0 » Ö) (6.13.1)
for all finite 0 s.t. these functions are analytic.
Proof:
Xi(4>,6) * Xj (4>*ö) + xf+ (4>,9)
by Definition 6.11.
Hence it suffices to shov7 that;
X5+ (0,6) * 0
for all finite 0 
Consider the integral;
xi+<o.e> u-r w Q/ / e’"6ydx_(x>y)
- 0 0  0 +
(6.13.2)
(6.13.3)
f
(6.13.4)
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=* / / e 6ydx_(x,y) - /“ e 0ydir.(y) (6.13.5)
- o o  o+ 0 +
from the definitions of X_(x »y) and n^(y) given in 
Section 4.
Choose any finite 0^ s.t. Re(0^) > 0 and note that 
both integrals in (6.13.5) exist and define analytic 
functions of 6 if | 0 — 9 ^ | < Re(0^) by Theorem (5.3.3). 
However the existence of the integral;
0 -  00 o
/ / Ie y Idx(x,y) (6.13.6)
- o o  o +
if Re(G) > 0 implies that,
°- 00 _A 00 _n/ / e ydx(x,y) *= / J e "  ydx(x,y) (6.13.7)
Xa- 0 0 y = 0+ y = 0+ x*-00
OO 0  —
“ / G 6y<iv / d x(x,y)(6.13.8)yseQ-f ¥ Xs- 0 0
CO
/ e yd7T (y) (6.13.9)
0+ 1
by use of Fubini’s Theorem and the definition of ir^y) 
given in Section 4.
Elence it is clear that if 0 is finite and s.t.
Re (0) > 0;
X*+ (O,0) = 0 (6.13.10)
Hence this function is zero over whole plane in 0,
and it is meaningful to write;
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X i ( 0 , 6 )  * XÜ._<0 , 8 )
as asserted wherever these may be otherwise shown to be 
analytic.
Corollary 1 .
( n ) x * ( o , e )  - ( n ) x * _ ( o , e )  (6. 13.11)
for all n = 1,2......
Proof: The preceding arguments may be repeated using the
definition of <n)X.(x,y) and <n)lT1 (y) as given in
Section 4.
Corollary 2. X*(O,0) is continuous in R and analytic in
D  where
R * {0 s .t. R e (0) < 0,16| < « } (6.13. 12)
D  ** {0 s . t. Re (0) < 0, 1 0 1 < «} (6.13.13)
Proofs We have just shown that X*(0,9) * f o r  a l l
finite 0 s. t. these exist. Thus;
Xj_(0,6)
o +  0+« / / ydx_(x,y) C  10.14)
-°° x
for all finite 0.
However if Re(0) < 0 and -00 < Im(O) < 00 then,
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0+ 0+
/ I I
-00 x
Idx_(x,y)
0+ 0+
< / / dx_(x,y) * 0
-00 x
Hence by Fubini’s Theorem;
(6.13.15)
0+ n 0+
Xü„(0,0) = / e 7d / d x_(x*y) (6.13.16)
—oo y —oo x
o+
However / d x (x,y) is a cit function on -00 < y < o and
-oo X
we may apply the Corollaries to Theorems 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 
immediately to obtain the asserted result.
Corollary 3. A similar result is true for n^^X_(0>^) 
for all n * 1,2,... .
Proof: We may repeat the above reasoning identically for
any n =» 1,2,... and n^^X*(O,0) by use of Corollary 1, etc.
Lemma 6.14: The Laplace Transformation \* (-y, y+to) is
analytic in the domain D and continuous in the region 
R if y > 0 is a real constant where
R ° (all finite w s.t. Re (w) > 0> (6.14.1)
D * (all finite w s.t. Re (w) > 0) (6.14.2)
Proof: The transform X*(4>>6) is analytic in D' and
continuous in i?’ where;
i?1* (all finite $,0 s.t. Re(0) > 0, Re(0+$) > 0}
(6.14.3)
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and
D’ » {all finite $, 0 s.t. Re(0) > 0, Re(0+4>) > 0}
(6.14.A)
by Lemmas (6.1) and (6.2).
Continuity is assured by noting that if j 031 < 00 Re(<*)) > 0 
the point (-y,y+w) e R ' for all y > Q.
Similarly analyticity in D is shown by noting that if 
jol> I < °°, and Re (w) > 0 whence to £ D , the point 
(-y,y+w) e D’ for all y > 0.
Corollary 1. n^^ X * > y + w )  is continuous in R and
analytic in D for any n * 0,1,2,... where R and D 
are defined as above.
Proof: By Corollary 1 to Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 all n^ x^*(<l>*0)
are analytic and continuous in D' and R ' as defined
above for any n = 1,2,... whence preceding proof may be
repeated for any n. Hence the assertion is true.
Lemma 6.15. The Laplace Transform X*(~U»y+0+4>) is
analytic in D and continuous in R where;
D as {(*,6) s.t. Re(0+40 > o, I*| < 8 * CD < oo) (6.15.1)
R = {(*,e> s.t. Re (0+4>) > o, 1*1 < 8 w CD < oo) (6.15.2)
Proof: Write 0+4> * uj note that if 1*1 < M < OO
then |w| = | 0+4> J < 00', and use Lemma (6 .14). The result
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follows immediately.
Corollary 1. n^^X* (-P ,y+0+0) is continuous in R and
analytic in D for any n * 0,1,2,... where R and D 
are defined above.
Proof: Use Corollary 1 to Lemma 6.14, write 6+0 ■ <u,
note that if 101 < 00 and 101 < 00 then | (U | ** 16+01 < 00 
and the result follows at once.
Remark: The analyticity referred to in Lemma (6.15) is
clearly bivariate analyticity since the substitution 
w * 6+0 into a function analytic in w defines all partial 
derivatives with respect to 0 and 0 at all points where 
the function is analytic in tu.
Lemma 6.16.
Lim (x+ (“U»y+w>} - ttq (6.16.1)
Re (<u) -+°°
if y > 0 and real.
Proof: Although an independent proof is easily constructed,
this result follows as a direct consequence of Lemma 6.19. 
Therefore see Corollary 2 to that Lemma.
Corollary 1.
Lim ( (n)X*(-U,U+u) ) - (n)*0 (6.16.2)
Re (tu)-*«>
if y > 0 and real.
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Lemma 6.17« The Laplace Transformation X*(z“d,y+w-z) is 
bivariate analytic in z and to in the domain D and
continuous in both z and w in the region R where
R: {(z,w) s.t. Re(w) > o . Re(z) < Re(u)+y, |<d | < ■», |z| < “}
(6.17.1)
D: {(z,w) s.t. Re(üj) > o Re(z) < Re(w)+y, |u)| < », M  < “ }
(6.17.2)
if y>o is a real constant.
Proof: The analyticity of \ * (z-y,y+w-z) in D arises from
that of in D ' where;
D* » {($,6) s.t. Re (G+4>) > o if Re(<J>) < o and Re(6) > o
if Re (<f>) > o and | <J> | < °°, |ö| < °°} (6.17.3)
from Lemma 6.2, since if Re(z) < y, Re($) * Re(z-y) < o 
and Re(0+<J>) *= Re (w) > o is necessary, or if Re(z) > y,
Re (cj>) - Re(z-y) > o and :Re(0) ** Re(y+w-z) > o is necessary,
whence Re(z) < Re(y+w) is necessary. However, these 
constraints define D as defined in (6.17.2) above. Further, 
the constraints are also sufficient since the substitutions 
<{) = z - y and 0 * y + 0) - z permit all derivatives and 
partial derivatives with respect to w and z to be well 
defined for all (z,w) £ D since D corresponds with D' 
where all derivatives and partial derivatives with respect 
to <J) and 0 are well defined. Continuity follows in the 
same manner from the definitions of a R* s.t. 
shall be continuous. See Lemma 6.1. Hence the assertion
is true.
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Corollary 1. The Laplace Transformations X*(z-y,y+w-z)
are analytic in D and continuous in R defined above
for all n = 0,1,2,...
Proofi 
de fine
We use Corollaries to Lemmas (6.1) and (6.2) to 
R and D where
and
(n)/f o R (6.17.4)
<n>Z) 3 d (6.17.5)
for all n * 0,1,2,... where R and D a$e defined by 
equations (6.17.1) and (6.17.2) and the
n^^X*(4>»0) are analytic if (4>»6) £ (n) z?
and the n^^X*(^»6) are continuous if (4>,®) e (n)fi
lienee we may repeat the above arguments for any 
n * 0,1,2,... and the desired results follow in an obvious 
way.
Lemma 6.18. The asymptotic limit;
Lira {xj(z~y> y+w-z)} = tt +m(w) (6.18.1)
Re (z )-*— °° + 0
may be defined for all finite w s.t. Re(w) > o where
00 x+£
m(w) - Lim / / e WxdX,(x,y) (6.18.2)
e+o o+ x-
where y > o and real.
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Remarks: 1* If the integral;
°° x+e
m * / / dx+ (x,y) (6.18.3)
o+ x-
is zero, then the distributions 7T(x,y) * x(x>y) and 
X+ (x,y) are such that the line 0 < x * y < 00 is a sec of 
probability measure zero and iff this is true then
m(w) « o
for all CÜ.
2. It remains to be shown that m * o i'h 
certain specific cases dealt with in later sections.
3. We note the obvious requirements that
m < 1 — 7Tq < 1 and that if Re (u>) > o, |m(w)| < 1 whilst
Lim {m(w)} = o
Re (u>)-*°°
is clearly implied by Lemma (6.16).
Proof s Write;
X*(z-p,u+oo-z) - / Je(y~z)x+(z~y~a))ydx.f(x,y)
o~ X-
o+ 0 +
“ / / dX+<x»/>o- o-
co x+e i+ / / e (U-z):c+(Z-U-u)ydx+(x>y) X 6 .18.,>
0 +  X—  i
+ /” /“ e(U-z)x+(z-p-“)ydx+ (x,y)j 
o+ x+e
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where e > o but small- However, as e i o; X*(z-y,H+w-z) 
approaches
* + / e XdxX+ (x,x) + i (2,oj)
0 0+ x + +
m(w) + I+ (z,w) (6.18.5)
where,
I+ («.«> - I I e (U-z)x+(z-U-“ )ydX+(x,y) (6.18.6)
0+ x+
and I (z,w) is certainly analytic for all finite a) suchT
that Re (u>) > o and z such that Re(z) < Re(u))+y by 
Lemma (6.17). However,
00 00
I+ (.,«)| 5 / / |e‘ll<y-x)||e-“y |tez(y-x>|dx+ (x,y) (6.18.7)
0+ x+
oo oo
< 1 1 -o + x+
Re(z)(y-x) dX+(x,y) (6.18.8)
Re(w) > o, since y > o,
|ö-U (y-X)( a e-u(y-x) < i
|e’“y | < 1
|ez(y-x) | < eRe(z)(y-x)
(6.18.9)
Hence if Re(z) * -R where R is real and 
arbitrarily large finite then;
OO 00
Lim I I . (z,oo) I < Lim{ / / e R y^~x^dX , (x ,y) }
Re ( z ) -*— oo R-*-oo o+ x+
* 0
since y - x > o.
(6.18.10)
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Hence,
Lim (xl ( 2 -U , y+w-z ) } s ir +m(u)) (6.18.11)
Re (z )-*— °° °
for all 1031 < 00 and Re(co) > o as asserted.
Corollary 1. The limit;
Lim ((n)x*(z-u,U+0J-z)} = (n)n + (n)m(u) (6.18.12)
Re (z )-*■-" + 0
where
n^^m(w) = / e ü)xd n^^x.(x,x) (6.18.13)
o+
if |u)| < <» and Re(to) > o, for any n = 1,2,3.....
Proof: Use the Corollary to Lemma 6.17 in lieu of 6.17
itself and repeat identically the above reasoning for any
/ _ \n * 1*2, . . .  by defining an ;I+ (z,w) analogous to the 
I+ (z,o>) of (6.18.6), in terms of n^^x+ (x »y)*
Lemma 6.19.
Lim (Xi(^,9)> - * (6.19.1)
Re (0 )-*•«> 0
for all finite 4>*
Proof: By Lemma 6.2 X+(4>>9) is analytic for all finite
4> and 0 such that Re(0) > o if Re(4>) > o and 
Re (0+4)) > o if Re(4>) < o. Hence we may choose any 
finite <j> and write;
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xj^.R + i e ^  = u0 + i+ (<t.,R+iei)
where
9 * R+iO^ with R > 0
(6.19.2)
I+ (4>,0) = / / öydx+ (x,y)
o- o+
and
-R < Re(4>) < «»
(6.19.3)
Clearly I (<j),R+i0 ) and xi ($ * R+i9 . ) + i + i
functions if Re(4>) > - R. Now consider;
are both analytic
I I . C4>»R-*-±6±) | < / / e Re ^ ^ X/~Rydx. (x,y)
o- o+
since x,y > o
(6.19.4)
< /“ I " e"R(y'x)- (Re(<*’)+R)xdX .(x,y)
o - o+
Co nix:a nxr
(6.19.5)
However, for any finite j 4» such that Re(4>)
X.im|{e-(Re<<,,)+R)x|} = o(l)R -+-00
for all x > o whilst
> - R
Lim{e } = o(l)
R->oo Afor all y-x > o 
Hence ,
(6.19.6)
Lim{ 11 (<J> ,R+i0.) | } * o
R->-oo
(6.19.7)
for all finite $ and Lemma is true as asserted.
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Corollary 1.
Lim { Xi<<{>. e)3 " (n) %
Re(0 )-*■<»
for all n * 1,2,... .
Proof; By the Corollary to Lemma 6.2 n^^X*($,0) is 
analytic in D — D (where is analytic in D )."T
We define an n^ ^I+ (<£,0) by use of in equation
(6.19.3) and repeat identically the same reasoning to obtain 
the equivalent result, as asserted.
Corollary 2. Lemma 6.16 is true as asserted.
Proof : Write;
4) = - U 
9 = y + w
in and take;
Lim (x*(~y,h+w)}Re (u)) ->°°
and the result follows immediately.
Corollary 3. Corollarylto Lemma 6.16 is true as asserted.
Proof. Use Corollary 1 to this Lemma and repeat the reasoning 
used to prove Coilary 2 to this Lemma in the identical way.
Definition:
The following definition will be used in subsequent
discussion.
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Singularity Locus.
The individual singularities of multivariate 
complex functions are not isolated points but have loci 
which may be thought of as relationships between the complex 
variables such that wherever any one of these is satisfied 
the function is singular. We shall refer to such 
relationships as singularity loci and also note that they 
need not be continuous but may possess various types of 
dicontinuities.
Lemma 6.20. (i) If the Laplace Transformation
X*(-y,y+co) has any singularities, then these are points in 
the half-plane s.t. Re(u)) < o and j w | < 00.
Proof: By Lemma 6.14 X£(-y>y+U)) is analytic if
Re(u>) > o and jwj < 00. Hence any singularities in the 
finite plane must lie In Re (u>) < o if these exist at all.
Lemma 6.20. (ii) The singularity loci of the Laplace 
Transformation Xi (-M »y+0+<f>) are hyperplanes of the form;T
9+(j) = .»r^ (6.20.1)
Where,
Re(ri) > o and | r ^ | < 00 
for all i * 1,2,..• .
Proof: Write the singular points of x* ("“H»y+w) as
-{ri) i = 1,2,.. and substitute 0+4> = w.w *
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Remarks. 1. These particular Singularity Loci are
possibly continuous since 0+$ is continuous.
2. These hyperplanes divide the space C2(=E^ here) 
into a system of disjoint domains. If we define a two 
dimensional basis space on the real parts of 4> and 0 
(i.e., a Re(<J)), Re(0) plane), these hyperplanes project as
a system of parallel straight lines inclined at 135° to the 
Re(<j>) axis. We also note that the spaces between these 
lines are the bases of a system of open tubes within each 
of which xjjl(■"li»y‘^0'^ (J>) is again analytic. However, it is 
known that if a function is analytic in a tube that tube 
must be convex - i.e., it must have a convex basis. (See 
for example, Bochner & Martin [l ] Chapter 6). Thus if 3 
a system of open tube bases which are separated by common 
boundary lines (or Hyperplanes) which cover the whole of 
the basis plane (or space) these boundary lines (or 
Hyperplanes) must be straight (or first order in all 
variables) and contain all the singularities. Thus 
X *(”U ,y+6+ 40 is a very simple example of this sort of 
behaviour.
3. If such singularities are s.t. they may all
be removed one at a time in some arbitrary order, the bases
of the tubes which result must still be convex open areas.
Thus if the system of tube bases cover the whole plane (or
space) each of the singularity loci must be a straight line
(or other first order function) which bisects the plane (or 
space.
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4. If we have multivariate Laplace-Fourier 
integral of a measure, in a complex space it appears
that since
|Ä-Ieixi| . Ä-lRa(01)x1
the domain wherein the defining integral converges must be a 
closed convex tube, whence the corresponding domain of 
analyticity is the corresponding open convex tube. If in 
addition;
(i) the singularities are all removable
or (ii) the singularities are all points in the 
finite plane of any one variable when each of the others is 
a complex constant, then the basis space may be covered by 
a system of necessarily convex tubes separated by linear 
hyperplanes, each of which bisect the basis space and the 
space C^ .
We have, therefore, some prospect for the simplification 
of all classes of multivariate probability problems since the 
singularities are quite likely to be of this particularly 
simple form.
Lemma 6.21. (i) The singularity loci of the functions
D for all finite j * 1,2,.. are
z ■' z-0
those of,
x$(-u*u+e+<i>).
where0 j = i£x
z 3zJ
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Proof: Consider firstly X^C^fö): By Lemma (6.2) this
is analytic if Re(0) > 0  or if Re(0+4>) > 0 when Re(4>) < 0 
and - oo < lm(<£>), lm(0) < We cannot therefore choose
any finite such that »9) is never bivariateO T O
analytic for any 0. We may therefore fix 0 * -y and 
consider X*(“d>9) as a function of 0 only. Clearly
there may be points in the 0 plane such that X*^»^)^
is not bivariate analytic if 0 takes any one of these 
values. Let the set of all such points be designated
^ . Then if 0 O _ y , _y is a bivariate analytic
function and
' i 4-i '30J 4>s -Vi
exists for all i « 0,1,2,..., j and j * 0,1,2, 
Thus if
< V D9)J{X*U 'e)}*- - P
• • • •
and
exists for all finite j * 0,1,2, ...where;
D . lx D - ixu <(. 3<t> 6  3 0
(V De)J = Jo  »eJ_i (6.21.2)
by the usual rules for the combination of linear differential 
operators. Consider now;
^(XifCpU) ,q(z))}z  ^ 0 C6.21.2)
where
P(z) * z • y 
q(z) * M+0^+4»^-z
These functions will certainly exist if the sum 0*+4>* is 
such that X*(p(z) »<1 (*)) is bivariate analytic when z * 0.
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However we may write (6 «7.1.2) in the form,
Z (|£)i (|^)j_i (6.21.3)
i*l 3 ^3p q
by the usual rules for the differentiation of a function of
a function and after noting that since p and q are both
3 2
— j are all zero.linear in z all terms the form
3 z'
However;
ÜL3z 1. -1
whence; by comparison of (6.21.3) and (6.21.1) we note that;
(D<j)”D0) = -y (6.21.4)
e « vi+e1* ^ 1
- Dzj{x*(z-y,y+e1-H|)1-z)}ziB0 
for all j - 0,1,2......
Thus we have shown that X* (-y »y+0+<f>) and 
D  ^{xi(z~y ,y+0 + 4>-z)} n for j * 1,2,... exist and are 
analytic except at a set of values of 0+<£ where they are 
not defined. Clearly these shared exceptional values must 
be the r^ of equation (6.20.1) and the assertion is true.
Remark: We have not said that 3 only a finite number of
singular points or that these are necessarily isolated, 
merely that the set exists and that if 0£\j>
then, Re(0) < y.
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Corollary 1 . The singularities of the
D zJ{x*U-Vi,y+e+<j>-z)}za:o for 1 * 1,2,... all lie in
Re(0+<j>) < 0. Renee all these functions are analytic in the 
domain s.t. Re(0+<f>) > 0, | cj)) , | 0 1 < «>.
Proof: This result follows immediately from the domain of
analyticity of X$ (”U »y+6+4>) defined by lemma (6.15).
Corollary 2. The result (6.21(i)) is true for any 
n = 1,2,... in the sense that;
»zJ{(n)x:f(*-p.y“e-*-z)}z=0 has for any j . 1>2>> 
only the same singularity loci as
,y+0+<J>)
Proof: By Corollaries 1 to Lemmas (6.2) and (6.14) we may
define the set {^n ^r^} for i * 1,2,... to be the set of
singular points of ' xj(-y, y+0+4>) and repeat the
/ n \
previous reasoning to relate these to iji where this is
the set of points in the 0 plane such that v xK'tSÖ) isT
not bivariate analytic when cj) * -y.
Lemma 6.21 (ii) For all y > 0 and j * 1,2,...,
D  ^(xj? (z-y» y+6+<J)-z) } n is continuous in the region R Z T z*u
where;
i? = { (<J>, 0) s.t Re ( 0+(J>) > 0  and | (p | I 0 I < oo}
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Proof: Since we have shown D  ^(x* ( z-U , y+0+<J>-z) } is-------  2 T
analytic for all j * 1,2,..., if Re(0-f(J>) > 0, it suffices 
to show that these derivatives maintain continuity as 
Re (0+4>) + 0.
If the lcernal of the R.H.S. is absolutely integrable we 
may write;
00
DzJ{x*(z-u,y+e+4-z»z=0 = / r (y_x) Je-iJ(y-x)e-(e+4>)yd (x )
O- X +
(6.21.4)
by differentiation under the integral sign. This is clearly 
justified if Re(0+4>) > 0 and y > 0. However we now show
that;
/“ /”<y-x)V>J(y-xV < 0+*)y|dx.(x,y)
0- x
exists for all Re(0+<j>) > 0 
since;
|(y-x)je-y(y*x)e-(9+(t,)y|
(6.21.5)
(6.21.6)
< e-Re(0+cJ))y
which is finite for all y > 0, finite j and Re(0+<J>) > 0, 
because y > 0 in the integral.
Hence by application of Theorem (5.3.4), to the R.H.S. of 
(6.21.5) we see that all the D^  {Xjji ( »y+0+<}>-z) } are
continuous functions for all finite integral j if 
Re(0+<J>) > 0 and - 00 < lm(0), Im(cJ)) < 00 whence the Lemma
is true as asserted.
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Corollary 1. The equivalent result is true for all;
Dzj { (n\*(z-*i»y+9+cf>-z) }z3s0 
for all n = 1,2,3... and j * 1,2,...
Proof: We may repeat the preceding reasoning for each
n = 1,2,... and n^\ + (x,y)
Remarks: 1. The above results regarding the locations of
singularity loci do not imply that the actual singularities 
are necessarily of the same type or order. Thus, for 
example, differentiation generally raises the order of a 
pole but does not relocate it.
2. We note that singularity loci of the type
0 + <$> = -{r^} for i =* 1,2,.. are for each i, in a sense
"Almost Everywhere Pervasive" since one cannot find a
finite 0 = 8q say, such that one cannot determine a
corresponding <{> for each i ** 1,2,... (Call this 4>0^
where 0 +4> . * -r.), unless the locus has points ofo o i i
interruption of some kind.
Lemma 6.22
Lim {D hx{(z-lJ»V1+“*z) H  n = H(j) (6.22.1)
Re(u)-*-» 2
»
H (j ) ** 0 if j * 1,2,. .
= TT if j * 0o J
where
Froof : as asserted and itBy Lemma (6.16) H(0) * tTq
remains to show that K(j) = 0  if j = 1,2,... . However
if Re(oj) > 0 , D  ^(xi(z-y,y+w-z)} 0 is analyticz » zsu
j * 1,2,.. and we may consider;
for all
00 00
ßzJ {xJ(*-y.W+w-z)}z.0" DzJ {ncjH-Dz;,{/ Ja*^x_eX dx+ (x, y ) } z,q
Or X«
where e.*(K x.» ä  rhftxIl'jO+J (6.22.2)
■  /  J  (y-x)**e~P ^ y“x  ^e“U)ydx , (x,y)
0* x.
(6.22.3)
since ttq is constant, for all j = 1,2,... whence by
Lim {lD-J{xJ<z-W,U+u-z);} . IRe(io)-»° z + z u>
< Lim {/ / | (y-x)^e“^ y e~Wy | dx, (x , y ) }
Re (to)-*00 0"^  X»
(6.22.4)
< Lim /“ e-Re(“ >*dX .(x,y)}
Re (w)-*00 0— x* hJ
(6.22.5)
since \i > 0, y-x > 0, y > 0 and by use of w = 
equation (6.21.6)
0+4> in
» 0
since;
(6.22.6)
Lim {c-Re(u)y} » 0
Re (w)*>oo
for all y > 0
(6.22.7)
Hence the R.H.S. of (6.22.3) is zero for all j 
and the Lemma is true as asserted.
* 1,2,..
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Corollary 1. For each n * 1,2,...
Lim {D j{(n)x*(z-y,U+w-z)}} n - (n)H(j)
Re ( t o ) - * “  z  z  U
where
(n)H(j) = (n),r0 lf i * 0
** 0 if j * 1,2,
Proof : If j ■ 0 Corollary 1 to Lemma (6.16) suffices.
For j * 1,2,.. we may repeat the preceding argument with
the obvious minor changes.
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7. The Ergodic Functional Equation for the E^|l^|2 Queue
For L>1, K>1, this functional equation is sufficiently general 
to subsume all those for the cases which we propose to investi­
gate initially. We therefore give its derivation in full.
The interarrival tine density function exists and is
a (a) (Xa)K_1 _-Aa(K-l): e Xda for K = 1,2, (7.1)
where X is the mean arrival rate for each interarrival stage,
whence
•v K° j- for K stages
Similarly the service time density function is,
(7.2)
3(s)
whence
( nL“1(US)
(L-l)2 e ^Syds (7.3)
b (7.4)
for L stages where u is the mean departure l £ate per service
stage and L = 1,2, ...
Fron (7.1) and (7.3) we obtain
*a (p) - (JL)KlxV (7.5)
3 (p) = (-Ü-)LV p ; (7.6)
&3 (L,w,p)
2 xL-1
■ / • ■ p’ -“ferr
= -H- {ß*U+p lp ’(L-7-Ap> - e " ^ > S) (7.7)
by integration by parts, and.
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(7 .9 )
(7 .1 0 )
ß ( 0 ,5 ,p) *= 1 (7 .8 )
-v *f o r  a l l  w, p by e q u a tio n  (7 .7 )  and d i r e c t  e v a lu a t io n  o f 3 ( l ,u ) ,p )
•k ^
and 3 ( 2 *p) e t c .
We may now r e w r i te  (4 .4 8 ) in  th e  form ,
X * ( < M )  -  a * ( - ¥ ^ ) { 3 * ( e ) ) £ ( 0 , 4 > )  +  1 ( 4 ) , 0 ) :  -  1 ( 0 , 4 ) »  
where
CO CO
I(<}),0) = /  /  3 (L,y-X,(f))dx, (x ,y )
0~ x
CO CXJ
“ ( I  I  e -<jix-ey8 * a - l ,y - x ,( f i )  dx+ (x ,y )
'  /  /  ^ ^ T " 1 ^ x - 0y- (lJ^ H y - x )dx+ (x ,y )}
-  (r“r ) L{ x > , e >  -  f  feu * - ( o « ^ ) yd (Xiy)}
0 - x j= o  11 ‘ ^
(7 .1 1 )
by in d u c t io n .  1(0,4)) may be o b ta in e d  by p e rm u ta tio n .
C onsider now,
CO CO
J  /  (y -x ) :5e “aX“^ ydx+ (x ,y )  « (Dct-Dß ) :,x ^ (a ,ß )
w here th e  o p e ra to r  D i s  d e f in e d  to  mean;
(7 .1 2 )
. CO 0 0
V x+ (a ,ß )}  “ d ä  * /  /  e _ a x ' '^ x + f e .y ) )
0“" x
00 00
= /  j  -x  e - “ x- ßy dv (x .y )  (7 .1 3 )
0 - x , . . .w herever t h i s  e x i s t s .
D i s  d e f in e d  s im i l a r l y ,  and (D -D )^ may be expanded 
p a  p
by th e  B inom ial Theorem and th e  r e s u l t i n g  te rm s re a r ra n g e d  to  
p rove (7 .1 2 ) .
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(7.12) nay be simplified by noting that:
G a ” V j M a ’S) ” 2zj{x*(a+z. B-z)J,
and this may be used in (7.11) to give.
(7.14)
1(4>»e) « ( j ^ ) L(x+ <£,©)- e (--^ P  Dz()4<z- y . W -»)\ao (7.15)
j=0
wherever this exists.
Also;
i(e,<j>) = (j]^)L{x+ (0>4>)- £ p- D2{x+(z~ysy+0-K>“z)Jaso (7.15)
j«o 3 *
wherever this exists.
The use of these substitutions in (7.J?) and none rearrauoer^ent 
gives the general functional equation for the Ey| E^j 2 queue, 
namely;
(A-e-<J>)fW)L (y+6)L X*(<M)
c (({) s 0 )
<xV- (A-e^)K(y+4))L)(y+0)L x * »0)
+XLyL (y-H)L E D^(x*(z-y5y+0-K)-z)}
j=o 2 + 2=0
• (y+6}L E ^ t^ -D ^ {x^ (z -y ,y+ 0+ < I)-z )J
j=o 3 *
where the ''Centre Function” C($90) is as yet, completely
(7.17)
undefined. A more convenient representation is;
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(x-e-4.)K(y-K))I'(u+e)L x!(<M> -  c (o ,9 )
=  ( A Ky L  -  ( X - Q —<f>)K  ( p + 0 ) L )  ( y + 0 ) L  X ^ W » 6 )
+ M(<J>,6)
w here,
M(0 ,0 )  = R (0 96) -  R(0,<j>)
and s
L -l j
E(<j.,0) -  xV(y-K>)L i  (l|t6) D^{x^(z-y,u+e-K-z ) ^ o
j*o  3 -
(7 .18)
(7 .19)
(7 .20)
and R (0s<j>) i s  de fin ed  by exchange of 0 and <J> in  (7 .2 0 ) .
IAO
8 . E rgod ic  F u n c tio n a l E q u a tio n s  f o r  Queues M/M/2, E^/ E^ / 2
These nay be w r i t t e n  down from  (7 .1 7 ) by in s p e c t io n .  Thus
f o r  K*L=»1 w hich co rresp o n d s  w ith  th e  queue M/M/2 we have; 
(A-0-cj))(y+cJ>) (y+0) x_($»6) 13 c n(«^ >6)
"  (Ay-(A~0--$) (y+o)) ( y + e ^ O ^ o )
+ Ay(p-e)  x+C-ysy+Q+tJO
For we o b ta in “
( \ - e - $ ) 2 (p-hj)2 (u+0)2x !(O ,e ) = c 22(<(.,0) 
-  (A V -  (A -e-$ ) 2(y-hf, )2 ) (u-K)) 24  (o, e )
. ,2  2+A y 2 r *(y-KO {x+(-y »y+0+<J))+(y+0)Dz{x+ (z-y ,y+0+4>"z)
2 , *
-  (y+6 ) (x+C -y»y+9+(j>)+(y+<|))Dz {x+ ( z“y »y+9+4>-z)J20
(8.1)
(8 . 2)
For K u n s p e c if ie d  and L=2 we obt a i n 5
(A-e-<|.)K(y-K>)2( lj+ e )2x * ((j .,e )  = cK2(<m )
= (AKu2-< A -0 -(» K(p+<)2) (u-W)2x^ « ) (6 ) (8 .3 )
,,K  2 +A y 2 f *(y+4>) {x+ (-y»y+0+4>)+(y+^)Dz {x+ ( z- y 5y+0+<i)” z ) |2 o
2 r *
- (y+e) (x+C-y ,y+0+<f>)+(y-W)Dz {x+ (z-y ,y+ 0+ $ -z ) J 20
w here th e  n o ta t io n  C (<J>90 ) i s  used  to  d e s ig n a te  th e  p a r t i c u l a rKL
fu n c tio n  in  each  c a se .
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9. The Nature of C(Q,0)
In this section we prove that C (cj>»6) is a bivariate poly­
nomial for all finite K and L.
9.1 Preliminary Lemmae
Lemma 9.1.1 M(<J>,0) is analytic in D where
D ={A11 finite $ and 0 s.t. Ke(0+$)>0} (9.1.1)
and continuous in R where?
R = (All finite <J> and 0 s.t. Re(0+4?)>0> (9.1.2)
Proof; Consider R(<j>,0) defined by equation (7.20). For any
finite L, this is a finite sum of elements of the form;
(y+0)^ (9.1.3)
By use of Lemmas (6.21(i)) and (6.21(ii)) each of the 
*1 ^
Ö ^ X + (z-y»ü+e-K)-z)^o analytlc Ö+4» and thus in both 
0 and (t) within D and continuous within R for each j « 0,1, ..,
L-l. Hence R($,0) is a finite sum of functions which are 
analytic in D and continuous in R . Thus R(<J>,0) is analytic 
in D and continuous in R,
Similarly R(0S$) is continuous in R and analytic in D by 
exchange of variables. Hence;
M(4>,8) = R(<>,.)) - R(6,4>) (9.1.4)
must be analytic in D and continuous in R and the lemma is true. 
Lemma 9.1.2 C($,0) is analytic if Re(0)>O, Re(0+0)>0 and
0 and (f> are finite.
Proof; Consider the RHS of (7.17). Clearly this is analytic 
wherever both X+ (0>Q) and M(0,0) are analytic. However, by 
Lemmas (6.2) and (9.1.1), C(0,0) is analytic at least where
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*
X +O M ) i s  a n a ly t ic  s in c e  D ( 9 .1 .1 )  => D (6 .2 )  and D (6 .2 )  i s  
th e  a s s e r te d  dom ain.
Lemma 9 .1 .3  C(cj),6) i s  co n tin u o u s  in  th e  r e g io n  such th a t
<J> and 8 a re  f i n i t e  9 Re (8) >0 and R e(8+^)>0.
P ro o f ; C onsider th e  RHS o f (7 .1 7 ) .  C le a r ly  C(<J>,0) i s  co n tin u o u s
•k
w herever b o th  x+ (4> s> 6 ) and M(c*>90) a re  c o n tin u o u s . However,
R ( 9 .1 .1 )  ^ R  (6 .1 )  w h i l s t#  (6 .1 )  i s  th e  a s s e r te d  r e g io n .  Hence 
th e  Lemma i s  t r u e .  '
Lemma 9 .1 .4  C(4>,0) i s  a n a ly t ic  in  th e  domain such t h a t  (J> and
8 a re  f in i te ,R e ( 8 ) > 0  and Re(8+cJ))<0.
P ro o f ; C onsider th e  LHS o f ( 7 .1 7 ) .  C le a r ly  t h i s  i s  co n tin u o u s
* * w herever x _ ($ s9 ) i s  co n tin u o u s  and a n a ly t i c  w herever x_ ($ j 0)
i s  a n a l y t i c .  Hence by Lemma ( 6 .1 1 ) ,  C(C>,0) i s  a n a ly t ic  in  a t
l e a s t  (6 .1 1 ) w hich i s  th e  a s s e r te d  dom ain.
Lemma 9 .1 .5  C(<£,0) i s  c o n tin u o u s  i f  4> and 8 a r e  f i n i t e  and
R e(8)> 0 , Re(8-KO<0.
P ro o f i Fo llow s from  th e  p ro o f o f Lemma (9 .1 .4 )  s in c e  R (6 .1 1 ) 
i s  th e  a s s e r te d  r e g io n .
9 ,2  P a r t i a l  A n a ly tic  C o n tin u a tio n
Theorem 9 .2 .1  C ($ ,8 ) i s  co n tin u o u s  in  th e  r e g io n  such th a t
4) and G a re  f i n i t e  and R e(8)>0 and a n a ly t ic  in  th e  domain such 
th a t  4> and 8 a r e  f i n i t e  and R e(6 )> 0 .
P roof % I t  i s  more co n v e n ie n t to  prove th e  a n a l y t i c i t y  f i r s t .
C o nsider any f i n i t e  p o in t  ($ ,0 ) such th a t  Re(4> )<0 ,o o o
R e(8Q)>0 and Re(4>o+6o ) = 0 , and e q u a tio n  (7 .1 7 ) .  C le a r ly
i f  0o rem ains c o n s ta n t ,  th e n  by Lemma (9 .1 .2 )  C ^ , ^ )  i s  a n a ly t ic
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i n  <j) i f  I(j)I<co and R e(^)> -R e(0Q) .  S im ila r ly  by Lemma ( 9 .1 .3 ) ,
C((J)>G0 ) i s  c o n tin u o u s  in  i f  |<j)|<co and Re((j>)> -R e(0o) .
However by Lemma ( 9 .1 .4 ) ,  C (^ ,0 q ) i s  a n a ly t ic  in  <j> i f
|(j)|<oo and Re(<j))<-Re(0Q) w h i ls t  by Lemma ( 9 .1 .5 ) ,  C(§9Qq) i s
co n tin u o u s  in  <£ f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  <£ s . t .  Re(cj>)< —Re(©0 ) •
Hence by Schw artz C o n tin u a tio n  in  th e  p la n e  o f we
deduce th a t  i s  a n a ly t i c  in  <J> i f  |$|<co fo r  any f i n i t e
0 s . t .  Re(0 )> 0 . o o
S im ila r ly  i f  0o i s  f i n i t e  complex c o n s ta n t  such th a t  
R e ^ o X O  and we choose f i n i t e  p o in ts  (QO»0O) such  th a t  R e($o+0o)=O; 
we may re p e a t  th e  p re c e d in g  argum ents to  show th a t  C((J>o ,0 )  i s  
a n a l y t i c  in  0 i f  | 0}<0 and Re(0)>O fo r  any f i n i t e  s . t .
Re(4>o )<0. I t  i s  a ls o  obv ious t h a t  C(<^ >Q,6 )  i s  a n a ly t ic  in  0 fo r  
a l l  f i n i t e  <J> s . t .  R e($o )>0 p ro v id ed  )0 ]<co and Re(0)>O s in c e  
X_j_(0Q»9) and M(4>o ,0 )  a r e  b o th  a n a ly t ic  th e r e .  (See Lemma 9 .1 .2 )  
Thus C (cj>, 0) i s  u n iv a r i a t e  a n a ly t i c  in  (J) i f  J$ j<oop ro v id ed  
0 i s  any c o n s ta n t  such th a t  | ©|<°° and Re(0)>O and C(<*>,6) i s  
u n iv a r i a te  a n a ly t ic  in  0 i f  10 j <°° and Re(0)>O p ro v id ed  th a t  
<J> i s  any c o n s ta n t  s . t . |0 |< °°.
Hence by u se  o f H a rto g ’s Theorem (T h .5 ,3 ,2 ) ,  C(<{>,0) i s  
b i v a r i a t e  a n a ly t ic  i f  $ and 0 a r e  f i n i t e  and Re(0)>O.
To prove th e  c o n t in u i ty  i t  c l e a r ly  s u f f i c e s  to  show th a t  
t h i s  e x i s t s  from  th e  dond ip  w here Re(0)>O in to  th e  space  w here 
Re(0)=O, w herever | $ | ,  |0 |< °°. However t h i s  fo llo w s  d i r e c t l y  
from  th e  c o n t in u i ty  o f X+W*»®) from  th e  domain w here }©|<°>
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and Re(0)>O to the space where Re(6)=C,|0 |<co f0r all finite 
$ s.t. Re((J))>0 , the equivalent behaviour of ^ (<f>,0) if Re($)<9 
and equation (7.17).
* Since M($,0) is clearly continuous im* boosts -feinM 
if Re(<+>)>0.
Hence the Lemma is true as asserted.
Remark: Clearly Theorem (9.2.1) is an example of an analytic
continuation (in this case a Schwartz continuation) between 
two contiguous convex tubes (the bases of which are separated 
by a common and thus necessarily straight line in Re((J>), Re(0) 
space) which produces a third tube which is also convex.
ft
Thus there is (as yet) no obvious Analytic Completion
which nay be used to further extend the domain of analyticity.
*See Bochner & Martin [l] for this notion.
Theorem 9.2.2 C(<£,0) is analytic in <J> for all finite
*
Proof; By Corollary 2 to Lemma (6.2)s is analytic for
ft
all finite $ s.t. Re($)>0. It is also clear that x+ ($sO) is 
continuous if $ is finite and Re(cj>)>0 by Lemma (6.1). Simi­
larly by Lemma (9.1.1), M($,0) is continuous if <*> is finite
<X*(k OLt>A\*\Tric lC Rc(/)>«?,
and Re($)>0y( .Thus if 0=0 the RIIS of (7.17) Is analytic in (}> 
if |6|<c° and Re($)>0 and continuous if |<J>|<C0 and Re($)>0.
ft
Similarly by the properties of x (4> *6) given in Lemma 
(6.11), the LHS of (7.17) is analytic in <J> if |<*>|<co and Re($)<G 
and continuous if and Re(<->)<0 if 0=0.
Hence by Schwartz continuation in C(cj>,0) is analytic 
in $ if |(|)|<<Xi and the assertion is true.
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9 «3 R e p re s e n ta tio n  Theorems
Theorem 9»3.1 I f  0 be any f i n i t e  complex c o n s ta n t  s . t ,
R e(0 o )>O th e n  we may w r i t e 5
C ($ ,0 o) -  (y+tJ))L D (0 ,eo ) (9 .3 .1 )
w here D (^ >»0) i s  b i v a r i a t e  a n a ly t ic  f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  <j> and 0 
s . t .  Re(0)>O.
P ro o f ; By Lemma (6 .1 1 ) ,  a n a ly t ic  i f  Re(9 /> 0  and
Re(0-K*>)<O and cj> and 0 a re  f i n i t e .  By Theorem ( 9 .2 .1 ) ,  C ($ ,0 ) 
i s  a n a l y t i c  f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  <J> and 0 s . t .  Re(0)>O. Hence by u se  
o f th e  LHS o f (7 .1 7 ) ,  x (<J>»3) m ust e i t h e r  be a n a ly t ic  w here 
C ($ ,0 ) i s  now known to  be a n a ly t ic  o r i t  p o s se s se s  a t  w o rs t a 
p o le  o f th e  form (X~0~$) ' in  th e  f i n i t e  domain s . t .  Re(0)>O 
fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  $ and 0 . Thus th e  p ro d u c t;
(x-e-<*>)Kx*(o,e) (9.3.2)
must be an a n a ly t ic  fu n c tio n  i f  Jcj>| , and P_e(9)>0. Hence
th e  p ro d u c t;
(u-k >)l  (x-e-o)K x*W.e) (9 .3 .3 )
m ust p o s se ss  a ze ro  o f  o rd e r  L in  th e  p la n e  o f <J> when <J> ** - y ,  
a t  l e a s t  fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  0 s . t .  Re(0)>O. A lso x_(OsO)<0° i f  
Re(c}))<0, by Lemma (6 .1 1 ) .  Hence ( 9 .3 .3 )  i s  a l s o  ze ro  when 
<J> * -y  i f  I s l ^  and Re(0)>O. Hence th e  a s s e r t io n  o f th e  
theorem  i s  t r u e .
Theorem 9 .3 .2  I f  0q be any f i n i t e  complex c o n s ta n t  such  th a t  
R e(0o)>C, th e  D(<}>,0 ) i s  a p o lynom ial in  <J> and
D (M o) -  o {14> IK)
as  10 1
(9 .3 .4 )
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Proof; Clearly if 0 be any finite constant such that Re(6o)>0s 
C((*)jGq ) is analytic in $ for all finite <j> by Theorems (9.2.1) 
and (9.2.2). Thus we nay employ Louville's Theorem in the plane 
of $ for any arbitrary suitable 0 . There are three situations, 
namely;
(i)
(Ü)
(iii)
—tt/2 < Am($)< tt/2 
Am(<*>) = ± tt/2 
-tt < Am(<*>) < - tt/2 
tt/2 < Am(c^ ) < tt
Case (i). If as |$|-*» Re ($)-*«> then for any finite 6q s.t.
Re(0 )>0 o
Lit» {C(O,0 )} M - l ^ V ^ C u + e  )L {tt + * * ( 0 ) + i r  *(6 )} (9.3.5)
Proofg By Lemma (6.3),
Lim 3 TT -HTi*(© )+?!*(6 ) (9.3.6)Re ($)-*»
whilst by Lemma (6.22) °9
Lim {Dz1{x^(z-v,y+6 +$-z)} Q} (9.3.7)ReO^ -h))-*»
= 0  if j > 0, and integral
= tt if j = 0
Thus by the use of these limits in the RHS of equation (7.17) 
we obtain (9.3.5). Hence the assertion of the theorem is true 
for case (i).
Case (ii) If as |$|-ko Re($)=»0, then for any finite G^s.t. 
Re(6o)>0;
Lin {C«>,6 )} ^ (-l)K+V +L(U+0 )L E(6 )1*1-*“ (9.3.3)
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where,
|E (0o ) |<  / “ / “ | e ' 0° y |dX+( x iy )
o- X
P ro o f i C learly  i f  ReCö^+cfOX) and |(J>j 5 | 9 o |<00 then?
^ olx*(-v>y+3o-K0ii
by the p ro p er t ie s  o f  the d e f in in g  in t e g r a l .  See proof o f  
Lemma (6 .14 )  fo r  more d e t a i l s .  Then;
|Dz3{ 4 ( z - y ,y+e o^ - z ) U l 1 4
for a l l  j = 1 ,2 ,  . . ,  L - l
by the proof o f  Lemma ( 6 .2 1 ( i i ) ) .
Hence as l l^**00 w ith  R e($)»0 and 0q f i n i t e ;  
M(0,eow W  M(0o ) + 0 (|(!>|l )
where,
L - l  y+G
M(0 ) < Z (------ ) Jo' -  . yj*o
by use o f  equations (7 .1 9 )  and ( 7 .2 0 ) .
A lso for  any s . t .  Re($) =0;
CO CO -$ x -e  y
lx+ ( ^ e o) |  < /  /  |e  ° |dx+(x ,y )
o -x
CO 0 0  — 0  y
1 /  /  le ° ldX+(x»y)
0 -  X
< 00
at l e a s t  i f  6 i s  f i n i t e  and Re(G )>0.o o -
Hence;
Lim {x tw » 6 _ )^  = E(6 )yi-« ^  o o
Re($)=0
(9 .3 .9 )
(9 .3 .1 0 )
(9 .2 .1 1 )
(9 .3 .1 2 )  
( 9 ,3 . 1 3 )
(9 .3 .1 4 )
(9 .3 .1 5 )
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where J E (0^)| is bounded by (9.3.9) which exists. Thus by use 
of (9.3.12), (9.3.13) and (9.3.15) in the RHS of (7.17) we 
obtain (9.3.8) and;
D«,s6o) - 0(|c>|K) (9.3.16)
as |(J)|-ko with Re(<*>)=*0 if |Gq|<°° and Re(0Q)>O 
Case (iii) If as |$|-ko, Re($)-*~«>, then for all finite O^s.t. 
Re(0o)>O.
Lim {C«,,6n)K(-l)K+L(=K+L(U+e0)L{iT0-Hr1*(e)} (9.3.17)
| i | .  v  U  U  jL
Re (cj) )->—oc
Proof; By Lemma (6.12);
Lim = -IT -ir,*(e ) (5.3.18)Re (<))->-« ° o i o
if Re(0o)>O and |0 |<“
whence by use of this in the LHS of (7.17), we obtain (9.3.17). 
Thus;
D($,0o) = O(|0|K)
as >
for all -tKA ix/^, < tt
4
and all finite 0 s.t. Re(G )>0 and by Louville’s Theorem o o
D(^50Q) is at most a polynomial in §  of order K and the 
assertion is true.
Theorem 9.3.3. We may write;
(9.3.19)
D(0,G)
m=0
d^W (5.3.20)
where for each m = 0,1,...,K, d  ^' (0) is an analytic function
for all finite 0 s.t. Re(0)>O.
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Proof; Clearly since D(^),0) is bivariate analytic if <j> and 0 
are finite and Re(0)>O we may write;
CO 00
D(4>,e) = Z E d . (0-6 )^m (9.3.21)
n=0 j=0 3
where 0^ is finite and s.t. Re(0o)>Q, and this bivariate power 
series will certainly be convergent if
|<M<"
|0 “ 0Q| < r - Re(0o) (9.3.2:,)
Hov7ever,
D («,0) = 0 ( I ij IK)
for all 0 s.t. (9.3.22) is convergent thus;
(9.3.23)
for all m e jk+1, K+2, ... ) 
and all j e |0, 1, ....)
Also we may continue D (cj) *0) in an equivalence class of 
bivariate power series centred on the sequence of points {0,0^} 
with Re(0^)>O, for all i * 1,2, ... whence after equating the 
coefficients of the individual powers of 0» it is apparent 
that this process is equivalent to the continuation of the
series; 00
Z d (0-0 )J . mi oj=o J
for each m = 0S1, .,.,K, through the sequence of centres 
{0^} for all i => 1,2,...
Hence for each m = 0,1, ...K, there exists an equivalence
class of power series which are convergent if centred on points 
within the domain in 0 s.t.|9]<*> and Re(6)>0. However any
such equivalence class uniquely defines a function analytic 
in the domain, and we may writer
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d (+) (9) (9.3.24)
tilfor m = 0,1, ...,K to denote the n of these. Hence the 
representation is justified.
&Corollary . For the EjJE jJ 2 queue fr^  (6) = 0 for all 0 and 
all finite K and L.
Proof; By use of Theorem (9.3.3) we may write;£
Cft>,0o) - (u-h»L £ dm(+) (6 )$“ (9.3.25)
m=o
where 0Q is any finite 0 s.t. Re(0)>O* Thence by equation
(9.3.5),
d ^ ( 0 o ) =  ( - l ) K + 1 ( y + e o ) L [TTo -Kr1 * ( e o ) - K f 1 * ( Q ) ]  (9.3.26)
whilst by use of (9.3.17) we obtain;
d(^ (Go) - (-l)E+1(y+eo)L[no-Kr1*(0o)] (9.3.27)
-s/ ^Hence if (9.3.26) and (9.3.27) are both true (9) * 0 for
all finite 0 s.t. Re(0 )>Q. Hence the measure ff- (y)ss0 for o o 1 J
all yefo,00) and (0) = 0  for all 0 as asserted.
Remarks;
1. It will be obvious that if each of the d (0) usedm
in equations (9.3.20) and (9.3.25) is analytic for all finite 
0 then C(<}>,G) is an entire function.
2. Conversely if there exists a set of sequences of points 
{0 ra_.} for m = 0,1, ...,K and j = 0,1, ... such that d ^'(0) has
A
singularities at {0^} for j = 0,1, ..., then the function D(<{>,0)
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cannot be bivariate analytic since a bivariate power series
A
representation cannot be based on any point ) for any
A
finite $ and any 9 for m = 09 1, . ,,K and j = 0,1, ... which 
will not have a zero radius of convergence in one or both of
A
the variables. That is, all points (<J>90 ) for in = 0,1, ...K
and j = 0,1, .. may be defined as end points of bivariate 
singular chains.
3. In a sense it is not obvious that the radius of con­
vergence of a bivariate series representation must always be
A
zero in G whan centred on any point ($,9^) f°r consider the 
function
D(<J>,0) - do (9) + 4^(0)
A
when dQ (0) is entire and d^(0) has a singular point 0. Clearly 
D(0,0) is entire in 0. Thus a power series representation
A
based on the points ($ ,0) will be convergent if either 
(i) = |<J>- = 0
A
and RQ ■ |0- 0| < 03
or (ii) * I I> £ > 0
/\
and Rq = j 0- 0 j = 0
but it is also clear that (ii) is the more natural definition.
A
4. If the {0 } do, in fact, exist, then it is obvious
that these completely specify the singular points of D(4>,0) 
and thus C($,0).
5. The remainder of this section will be concerned with 
the proof that no such points may exist. Two courses are open
to us, namely:
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(i) The use of the principle of the Permanence of the 
Functional Equation (See for example Kille [2] Vol.II) which 
we shall use or;
*(ii) Direct operation on the transform x (6>G) to show 
that the LHS of (7.17) is analytic if |q |, }$]<» and Re($)<0, 
followed by an Analytic Completion. See remarks after proof 
of Theorems (9.5) and (9.7) where this notion is explained.
See also Section 17.
Theorem 9.4 C(f(o)), o)-f(uO) = M(f (co) ,u)-f ((d))
for all w iff; (9.4.1)
f(u>) - v((j^)K/L-l) (9.4.2)
if K/L ^ I an integer 
or
f(w) = U « j ^ ) Ie12in/L-1) (9.4.3)
if K/L = I an integer 
and 1 = 0 , 1 ,  .., L-l 
and i = /-I
Proof; Ue prove only the result for K/L ^ I since the other 
case follows in an obvious way.
Consider the expression;
F(<M) - (xV-a-6-«KW)Vi«fl)L4(*.e) (9.4.4)
and substitute
4> = f (to)
0 = 0)- f(o)) (9.4.5)
when f(u)) is defined by (S.4.2). We show that;
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F(f(a)),üJ-f(ü)>) -  0 (9 .4 .6 )
fo r  a l l  os s in c e ;
( i )  The m u l t i p l i e r ;
x V - ( X - c o ) V ( ^ ) K S 0 (9 .4 .7 )
f o r  a l l  0).
( i i )  The m u l t i p l i e r ;
(“ _UW  > < “
in  th e  f i n i t e  p la n e  o f  05 ex ce p t th e  p o in t  o>=A.
( i i i )  T here e x i s t s  a domain D^ such th a t  f o r  a l l  o)£.D^
*
X+ (f^ (w )s o)-fj (05) i s  an a n a ly t ic  fu n c tio n  o f o) f o r  any b ranch  
o f f ( to ) s namely f  (05) such th a t  j  = 0 91 ? . . . 9L~1 w here;
D1 -  {A ll f i n i t e  oj s . t .  Re(to)> 2X} (9 .4 .3 )
s in c e  c l e a r ly ;
I ^  I < 1 ( 9 -4 -9>
i f  Re (05) > 2 \
Hence i f  Re (05) > 2X a l l  b ran ch es  o f th e  fu n c tio n  f  (05) ta k e  
v a lu e s  w hich a re  in  th e  c lo se d  d i s c .
| f  (03) +y) I < y (9 .4 .1 0 )
by e q u a tio n  ( 9 .4 .2 ) .  Hence fo r  th e  j*“ 1 b ran ch ;
-2y< R e (fj(o )))<  0 (9 .4 .1 1 )
f o r  a l l  j  = 0 s1 s . . . 9L“1 
W rite ;
({) * f,(05)
J J
0 = to -  f . (to)
3 J
to  d i s t i n g u i s h  th e  in d iv id u a l  b ran ch e s  whence;
(9 .4 .1 2 )
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l\e(0_j) « Re (a)) - ka(f 4 (<jj))
> 2X - Re(fJ(o)>) (9.4.13)
> 2 X
by use of (9.4.11) if Re(o))>2X and for all j = 0,1, . ,.,L“1.
Hence for all j = 0,1,...SL~1 and all u)e£>* all points (0^ ,0^ .) 
defined by (9.4.12), lie in the convex tube D where;
D = {All finite <J> and 0 s.t. Re(0)>2X, Re(0+£)>2X} (9.4.14) 
3ince 6+$ = a). However by Lemma (6.2), x+w»®) is bivariate 
analytic in tube D such that;
Z?= {All finite (J) and 0 s.t. Re(0)>O and Re(0+$)>O) (9.4.15)
and D <= D
Thus for all finite 0+$e£ and all branches (j),ü) =0+$ is s.t. 
a a s  defined by equation (9.4.8) and 
X^(f (w) ,ü>-f (w))*»
•ksince y , (f . (w) ,o)-f . (w)) is an analytic function there.
+ 3 J
Hence for any j 53 0,1,...,L-l.
(9.4.17)
F(f (w),u>-fj(w)) 83 0 (9.4.18)
for any we£>
However, it is also clear that the product;
(y+w-f j (co) )LX* (f (cd) ,ü-f (w))
is an holomorphic function for any ü)eZ?^  and any j = 0,1,...,L-l
since both F (a)) and X. (f 4 (w) »w-f 4 (w)) are holomorphic there,
J + J J
and may therefore be represented by an equivalence class of 
convergent power series centred on points in . Thus for any
(9.4.19)
0oeZ) the function;
F ( f i (w),03-f^(w))
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is analytic for any j=Q,l,...L-l and nay also be represented
as an equivalence class of convergent power series centred on
points in . However all the coefficients of each of these
power series are identically zero by virtue of (9.4.18),
and the class nay be continued to all a).
Hence the Theorem is true in the extended plane of a) as
asserted fay usd. of- s^uertten tn t^ ntttnoh (*7-!%)A
Theorem 9.5 None of the d ^ ( 0 )  defined by Theorem (9.3.3) -----------  m J
/\ /s
has any singular points 0 s.t. Re(0)>-y for any m ■» 0,1,...,K.
(+)Proof; If any one or more of the d ^ (0) possessed a singular
A As.
point G s.t. -y<Re(0)<0 then C($,0) could not be univariate
A
analytic in 0 for constant cj), when 0=0 except possibly on a
set of exceptional points <£={$.,} for j = 1,2,... . Remark
3 after Theorem (9.3.3) refers.
However by Corollary 5 to Lemma (6.11), x w?0) is analytic
in 6 for all finite constant 4> at least if and <J> is s.t.
Re(^)<0 and -a<Re(0)<-Re($) if 0 (0) is analytic whenever
10 1<°° and Re(0)>-a. Also it will be clear that for the Gl|E^|2
queue a**y. Thus C($,6) is analytic in G for constant (J> at
least if Re(<J>)<0, Re(0+cj))<0, Re(0)>-y and 0 and <£ are finite
by use of the LHS of equation (7.17).
4.Thus none of the d^(6) may possess any singular points in 
the domain where 10 1 and Re(6)>-y.
Thus by use of equation (9.3.20) the domain of bivariate 
analyticity of C(<J>,0) is at least that where |<}>|, and
Re(0)>-y.
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C o r o l la r y ; x+($»9) i s  b i v a r i a t e  a n a ly t ic  in  a t  l e a s t  D w here 
D = {A ll f i n i t e  <J> and 0 s . t .  Re(0+$)>0 and R e(0)>-y}
P ro o f ; S ince  by Theorem ( 9 .1 .1 ) ,  M(<*>,6) i s  b i v a r i a t e  a n a ly t ic  
i f  j $ | ,  10 J<co and Re(G+£)>0 and by Theorem ( 9 .5 ) ,  C($,G) i s  
b i v a r i a t e  a n a ly t ic  a t  l e a s t  i f  |<t>| , 10 1<co and R e(0)>~y, F(<J>,0) 
as  d e f in e d  by e q u a tio n  (9 .4 .4 )  must be a n a ly t ic  i f  |<J>|, |o  | 
and R e(0)> -y  by u se  o f R1IS o f (7 .1 7 ) .
However we have shown th a t  th e  ze ro e s  o f th e  a lg e b ra ic  
fu n c t io n ;
x V  -  (x-e-4>)K(jn$)L (9 .5 .1 )
a r e  found w henever Q and 0 a re  such t h a t ,
0 -  P « ^ ) K/L- l )  (9 .5 .2 )
fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  K and L and th a t  f o r  a l l  0-KJ> s . t .  Re(G+c*>)>2A 
a l l  o f th e  b ran ch es o f ( 9 .5 .2 )  may be made to  c u t a domain 
w here ^ ( $ * 9 )  i s  known to  be a n a l y t i c .  [See th e  p ro o f o f 
Theorem (9 .4 )  fo r  th e s e  r e s u l t s . ]
T h e re fo re  th e  m u l t i p l i e r ;
t t V - ( x - o - 4 0 K(v+<i>)L)(y+ e)L (9 .5 .3 )
*
can n o t n u l l i f y  any s i n g u l a r i t i e s  of X.W»®) in  th e  domain 
w here <$> and 0 a re  b o th  f i n i t e  and R e(0 )> -y . Thus e i t h e r
X+ (0>9) h as  no s i n g u l a r i t i e s  in  t h i s  domain o r  i t  has s in g u la r ­
i t i e s  w ith  l o c i  o f th e  form ;
Q-hj)+r = 0 (9 .5 .4 )
w here R e(r)< 0  s in c e  i t  m ust sh a re  th e s e  w ith  M ($,6) in  such a
•k
manner t h a t  c a n c e l l a t io n  ta k e s  p la c e .  Thus XJ.(<+)»9) i s  a t  l e a s t
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analytic if |$| , 10 1<co Re(G)>--y and Re(0-H$)>0 which is the 
asserted domain.
Remarks s 1. It will be obvious that the method used to
establish Corollary 5 to Lemma (6.11) might have been applied 
*
directly to x+ (<{>»0) to establish the enlarged domain of anal- 
yticity from first principles.
2. Given that x Is analytic in G for all finite
and 0 s.t. Re($)<Q and Re(G)>~y one may extend the proof of
Corollary 5 Lemma (6.11) to show that the corresponding Laplace
Integral converges at all points in B where;
R = {All finite $ and 0 s.t. Re(0-ht>)<O and Re(0)>-y} (9.5.5)
*
Hence by standard theorems x (0>Q) is bivariate analytic in the 
domain D where;
D = {All finite <J) and 0 s.t. Re(0-hJ))<O and Re(6)>-y} (9.5.6)
3. Given the result (9.5.6) one may then establish
the domain of (bivariate) analyticity of C($»0) by Schwartz-
Hartog's continuation to be D^ where;
1 All finite $ and 0 such that
(i) If Re(G-hJ))<Q, Re(0)>-y (9.5.7)
(ii) If Re(G-K>)>0 Re(0)>0
4. However L?" is a tube with a non-convex basis 
which may be immediately completed to D^  where
* {All finite ({> and 0 s.t. Re(0)>-y } (9.5.8)
by use of the following rather remarkable Theorem;
"Every tube haa a uniquely determined largest analytic 
completion. It is the convex hull of the given tube':
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Brochner & M artin  £ l ] c h .  V T h.9 . C le a rly  i t  should be 
emphasized th a t  th i s  Theorem i s  only  tru e  fo r  A n a ly tic  Coni“ 
p le t io n  and th a t  i t  may be p o s s ib le  to  fu r th e r  con tinue  a s p e c if ic  
fu n c tio n  to  an even la rg e r  domain then  th e  convex h u l l  of th e  
f i r s t  g iven  tu b e . However th i s  w i l l  re q u ire  a d d it io n a l  in f o r ­
m ation which i s  no t needed in  th e  case  now under d is c u s s io n .
5. The convex h u l l  o f a given tube may be ob ta ined  
by c o n s tru c tin g  a tube on th e  convex com pletion of th e  b a s is  
of th e  o r ig in a l  tu b e .
6. The p reced ing  s te p s  o u t l in e  an a l te r n a t iv e  proof
fo r  Theorem (9 .5 ) which may be extended to  g ive an a l t e r n a t iv e
method fo r  th e  c o n tin u a tio n  of C(cJ),9) to  a l l  f i n i t e  <J> and G.
However th i s  re q u ire s  an a d d it io n a l  r e s u l t  which may be deduced
from th e  proof of Theorem (9 .7 ) .
(+ )Theorem 9 .6  None o f th e  d (0) may have any s in g u la r  p o in ts  
in  th e  f i n i t e  h a lf  p lane  o f 0 s . t .  Re(0)<-y» whence C(<J),G) i s  
b iv a r ia te  e n t i r e .
P ro o fs This i s  a c o n tra d ic t io n  argument based on th e  n o tio n  of 
the  Permanence of th e  F u n c tio n a l E quation . I t  u ses th e  fo llow ing  
Lemma which i s  taken  from H il le  [2] V o l .I I  C hapter 10.
Lemma
"Suppose we have a fu n c tio n  F f ä , ^ , ^ )  of th re e  v a r ia b le s  
a n a ly t ic  in  each of them. More p re c is e ly  we assume th e  e x is tan c e  
of 3 domains Z?q S D and D  2 such th a t  fo r  Z£Z?q , an<^
w2e l>2 th e  funct io n  F (Z ,w1>U32) and i t s  f i r s t  o rd er p a r t i a l
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derivatives exist and are continuous. Let and suppose
there is a circular disc Ds[Zs|Z-a|<R] also in D Q and two 
analytic functions f^(z) and (z) which are holomorphic in D 
and which take on values confined to Z3, and respectively. 
That is;
fl (D)cZ?l ,f2(D)c: ^
then;
F(z,f1(z)* f 2 (z))
is a holomprhic function of z in D for this function is well 
defined there and it has a unique derivative since FCz,^,^) 
has partial derivatives and f^(z) and f0(z) are differentiable 
functions."
(+)Consider each d (0) in t<*rn and assemble the complete m
sequence {0^} j=l,2,... of suspect singular points of C(cj),0). 
If this be not possible by virtue of some assumed or suspected 
impenetrable barrier we merely assemble the sequence of the 
accessible suspect points.
A
Consider the finite point 0 as typical and the relationship 
C(f (w) ,U)~f (oo)) = M(f (ü)) j(d-f (u>))
for all finite or infinite to established by Theorem (9.4) iff;
f (to) = y ( ( ^ ) K/L~l) 
if K/L ^ I an integer.
- »*«<&> v ltl/l-i)
where {*}^ denotes the principal branch, for all z* 0,1,...,L-l,
if K/L = I an integer and i * /-l.
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Clearly we may write;
U)-f(co) « 0  (9.6.1)
whence by including all the branches we obtain;
(X-tü): (ü)+M“0)L-XKyL * 0 (9.6.2)
and it is clear that the roots of this polynomial in w define 
K+L values of to and then K+L values of
/s
<■> = W-0
A
which we shall denote f°r 33 Ä 1S2S ...,K+L.
Clearly then;
C(({)^ s0) = M($^90) (9.6.3)
for each jj ■ l929...9K+L but C($90) may not be bivariate 
analytic at any of these points in view of the existence of
A
the singular point 0.
Consider the contours;
1X—to I “ X (9.6.4)
whence,
ü) = X(l+e^) (9.6.5)
if 0 < n<27T 
and
|co+y-0| * y (9.6.6)
whence;
co = y(ein - 1) + 0 (9.6.7)
if 0 < n < 2 7T
By Rouches Theorem the contour; 
to “  X ( 1  +  e iT1)
contains K roots either in it or on it which we designate {to^ }
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for j- * 1S,..,K. Similarly the contour?
a) * y (e^-l) + 0
contains L roots either in or on it which are characterized by 
Re( o))<0.
We ignore the roots such that Re(w)<0 and consider only the 
{o k } for j- = 1,2,...,K for which Re(co)>0. We also note that
and
(i) if |e|<»
(ii) If 9 4 o
“j * x
a). ^ 0
J
(9.6.8)
(9.6.9)
Hence since Re(0)<-y, the roots {o)^ } aH  lie in &e(u))>0 for all 
$ = 1,2,...,K, whilst no and |u)^|<2X for all j- = 1,2,...,K.
Hence for any $ = 1,2,...,K.
A A A A
C(oa.-0,0) = M(w -0,0) (9.6.10)
J J
by use of (9.6.3)
However by Lemma (9.1.1), M($,0) is a bivariate analytic function 
if Re(0-+t£)>O and $ and 0 are both finite whence by use of this 
property in equation (9.6.10) we see that? C(<£,0) must be analytic 
in both <j) and 0 at the point;
A
<$> - (Oj - 0 (9.6.11)
A
0 =  0
for each ^ * 1,2,...,K, which is a contradiction.
/ v
Hence 0 cannot exist as a singular point. Therefore none
A
of the {0_.} for j * 1,2,... may exist as singular points, there
can be no barriers to the continuation of the d ^ ( 0 )  for anym
m ■ 0,1,...,K over the whole finite plane of 0. Thus for each
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in = 0 ,1 S. , . , K  we may w r i te ;
d(^ ( e )  = d (e)m n (9 .6 .1 8 )
w here each  d (0) i s  an e n t i r e  fu n c t io n .  Hence th e  a s s e r t io n  o fn
th e  Theorem i s  t r u e .
Theorem 9 .7 . C(<J>»0) i s  a  B iv a r ia te  P o ly n o m ia l.
P roo fs  C le a r ly  i t  s u f f i c e s  to  show th a t  fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  c o n s ta n t  
<}> in  some domain» C (<^50) i s  o f f i n i t e  o rd e r  in  0 a s  |0 |-*» fo r  
a l l  CkAm(6)<2u w here Am(°) = A m plitude ( ° ) 9 whence th e  r e s u l t  
fo llo w s  im m ed ia te ly  by u se  o f L o u v il lä s  Theorem.
T here a r e  3 s i t u a t i o n s ,  namely 
( i )  -  tt/2  <Am(0) <tt/2  whence R e(6)-*» as  |ö|-**
( i i )  An(0) * ±rr/2 11 Re(0) = 0 a s  10 1-x50
( i i i ) r-TT<Am(0)<Tr/2 
and 7T/2<Am(0)<TT
Re(0)-*—c° a s  | 0 |-ko
Case ( i ) C onsider th e  RHS o f e q u a tio n  (7 .1 7 ) w ith  ^=50o w here
i s  any f i n i t e  c o n s ta n t  <J> s . t .  R e($)> 0 . C le a r ly  by u se  o f
&
Lemmas (6 .2 )  and (9 .1 .1 )  X+ (^o »0) anc  ^ M(cJ> ,0 ) a r e  a n a ly t ic  in
0 i f  |9|<«> and Re(0)>O. M oreover by Lemma (6 .1 9 )
Lim {X?(0n ,9)>  -  tt ( 9 .7 .1 )
Re (0)-*»
i f  i$oi<~
w h i ls t  th e  u se  o f Lemma (6 .1 6 ) in  e q u a tio n  (7 .1 9 ) g iv e s ;
Lim {Mft. ,6 )>  ^  -XKuLti 0L + o ( | e |L) (9 .7 .2 )
Re (0 )-*» 0 0
Hence by u se  o f ( 9 .7 .1 )  and ( 9 .7 .2 )  in  (7 .1 7 ) we o b ta in ;
Lim {C(<j> e * o ( - i)K+1 H (u-K> )LeK+L+ o ( |e |K+L)
Re(0)->~ 0 o o
( 9 . 7 . 3 )
(9.7.4)
if £>1 for all finite s.t. Re($o)>0.
Thus for each m =0,1,...,K;
dn(6) = 0(|9|K+L) 
as 10 (-X» with Re^)-*».
Hence by use of equation (9.3.16) |Theorem (9.3.3) |
c o m ) = o(|e|K+L) (9.7.5)
if Re(0)->«> as |q |-*» for all l^^03 »
Case (ii) l£ as 10J-^00» Re(0) = 0, consider the LHS of equation 
(7.17) for any finite $ s.t. Re($o)<0 and observe that;
* 0+ 03 x-0y
|X_($0»6)| ■ I / / e ° dx_(x,y)| (9.7.6)
-CO X«P
0- «  -6 x k
< / / |e 0 |dir(x,y)+ir +|ir (0)| (9.7.8)
-00 X
by use of the definitions of x (x,y) ,7T.^(y) ,TT^ (6) and TTo for 
which see Section 4, and,
Ie'0yI = e_Re(6)y = 1 
for all ye(-00,00) if Re(0)=O. Thus
(9.7.9)
|X*W .0)1 < / / dn(x,y)-*» TTo-MT1(«')
_CO x
if Re(<J>o)<0 since;
(9.7.10)
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(tt-, (6) I « I / e 0yd7T1 (y)| 
0+
(9.7.12)
< j dir, (y) 
Of L (9.7.13)
= TT1(=°)
since tt^ (O) * 0 and if Re(0) = 0 by (9.7.9) 
Thus;
lx*(4>*e) |< 2tt(os^ )
(9.7.14)
(9.7.15)
by use of the definitions of Tr(x,y), 7To and TT^ (y), for all 
finite $ s.t. Re($)<0 and all 0 s.t. Re(0) = 0.
Hence;
Lim {C(<J> ,0 ) }  = L in  { (X-6-<>„)K(p-Ki„)L(y+ e)I'x*(<t>„.0)}I el-*“ |e|-Re(6)*0 Re(0)=O
^(“i)K(y-Hj»0) V <+L E(4)0)
(9.7.16)
(9.7.17)
(9.7.18)
(9.7.19)
where |E($ )| <2ir(0s«>) 
and again,
c(«o,e) = o( |8 |k+l)
as 10|-x» for all finite <{> s.t. Re($)<0, if Re(0)=O.
Case (iii) This requires the use of the LES of equation (7.17) 
in the form,
C(«0,e) = (x-e -$o)K (y-K>0)L (u+s) L{x.; (t'Q, e) s.7.20)
where |$o|<co and Re($o)<0, and the following Lemma.
Lemma (9.8) For any ergodic Gl|E^|2 queue the distribution 
7r(x,y) must be such that;
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Lim {x*,.(<L.e)}“ 0 (9.7.21)I o I —r C J
for all 0 < An(0)<27r and all finite <f> s.t. ReCcJ)^ ) < 0.
Proof; Consider the subsequence of all arrivals at the ergodic 
queue such that these find x<0, y>0. Choose an arbitrary 
xe(G,co) and that subsequence of the first subsequence of all 
arrivals such that y>0 and xe[-xs-x4dx). Clearly there exists 
a distribution conditional on y>0sIT(x) »*hich defines the proba­
bility that xe[-x,0) .
It will also be clear that since y>0 and the service tine 
distribution of a Gl|E^|2 queue is composed of L identical 
stages (each with mean rate y in our notation), the residual 
service time distribution must be characterized by being com­
posed of from 1 to L such stages and that for arrivals which 
find xef-x,-x+dx) there exists a conditional distribution 
p(jjx) on the integers j « 1,2,...,L which defines the probability 
that j stages remain to be completed. Thus obviously;
L
E p(j|x) - 1 (9.7.22)
j»1
for all x
and
CO
- / p(j |x) dff(x) = p(j) (9.7.23)
0
where p(j) is the probability that j stages remain to be com­
pleted by one server given that the other has been free for 
some unspecified period of time.
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Consider the Laplace Transformation E(e ®y) of the 
distribution P(y|x) encountered by the sub-sequence of arrivals 
which finds y>0 and xe £-x,-x+dx). Clearly this is of the form;
L
P(j|x)} dxIT(x)
for any given xeCO,“) by the properties of the Gamma Distri­
bution and its Laplace Transform. However, for the Gl|Ejj2 
queue we have;
(9.7.24)
—dll(x) / e“öyd P(y|x) - d J e”eyd *f(x,y) (9.7.25)
o+ y x ' yo+ J
where Tr(xsy) is as defined in Section 4. Thus we may write;
oo l
tt-l <e) —  / z (-^5-)jp(j|5)d n<x)
o+ j-1 v+0'
^ Aby integration overall xe(0,°°) since' (G) is the Laplace 
Transformation of the residual service time distribution for 
any xe(-co,0).
Clearly if L<°° and 0 ^ -p, the integral;
(9.7.26)
00 L
- I Z |(-^)3 |p(j|x) dll(x)
0+ j-o M
exists and
^ * ( 0)
L
E
j=l
(^>Vj>
by use of (9.7.23) after reversing the orders of sumation 
and integration.
(9.7.27)
(9.7.28)
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C o n sid e r a ls o  th e  i n t e g r a l ;
05 L <J> X
-  /  z ( - ^ - ) J p ( j |» ) e  °  dn (5 ) (9 .7 .2 9 )
o+ j= l
w hich i s  e q u iv a le n t  to
-« 0* -e y }
f o r  th e  m easure tt(x, y) in  th e  re g io n  s . t .  xe(-«>so) and ye(o,oo)
= x_4.40 »e)+ffi <0>
& ^
by th e  d e f in i t i o n s  o f x_+Gj>»9) and ^ (0)
However i f  Re(<})o )<0 and 0^ -y
“ J '  e °  j p ( j | x )  dn(x) <
i f  L <oo and we may w r i t e ;
(9 .7 .3 1 )
(9 .7 .3 2 )
l x ! + ( <t >o » e ) + n 1 * ( 0 ) | < l  ^ ( ^ - ) j p ( 3 ) |
j - 1
(9 .7 .3 3 )
i f  0 5* -p
by r e v e r s a l  o f o rd e r  o f summation and in t e g r a t i o n  and u s in g ;
(f) x Yo Ie < 1
i f  x>o and Re(<l>0) < 0*
Hence |x ! + ^ o »0>l <  2 |ir1* ( 0 ) |
w herever t h i s  e x i s t s
(9 .7 .3 4 )
(9 .7 .3 5 )
f o r  a l l  0 s . t . 0  ^ -y  i f  |(j>o |<oo and Re(<£ )< 0 .
(9 .7 .3 6 )
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T hus;
L in  { x *(<k , 0 )}  = 0 (9 .7 .3 7 )
|0|-H» "+ °
f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  <f>o s . t .  R e(^Q)<0 and a l l  O<An(0)<2-n-as a s s e r te d .  
Hence th e  p re lim in a ry  lemma i s  t r u e  as a s s e r t e d .
By Lemma (6 .9 )
Lim {y ,0 )}  * - it + n(<|>) (9 .7 .3 8 )
Re (0 )+-oo
w here n((|)) = 0 i f  th e  l i n e  xg (~«>,0 ) ,y =0 i s  a s e t  o f p ro b a­
b i l i t y  m easure z e ro .
Thus by ta k in g  l i n  { (9 .7 .2 0 )}  and th e  u se  o f (9 .7 .3 7 )  
Re(0)->-oo
and (9 .7 .3 8 )  we o b ta in ;
L in  {Cfo , e ) h , ( - l ) K+1 (y+ < tJLeK+I,{Tr„-Hn(((>)} (9 .7 .3 9 )
Re (0 )+-oo °  o o
f o r  any f i n i t e  (J>q s . t .  R e(4)Q)<0
= 0 ( | e | K+L) (9 .7 .4 0 )
Hence we have shown t h a t  i f  |0 |-*» and f o r  a l l  O<An(0)<27r;
c(<j)o ,e) = o ( | e | K+L) (9 .7 .41)
f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  <J> s . t .  Re(4>o)<0 #
Hence by L o u v il le s  Theorem 0 (4 ^ 0 )  i s  a t  m ost a po lynom ial 
o f o rd e r  K+L in  0 . Hence f o r  each  m = 0 ,1 , . . . ,K
d„(0) = O ( |0 |K+L) ( 9 . 7 . 4 2 )
Hence
C(4>,0) -  O ( |0 |K+L) as 10 (-x» 
f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  4> by u se  o f Theorems ( 9 .3 .3 )  and (9 . 6 ) .
Hence th e  a s s e r t io n  th a t  C(4> 90) i s  a b i v a r i a t e  p o lynom ial i s  
t r u e  f o r  th e  | | 2 queue.
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R e m rk s : 1. The above r a th e r  la b o r io u s ly  e s ta b l i s h e d  r e s u l t
i s  o f c o u rse  m erely  a f i r s t  g e n e r a l iz a t io n  o f th e  v e ry  nuch 
more e a s i l y  e s ta b l i s h e d  r e s u l t  w hich a r i s e s  f o r  th e  G l|G | 1 
queue w ith  r a t i o n a l  tra n s fo rm s .
However, i t  does p ro v id e  th e  r a th e r  f a s c in a t in g  q u e s tio n  
"What e l s e  m ight one e x p e c t? "  and th e n ce  s p e c u la t io n  as to  
w hether th e  now c l a s s i c a l  W.L. Smith -  W iener-Hopf r e s u l t  n ig h t  
n o t be th e  u n id im e n s io n a l s p e c ia l  c a se  o f th e  g e n e ra l c h a r a c te r i s  
t i c  p f a l l  queues o f th e  GX|G|C c l a s s .
2 . I f  one r e v e r s e s  th e  o rd e r  o f su n a tio n  and i n t e ­
g r a t io n  in  th e  e x p re s s io n  numbered (9 .7 .2 9 )  and r e s t r i c t s  
to  be f i n i t e  and such th a t  Re(4>Q)<0 one o b ta in s  a sum o f th e  
form ;
£ (J z r ) j q (j .<fr0) j:=1 y+e °
w here fo r  each j  = 1 , . #<,L,  th e  q(j»<}>o ) w i l l  e x i s t  i f  
|$  |<<»and Re(4>o)< 0 .
Thus th e  on ly  p o s s ib le  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  o f th e  fu n c tio n  
X (8 ) in  th e  p la n e  o f 6 ( fo r  c o n s ta n t  4>q) a re
p o le s  o f a t  most o rd e r  L a t  th e  p o in t  0= ~y
A lso i f  4>o=0 we o b ta in ;
*  L
tt, (6) = Z q ( j , 0 )i j=i y+e
by u se  of e q u a t io n ( 9 . 7 . 2 6 ) .  Thus we have shown th a t  th e  
p ro d u c t
(v +0)Lx !+ (<t>o ,0)
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is analytic in 9 for all finite 9 at least if <j> is a finite
constant such that Re((j)o)<0.
L *Also (p+0Q) is analytic in cf> for constant
Gq s.t. IGo I<°° since integrals of the type;
CD L 0 x
- / l p (p+0) 3 p(jjx)e ° dn(x)
o+ j=l
will exist for all finite <})o s.t. Re((j>o)<0, and thus define 
an analytic function of $ in the domain where and
Re($)<0. Hence by Hartop's Theorem;
(y+0)LX_f(4),0)
is a bivariate analytic function if 
J4>I , |o|<°° and Re(4))<0.
However it has already been shown in Lemma (6.7) that 
y* (4>»0) is analytic if |$|, 10(<«,Re(<t>)<0 and Re(0+4>)<0.
Thus the LHS of equation (7.17) and thus C(<J>,0) is clearly 
analytic if
Icj> I, lO^03, Re(cj))<0 and Re(0+$)<O 
However by Theorem (9.2.1), C(<f5,0) is analytic if 10 1 * |4>|<°° 
and Re(G)<0. Hence by ordinary continuation in each variable 
in turn and the use of Harto<?*s Theorem, C($,0) is analytic 
in the domain such that 14>} , 10(<°° and (i) Re(0)>0 for all 
finite <J) and (ii) Re($)<0 for all finite 0.
Rut this is a tube with a non-convex basis which therefore 
admits of an immediate Analytic Completion to the whole finite 
basis plane such that -*°<Re(<i)), Re(0)<co.
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Hence we have an alternative and in some ways ouch less 
tedious proof of Theorem (9.6) which does not depend on the 
finiteness of K .
3. This method of continuation nay have advantages 
if an when one seeks to establish the properties of the func­
tional or integral equations for more general queues of the 
GI|G|C class for C>2.
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10. The Nature of x+($>0> and
Theorem 10.1 For any finite K and L?,
(10.1.1)
Proof; Obvious from the definition of C (45 90) and equation 
(7.17).
itCorollary. For finite K and L 9 \ ((J)s0) is rational and nay 
have no other poles.
Proof: Obvious since D((j>s0) is a polynomial.
TC itTheorem 10.2. (X—0 ) is a pole of x (<J>S0).
Proof: Write
since R(<J>90) exists if |<J)j, J0}<co and Re(0-k{))>O9 and by use 
of equation (7.19).
0 53 (j> =
then
il(2, 2) r (2, 2) - r (2, 2) (10.2.1)
(10.2.2)
Hence 5
c ( y ,  ~ )  =  x k y L ( y +  | ) L  | )
by equation (7.17) (RHS)
>*V<U+ 4)L IT,
-  z o (10.2.4)
since
(10.2.5)
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and
C ( | ,  | )  > 0 (1 0 .2 .6 )
s in c e
ttc > 0 (1 0 .2 .7 )
f o r  an e rg o d ic  queue.
K &
However i f  ( \ - Q - < p )  w ere n o t a  p o le  o f x ($ ,0 )  th e n ,
c(£, = 0
by LHS o f ( 7 .1 7 ) .
Hence a  p o le  e x i s t s  th e re  and i s  o f th e  o rd e r  K as  a s s e r te d .
Theorem 1 0 ,3 . Both x+Gj^Ö) anc* X ($»8) p o sse ss  a  p o le  due 
to  th e  f a c to r  (y+0) L.
P r o o f : We f i r s t  show th a t  e i t h e r  o r b o th  must p o sse ss  such
a p o le .  C on sid er th e  fo llo w in g  rea rran g e m en t o f (7 .1 7 ) %
M(<t>,e) = (x-e-4.)K(vK>)L(p+e)L )
) (1 0 .3 .1 )
-  (XKuL-(X-e-(>)K(yK >f)(u+e)Lx^ (<S>s0) ^
I f  e i t h e r  x+.C^»®) o r  X ($>8) p o sse sse d  a  p o le  o f th e  form  
-LrH(y+0) w ith  \>0 th e n  by (1 0 .3 .1 )  b o th  must p o sse ss  i t  
s in c e  M($s0) may on ly  p o sse ss  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  w ith  l o c i  o f th e  
form  0+4>+r = 0 w here R e (r)> 0 . See Lemma (6 .2 0 ) e t  seq  fo r  
p ro o f o f t h i s .
However i f  b o th  p o sse sse d  i t  th e  f a c to r  (y+0)^ w hich 
ap p ea rs  in  b o th  LHS and RHS o f  (7 ,1 7 ) would be i n s u f f i c i e n t  
to  n u l l i f y  i t  and C ($ ,0 ) co u ld  n o t be an e n t i r e  f u n c t io n .
Hence th e  maximum o rd e r  o f any p o le  in  0 f o r  a l l  $ , w hich may
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’Je
be sh a red  by x_(<{>>0) and X -^»© ) i s  (y+0) •
* *
I f  n e i th e r  x+(4>>0) no r X _ ^ s©) p o sse sse d  t h i s  p o le  th en  
by (1 0 .3 .1 )5
M (0 ,-y ) -  0 (1 0 .3 .2 )
a t  l e a s t  f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  ^ .
However,
L in  >y+6+4))} > tt (1 0 .3 .3 )
Rety)-*» "
f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  0 by Leona (6 .1 6 ) ,  
and ;
tt > 0 (1 0 .3 .4 )o
f o r  th e  e rg o d ic  queue.
A lso by Leona (6 .2 2 ) ;
L in  {Dzj (x+Cz-y»y+0-K>-z)> ) * 0 (1 0 .3 .5 )
Re ($)-*» z**o
f o r  a l l  j  = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  L and a l l  f i n i t e  0 .
T hus;
M(4>9 —G) 'Vf XKyL7To4>L (1 0 .3 .6 )
as Re (<J))-ko . T hus,
M(4>, -y )  > 0 (1 0 .3 .7 )
as Re ($)-*», w hich c o n t r a d ic t s  ( 1 0 .3 .2 ) .
Hence e i t h e r  x+W»®) o r  x„(4>»0) o r  b o th  have t h i s  p o le .
*  — L
Suppose x_f.(O>0) p o s se s se s  th e  p o le  (y+0) th e n
c o m )''- -  ( -1 )K(j>K+L(y+e)Lx^W »0)+°(<jiL)
as
by th e  RI1S o f e q u a tio n  (7 .1 7 )
* 0
(1 0 .3 .8 )
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if e - -v
by assumption
- 0 ( M k+l) (10.3.9)
as for all finite constant 0. Thus by use of the
LHS of equation (7.17) and as |<J)|-*x>.
as J(J)j-Ko for all finite 0.
f 0 when 0 = -p.
&Therefore it is necessary that x (4>90) also possess this pole.
•Sc
Similarly it is obvious that if possess the pole so
Therefore both transforms possess this pole and the Theorem 
is true as asserted.
Remark: It will be obvious from the foregoing remarks and the
proof of Theorem (9.7) and Lemmas (6.5) and (6.11), Corollary 
(5), that this result is easily established for the E^ .j {2 
queue since both x+C^»®) and contain tt^ (6) which
must possess this pole since TT^(y) is a mixture of distribu­
tions with from 1 to L stages.
Theorem 10.4. X+ ($»6) has no singularities other than (p+0)
and those which it shares with M((J>,0).
Proof; The polynomial
has already been investigated during the proof of Theorem (9.4)
C ($, 0 H  (-1) K+^ K+L (p+0 ) V  > 6 )K+l,K+L
xV* -(x-e-0)K(u+<»L (10.4.1)
where it was shown that all of the zeroes of this function
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have l o c i  w hich c u t  th e  domain w here in  i s  c e r t a in ly
a n a l y t i c .  Hence t h i s  po ly n o m ia l canno t n u l l i f y  any o f th e  
*
s i n g u l a r i t i e s  o f ^(cj),© ) i f  th e se  e x i s t .  T h e re fo re  s in c e  
C(<J>,0) i s  e n t i r e  i t  i s  n e c e s s a ry  t h a t  e i t h e r  p o sse ss
no s i n g u l a r i t i e s  o th e r  th e n  (y+6) L o r t h a t  i t  p o s se sse s  
in  a d d i t io n  to  t h a t  on ly  such  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  as nay be 
removed by m utual a n h i a l l i a t i o n  a g a in s t  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  o f 
M(<+)»0 ) .  However a l l  th e  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  i f  th e se  e x i s t ,  o f 
M((J>,0) m ust have lo c i  o f th e  form 
0 + (Jj+r^  -  0 
when R e (r^ )  > 0 
by Lemmas (6 .2 0 ) and ( 6 .2 1 ) .
A lso s in c e  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  w hich m u tu a lly  c a n c e l must be o f th e  
same k in d  and p o sse ss  i d e n t i c a l  lo c a t in g  c o n s ta n ts ,  th e  a s s e r
t i o n  o f  th e  theorem  i s  t r u e .
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11. The General Solution of E^ . | | 2 •
Consider the equation;
(X—0“0 )k (y+$ ) L (y+0 ) (<J), 0)
T K(y+<{)) E <>~d_(Q) 
□=0
.,K L +A y
(XK U L -  (x-e-<))K ( y + « ) L ) ( y + e ) L x^(<> ,e)
*
(y+0)L E () 4 (z-y sy+Q+^-z) ^
j=o J *
L-l,
-(y+e)L e
^ j-o 
where K and L are finite and;
eo
z=o
dQ(e) = (y+e) do(0)
Substitute;
y + <J>= v 
0 + <•>* go
iß, G = art- y- v
A more satisfactory form of equation results, namely;
K L l *(A-go) v (2y-ko~v) x_(v“*V>li+<jO'"v)
= vL E v° f (go)nm~o
(A1 yL-(A-Go)KvL) (2y+G0-v)L x^(v-y,y+Go-v)
(11.1)
(11.2)
(11.3)
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+ ,K L+ x y VL ^  (2u-^-y)3 vfl£u-v.Vt*r*>lmd
■L L- ^  n S r *~(2y+u)-v) 2 J[ Dz (x+Cz-yiVrlw-z)^
where the fn(w) are also polynomials since the RHS of equation 
(11.3) is bivariate analytic (and a polynomial) in v and a) 
since the RHS of equation (11.1) is a bivariate polynomial in 
(J) and 0 and the equations (11.2) define a non-singular finite 
order algebraic transformation, whilst;
(XKyL-(X-ü))KvL) (2y+ü)-v)L x^(v~h ,y+w-v)
a. (-1)L+1(A“U))Kv2L7T (11.3.1)
as Re (v)*+co t
by use of Lemma (6.22). Also;
K LM(v,to) = X y yL jEq (2^ ' v)3- DzJ{x*(z-u,y+w-2)y0
L-l j . *
-(2y+co-v)L E D J{x, (z-y,y+0)-z)} n 
j-0 j‘ z ^  z-°
< 2XlSi21-1v2L-1
as yr+co for any finite 0).
Hence;
M(v süj) «* 0(|v|2L )^ (11.3.2)
as v*30 for all finite co. However C(4>,9) is a polynomial whence;
C(v-y,y+ü)-v) * 0(|v|2L) (11.33.3)
by use of (11.3.1) and (11.3.2). Therefore the form,
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c(v-y,y+uo-v) - vL i v"1 f (o)> (11.3.4)
n*0
is the obvious rearrangement of the original polynomial 
C(cJ),e) defined by equation (11.1). Write;
ei2in/L , 3\ (11.4)
where \ = 0,1, L-l
and i = y^ TT
whence the are the L roots of unity. Write,
C^(üj) e => C(v,u)) (11.5.1)
when
v = vi (x ^ )K/L}pjl (11-5-2)
where the notation { } denotes the principal branch.P
Consider equation (9.4.1) which may be rewritten as;
C (f (co) ,W“f (to)) «* M(f (w) ,o)-f (ü)))
if (11.6.1)
f(“> - j'-i]
for any \ *= 0,1, ..., L-l
in which form it m y  be written as L simultaneous equations 
namely;
(w) = M^w) (11.6.2)
for
where,
. .K L M^(co)=A y
^ (I ^ )KX { (2^ { (X^>K/I'}pjl)3/;' :}DzJ{4 (z- ^ ^ z)L oj=0
F j=0 - J* z=c
t*L 2 A 7 100
Write?
Gj(w )  « Dz^ {x ^ (z“y 9y’+W“ z )^ =0
for j = 0,1, ..., L-l
Form the column vector G ( go)  as follows?
G (co)X
Go (0))
Form the square matrix (T'Ägo)] as follows?
0%))] =X*\iL [[Coefficients o f  the ( go) ]  
for all 1= 0,1, ...,L-1
Form the column vector C ( go)  from the ( go)
X
C ( go)O .
5l-i(u).
Then (11.6.2) nay be written in the form?
C ( go)  ~  X
[ W ( go) ]  G ( go)  = C ( go)
A A
As an example, consider the matrix for the
(11.7.1)
(11.7.2)
(11.7.3)
(11.8)
queue
which is given on the next page.
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Thus generally5
G (a)) = [M (ü)>3 1 C (go)
A A
(11.9)
provided the deteminent £ A/(go)] 4 0 for all o>. Hence if the
polynomial C(v-y ,y+G0“v) can be determined C (go) and thence
X
G (go) follow in an obvious way. The remaining problem is
X
therefore to determine the fQ (co) of equation (11.3) and thence
-1
X+Cv-vuy+w-v).
The detailed properties of |M (oo)] a^d thence (go)] 
are best elaborated for specific cases but some general obser­
vations nay be made.
Consider the plane of go less an elementary disc around
the point go = A. Denote this region?. Then for all ooeP9
[M (go)] is composed only of finite single valued (in fact
holonorphic) elements. Also for all gogP, C (go) is a holo-
X
norphic vector. Let the zeroes of | M ( go)| be {oo^} for j “
1, 2» ... Clearly these are the poles of|[Xf(Go)] "*j. Designate
A
by {Wj} those zeroes of | M(to) | which lie in the finite half
plane of go s.t. Re(w)<0. Obviously these zeroes may lead to
poles of the vector G (go).
X
/v
Designate by {u^} for j ~ 1*2, ... those zeroes of
[ M (go)J such that Re(Go)>0. Clearly these cannot correspond
with poles of G (u)) since all of its elements are analytic
X
for all finite go s.t. Re(Go)>Os and finite if Re(w)>0. Hence
A
the zeroes {go } are zeroes of the vector C (go) .
J X
Consider now the point go«X. Clearly every element of
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Q M(w )] and thus | M (w) J diverges here as does every element
of C (oj) . However all the elements of G (w) exist at thisX X
point.
Hence the divergences of the elements of C (w) and theX
zero of [A/ (wj] ^ when ü)=X must so compensate that G^ (co) 
is regular (and non-zero) at this point.
Although the general method of solution of the E |E |2 
queue for arbitrarily large L s nay be deduced from further 
consideration of these relationships it will be easier to 
consider some of the simpler cases which arise when L is small.
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12. The Solution of E^ . | (=M) j 2
This case is of interest partly because it is simple 
and partly because if K=1 we seek A.K. Erlang’s historic 
result for M|M|2. See Jensen [4j . Gl|M|C has also been 
investigated by Kendall [V| and others.
Consider the functional equation;
K
= (vi+4>) £ d (8). 4>q
n-0 ~ J
which is the appropriate form of (11.1). Change the notation
to v and w as used in equations (11.2) and (11.3) and obtain;
(XKy-(y-0)K (y+<|))) (y+0) ^  (0 s Ö) 
+XKy (<*>—0 )x+ (-y »y+Q+tjO r  (12.1)
(12.2)
v{fQ (o)) + v f-^Ü))}
analgous to (11.3).
Write;
(for the single branch) and obtain;
XKP(2U( (j^j)K-D-^)
(12.4)
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fo (oi)4v(W ? K fl(tü) 
2y XK” (X “to ) K (2y-Hi))
(12.5)
either directly fron equation (12.2) or by following the 
degenerate f o m  of the process specified by equations (11.7) 
to (11.9).
•kClearly x+ (-y,y+w) is rational. Also it will be obvious 
that since x+ (~y,y+w)<c0 if |w|<co and Re(w)>0 (see (12,12) 
below) that,
f^w) = (X-W)K fx(u)) (12.6)
where f(ai) is of lower order.
Thus; „ ~
* f (w)+X yf, (uO
X+ (lJ»y'Hi3) * ---f------K------ (12.7)
2yX v-(X-co) (2y+uO
Consider the denominator of (12.7). If we writes
(X-0))iv(2vHti))-2]j XK = 0 (12.8)
and use Rouche’s Theorem and the contours |X—eo| “ X and 
|2y+u)| = 2y, we deduce that (12.8) has K roots in the finite 
half-plane of w s.t. Re(u>)>0 and one in the finite half plane 
s.t, Re(od)<0.
We also note that generally 3 only one root at o>=0.
Thus;
X^(-y,V+w) =* tto (“ |) (12.9)
where
ü) = -r
is the single root of (12.8) in the half-plane s.t. Re(w)<0 
and S is as yet an unknown constant and is the probability 
of emptiness.
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Proof; Since (12.7) exists when u)=0 and for all other roots 
of (12.3) s.t.Re(a))>0, these are roots of the numerator of
k(12.7) and x+ (“lJ»y+w) roust be of the form;
* Const. (j^~) (12.10)
since
*
X+ (“ysh‘hjü)<co if or*»
whilst;
Lin {xtC-UsU'+u) « 7T (12.11).
Re((i))-xx.
both by Lemma (6.16); and the very simple form (12.9) is 
clearly correct.
Excursus:
X*(-y9y-+w)<co (12.12)
if 10)I and Re(w)>0
since;
. CO CO
X+ (-ysy-Hi)) = / / eyX“ y_H0 ydx+ (xsy)
o- x
oo oo
< / / e-Refo)y d^fc.y)
c - X
because y-x>0 and y>0s
< 1
if Re(ü))>0 since y>0.
The use of equation (12.9) in equation (12.2) and some obvious 
rearrangement produces;
X+ (v-y,y+w-v) -
v(fo ((D)+vf1(u))-XKu(2v-u-2u)iro(^-) 
(2y+w-v)(XKy-(X-w)Kv) (12.13)
which is clearly rational. Also since none of the zeroes of
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K K a
X y -(X -6 -$ )  V(y-K>) nay  be s i n g u l a r i t i e s  o f x+C^sÖ) C See Pro ° f
o f T heoren  (9 .4 )J  i t  fo llo w s  th a t  none o f th e  ro o ts  of 
K K &
X y-(X-ü)) v  nay be p o le s  o f X+ (V”U ,y-hx)-v). Hence t h i s  f a c to r  
o f  th e  d e n o n in a to r  o f (12 .13) a ls o  f a c to r s  th e  n u m e ra to rs 
Thus s
* h (oO+vh- (w)
X+ (v“y,y-Ho-v) =
2 y + W “ V
a f t e r  d i v i s i o n s w here b o th  ho (a)) and h^(oj) nay be r a t i o n a l  
f u n c t io n s .  P la c e  v=9 in  e q u a tio n  (1 2 .1 4 ) and o b ta in s
(12 .14)
>0<" ’ < # >o ort-r
by u se  o f  (1 2 .9 ) .
H ence;
h fo) = * (1 2 .1 5 )0 o a) + r
C on sid er nows
L in  (x , (v~ysy+ü)-v)} = tt +m*(u>) (12 .1 6 )
Re (v)-*~= + 0 +
fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  w by Lenna (6 .1 8 )
•k
w here n+ (w) = (L ap lace  T ran sfo rm a tio n  o f  any c o n c e n tra t io n  o f ) 
( p r o b a b i l i ty  on th e  l i n e  y*x>0 w .r .  to  id. )
*
and Lim (n+ (o))} = 0
Re (to)-**
s in c e  any such c o n c e n tra t io n  m ust be on th e  s t r i c t l y  p o s i t i v e  
h a l f  l i n e .
But by u se  o f (1 2 .1 4 ) we o b ta in s
Lim (x . (v-y,y-ki)-v)} = -h .(w ) (12 .17)
Re (v)-*-00
H ence,
h . (w) * -{ it + n . (w)}1 o +
(12 .18)
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by comparison of (12.16) and (12.17). However m+ (w) - 0 since 
if we consider the equation;
(X-ü)) V  ( 2y-ko-v) x (v-y 9 y-ho-v) = C (v-y»y+w-v)
= (XKy-(X”0))Kv) (2y4tu-v) 9yH 0“v) (12.19)
K *+X y(2v-u)~2y) x+O-ysy+w)
and take;
{C(v~y j y+w“V)}
* - (X-w)V {-TTo+B*(ü))} (12.20)
by use of LHS of (12.19) fxj'tVxe pro$&rcie$ of- )C-
^ (X-ü))Kv 2{tt +m (w)} (12.21)o +
by use of RHS of (12.19) and as |v |-ko, in both cases.
Where;
n (w) * (Laplace Transformation of any probability ) 
(concentrator on the half line s.t. ”co<x=y<0.)
Hence by comparison of (12.20) and (12.21)
n,(w) = -n (w) (12.22)+  —
for all finite id. However thi3 is only possible if both are 
zero.
Thus both are zero as asserted and;
h^tü) -7T
whence we nay -rite;
y*(v -u ih*v-v) = tt {(2y+oj) (aH-g)-v(aH-r) 
X+(v y^y+^-v) ^  (oH-r) (2y+ü)-v)
(12.23)
(12.24)
We nay check the correctness of this form as follows.
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Consider the equation£
vf^(w) + v^f^(w)
= (X*V-(X-to)^v)it < (2 p ^ ) X ^ 2 -y_( ^ r ) }o 0) + r
+AKy(2v-u)-2y) tt^  (— |)
which may be obtained by use of (12.9) and (12.24) in (12.2) 
and equate the coefficients of the various powers of v. Thus5 
v° gives,
0 = * {X \  _x\laHgLBatSl (12.26)
o oi + r U) + r >
which is consistent, 
v^ gives,
£0(<o) = wo( X % ( ^ ^ - l ) - ( X - u ) K(^ ^ ± ^ - }  (12.27)
v^ gives.
fx (w) = TTo (X-o))K
whence,
f_ (w) « 7T (12.28)1 o
which is also consistent.
From (12.27) write?
(o>fr)f^(o}) = TTo{A^V(2(oi>fS)-((i>fr))“ (A-ü3) (^2y*Hii) (u3+i)} (12.29j
Place a) = ~r and obtain?
C(X+r)K (2p-r)-2XKV)(g-r) = 0 (12.30)
whence the requirement that -r be the root of 
(A-0))K(2y+ü3)-2AKy* 0
can be satisfied. (Compare (12.7) and (12.9))
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Consider C(0,q ) . The far .band side* o fe^ a tid n  (y. I*J) 
shores that since x_(096) * X ^ 0 * ^  leh m a  (&. »3)^ 
C(0s-y) = 0.
We may use equations (12.27) and (12.28) to write;
C ( 0 , 0 )  * ir0 (y-H*>) (vi+cj>) (x-e-<t.)K + x Kp - - D
-(x-e^)K{-^|g y +^}
(12.31)
whence if <J> = 0 and 0 * -y;
C (0s-y) = 0 = 7T yo " ( X ^ ) V x V ^  - 1)'
(12.32)
whence,
ft _ (X+u) Kr - XK(u+r)
(X^)K-2XK
and this equation will determine the constant S for at least 
all finite K.
Excursus. Check Solution of M [M|2
If K = 1 we require r to be the appropriate root of;
(X+r) (2y-X) - 2Xy = 0
whence;
r * 2y - X
Use of (12.35) in (12,33) gives;
S = 2y 
Therefore;
*,A an _ r2y~X. r (2y+e-KQ2-(y-*{>) (2y-X+0+<>),
X+W,ö) - (2y+xn  (y+0)(2y-X+O+4>) }
(12.33)
(12.34)
(12.35)
(12.36)
(12.37)
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a f t e r  u s in g  th e  obvious norm aliz ing  req u irem en t, namely?
fo r  th e  Laplace T ransform ation  of any b iv a r ia te  d i s t r ib u t io n  
fu n c tio n . Thus;
by rearrangem ent and by p lac in g  0 -  0 , where )(+($) i s  
L .P .T . of th e  Delay D is tr ib u tio n  o f th e  M|m | 2 queue. D ire c t 
com parison shows th a t  th i s  r e s u l t  co n ta in s  id e n t ic a l  p ro b ab i­
l i t i e s  and th e  same e x p o te n tia l  d i s t r ib u t io n  as A.K. E rlan g ’s 
now c l a s s i c a l  r e s u l t .  Thus E rlang ob ta ined  th e  fo llow ing  fo r  
th e  e rg o d ic  M|M|2 queue;
4 <°»°) = 1 (12.38)
(12.39)
P(0) -  P ro b a b il i ty  of emptyness (12.40)
P ( l)  * P ro b a b il i ty  of one s e rv e r  busy
(12.41)
P(2) * P ro b a b il i ty  of two busy se rv e rs  and from
0 to  00 custom ers w a itin g ,
■ Jr <2^ >P(0>
(12.42)
w ith  th e  norm aliz ing  r e la t io n s h ip ;
P(Q) * P ( l)  « P(2) * 1 (12.43)
whence,
= tt as d e fin ed  in  eq u a tio n  (1 2 .3 7 ).o
(12.44)
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Erlang also deduced the delay distribution to be a single 
exponential and to have the form?
P(T>t) = P(2)e"(2~ y ^ h 
where h = mean service tine 
= P(2)e~(2y_X)t
since
, -1 h = y
for a negative exponential service time distribution with
service rate y. Thus fron (12.45) one may obtain?
00
/ e^dPCrct) = (2y-A)P(2)/(2)j-A+$)
= X2 f2y-A ■
y (2y—X-H^>) ^2y+X '
and one sees that the results (12.44), (12.41), (12.42) and
(12.45)
(12.46)
(12.47)
(12.48)
(12.48) may be assembled to give (12.39).
VJe have therefore roughly verified the correctness of our 
assertions in at least this the simplest of all possible cases. 
Renark: We note that the root w*= -r of the polynomial (12.8)
is;
r = 2y-X (12.35)
whilst if p is the nean load per server, whence 
s
P " 2ä
where the bars indicate means, then;
X
P = 2y
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since
s
3  =
for MIM12
Thus as p-KL, r-H) and it appears that x . (4>*0) nay cease to be 
analytic at the point $ ** 8 = 0. However an analytic (as opposed 
to the Kiefer and Wolfowitz probabilistic study [7] ) investi­
gation of the Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Ergodi- 
city was attempted and produced the result;
If p-KL, r-K) and for all finite <p and 0. This is
scarcely surprising.
It appears also that for EjjE-12 class of queues (and perhaps 
others) there always exists a real r^ or a set {r^} for i * 1,..,L
service time distribution,such that as p+1 r^ -K) Re(r^)+Q and
*X,(0»6)“K) for all finite $ and 6. This root may be readily*T“
identified since |r1|< min |r |.
i>l 1
Hence we propose to call this first singularity the Kiefer
Wolfowitz Singularity in view of its relevance to the existence 
*of X+ (O90) as the load per server (p) approaches unity.
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13. The Solution of
Ek |E2|2 is the simplest situation wherein the matrix 
relationship (11.8) is not completely degenerate. Thus we use 
this as a further demonstration of the established principles 
and to show how rapidly the process increases in complexity as 
L becomes larger. It also possesses the undeniable advantage 
that both r^ and defined for equations (13.7.1) and (13.7.2) 
are real whence the simultaneous linear equations which arise 
possess only real coefficients.
The functional equation to be solved is;
(A-e-4>)K  (p-K>)2 (y+6)2 x!<$,e) 
= c($9e)
„ K
= (y+<>)* E $ < ^ ( 0 )
m=0
= (AKy 2-(A-6-<))K (y-K))2)(y+e)2 x*(0,e)
(13.1.1)
(13.1.2)
+xKy2 (y^)2[x^ (--y,y+e+<))+(y+e)D2{x*(z-y,y+e-K)~z)^0l
(13.1.3)
~ (y+6)2 [x£(-y ,y+0+<))+(y4<>)Dz{x* (z-y ,y+6+$-z) J-0*]
where,
c(<j>,e) = o <|4>|kh'2) (13.2.1)
if 1$ I -X» and ! 0 j <CD
- o(|e|K + 2 )
if |01-*°° and
by the use of Theorems (9.3.2) and (9.7)
(13.2.2)
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As b e fo re , w rite s  
4> "  v -  y (1 3 .3 .1 )
e = o ) ~ 4 ) = y + w - “ V
and now ob ta in s
K 2 2 *(A-to) (2y*hi)-v) v »V*W“V)
= G (v-y 9y-hjj~v) (1 3 .4 .1 )
2 m* v Z (v -y ) dQ(p-HD-v) 
m=0
= (XKy 2~ (X-w)Kv 2) (2y-HjO“v ) 2x+ (v«y 9y+w-v)
+XKy 2 v 2 |^(-y»lJ-HA))+ (2y-fw -v )Dz{x+ z^“y»Vl+w"z ) i S!^ j
- (2y+w -v)2 [x+C-y 9y+w)+v Dz( x + (z -y  sy*hi3-z) J J
(1 3 .4 .2 )
(1 3 .4 .3 )
We now show th a t ;
C(v-y,y*Hi)-v) * 0 ( | v | S  ( 1 3 . 5 . 1 )
as |v|-*» fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  to.
P ro o f ; C(c{),8) i s  a polynom ial in  bo th  4) and 6* Hence the
s u b s t i tu t io n s  (1 3 .3 .1 )  and (1 3 .3 .2 ) c re a te  a b iv a r ia te  po ly ­
nom ial in  v and to and i t  m erely rem ains to  determ ine th e  o rd e r .
By Theorem (10 .1) i s  r a t io n a l  and 0(1) as e i th e r
14) I o r |0 |-*». Thus x (v-y,y-Ho-v) i s  a lso  r a t io n a l  in  v and 
a) and as  JvJ-*» we f in d ;
(A-to)K(2y-ko-v)2 v 2 X ^^'U sy+w-v)
^  (X-ü))K v ^ (-iro + m_(to))
a t  l e a s t  fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  to s . t .m  (to) e x i s t s  where;
(1 3 .5 .2 )
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n*(w) * / e ^dx^Cxjx) (13.5.3)
«»00
and is the Laplace Transformation of any probability concen­
trated on the line x^y, x since;
A(i) Lim (X„(v-y,y+w-v)j 
Re (v)***0®
0+ x+e
= Lira { / / e ^dx^(x, y ) } (13.5.4)
e+0 -<* x
* >= m^ (oj) - tto (13.5.5)
by the definition of m_(to), X_(x,y) and Vq, and
(ii) It is clear that if x„(v~y ,yhx)-v) is rational and 
*contains m^o)), then this is also rational. Thus (13.5.2) is
*true except possibly where m__(w) has its poles, if any.
We may also consider lim {C(v-y ,y+u)-v) } by use of equation
(v|-*co
(13.4.3) and show that;
(i) M(v-y,y+ü)-v ) ■ 0(|v|3) (13.5.6)
as IvI“fr°o for all finite aj,
Note; M(°,«) is defined by equation (7.19),
and (ii) as Jvf-*»
(XKy2-(X-o))Kv2) (2y+a)-v)2x+ (v-y,y-Hx)-v)
^ -(X-co)Kv^ (TTo+m+ (a))) (13.5.7)
Jcwhere m+ (w) is the Laplace Transformation of any concentration
of probability which may exist on the line y*x, xe(0,co). Hence
(13.5.2) and (13.5.7) both assess
Lim {Cv-y ,y+0)-v)}for the polynomial C(v-y sy+w-v) and 
|v|-*»
it is necessary that;
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(i) C(v-y ,y-Ko-v) = 0(|v|^)
as asserted since if it were a polynomial of any higher order 
there would exist a v s.t. for all |vj >v and any Ani(v)£^0,2n’) 
and any finite to,
C (v-y ,y4to-v) = O ^ v f ^ )  
which would be a contradiction.
(ii) (X-ü))N/*(m*((o) - it )- o
* -(X-to)Ivv^ (7To + m+ ((jo))
(13.5.8)
&
m+ (co) =-m (to) = 0
as |v |-ko and for all finite to s.t. m_(to) and m+ (to) are both 
analytic. Thus we have the useful corollary that these are 
both entire and;
* (13.5.9)
tfince the Laplace Transformations of probability measures on 
the strictly positive and negative half lines may only be equal^fcvo&ulo 
(and thus define an entire function by Schwartz continuation) 
if both are zero.
We may therefore write;
C(v-y,y-ko-v) ■ v^{fo (to) -5- v f^((o) + v^f^(w)} (13,5,10)
where f^(to), f^(oo) and £2 ^) are polynomials in to, by use of 
(13.4*2.)and (13.5.1).
Write;
v = h(w) ■ ± { y ( ^ ) K/2>p (13.6.1)
where the notation { denotes the principal (i.e. positive 
in this case) branch and note that;
C(v-y,y-Ko-v) * M(v-y,y-Ko-v) (13.6.2)
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if v is defined by (13.6.1). [This is by Theorem (9.4).J 
Use of the positive branch of (13.6.1) gives;
(w) = .K 2 . v/0 .K 2— ^— 7? (f0(w)+p(~-) v/ f. (w)+ ---r f9(w)}(X-ü))K ° X-ü) 1 (X-ü>)k 2
. K 2X y
K 2_Xji
(X-w)K [Go 12U+W"U (jj~) K/^2 } G1 (co)]
-{ 2y-ta-u (j^)K/2}2 [G0fo)^ ( ~ ) K/2G1 fa)]
whilst the negative branch gives;
(13.6.3)
»K 2 , /0 .K 2
C?(W) = ■ ^ ■■ { fn(0j)-]i (~~) ' f-, (t0)+ -- rr" f9(00)}
2 (X-w)K 0 ^  1 U ^ ) ) K 2
. K 2 X y
K 2JLm ~  jG0 (w)+{2y+aH%i(^^)K/,2}G1 (aj)J(X-w)
(13.6.4)
-t 2y4^ (j^)K/2J2 [G0 to) -U fa)]
where as before;
•k
G0 (w) 88 ^(-y.y-Hjj)
and,
Gl(to) = Dz{x^(z-ysy+o3-z)^=0
Remark; The Example matrix of Section 11 applies to this system. 
Solution of (13.6.3) and (13.6.4) as a pair of simultaneous linear 
equations gives;
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6y2(2y-to)(^)K [ci(u) - Cjfo))]
G (cq)o
and,
3K
/X—üJx 2
3K
♦ [ ^ ( u ) « ^ ) ] ^ 3^ ) 2 +2y(2yho)2(j^)K/2}
4y3(2y+w)2 {4x\i2“'(2y4w)2(X-*(x))K}
[(2y-Ho) (X-oj)K/2+2yXR/2]C1(u)
(X~go)K +[2yXK/Z-(2y-Ho) (X-io)K/2]C2(u )
3K
2(X)2 y3(2y+o)){ 4XKy2 - (2y4to)2(X-oi)K}
(13.6.5)
(13.6.6)
which are not necessarily rational. However they must both 
exist when 0 3 = X  and for at leat all w s.t. Re(ü))>0. (See 
previous discussion in Section 11 if this is not obvious)
It is therefore necessary that (w) and G^ (u)) be of the form;
H («)
Go(io) = -----2---2-------- (13.7.1)
(2y-Ko)2 n (üHt  ) 
i=l 1
and,
H (w)
G1(“) — s —
(2y+w) TI (urt-r.)
1*1
where (w) and H^(w) are polynomials s.t.;
Ho (u) = 0<|lo|)4) 
and, <
Hx(w) = 0(|u)p)
(13.7.2)
(13.7.3)
(13.7.4)
that f2(w) t i^e ^orm
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f 2 (to) -  (X -u)K f 2 (w) (1 3 .7 .5 )
and th a t -r^  and b e  the t u t  r o o ts  o f
4 x V  -  (2y-Hü)2 a-üj)-< = 0
which l i e  in  Re(o))<0.
We roay prove each o f th e  above p o in ts  as fo llo w s  5
( i )  Gq (oj) and G^(w) would both be r a t io n a l i f  the terms
A K/2 K/2in  (^-^7) X or (X-t)) d id  not e x i s t  in  the num erators. How­
ever i f  th e se  fu n c tio n s  are not r a t io n a l then th e p o in t w = A
must be a branch p o in t and thus a s in g u la r  p o in t o f b oth , whence 
the branch p o in t does not in  fa c t  e x i s t  s in c e  böth Gq(id) and 
G1 (o)) must be holom orphic i f  100J<°° and Re(u))>0. See Lemmas 
(6 .1 4 ) and (6 .2 1 ) .
Hence both Gq(ü)) and G^(w) are r a t io n a l .
( i i )  By (1 3 .6 .5 )  i t  i s  c le a r  th a t th e on ly  p o s s ib le  p o le s
o f Gq(ü)) which w i l l  s a t i s f y  the requirem ent th a t i t  be a n a ly t ic
i f  Re(ü))>Q and e x i s t  when w * 0 are th ose  shown in  the denominator
o f  (1 3 .7 .1 )
( i i i )  By Lemma (6 .1 6 )
&
Lim (x + ( - y sy-KD)}
Re(o))-*»
= Lim , { G (00)}
Rc (to)-*»
= 7T >  0 (1 3 .7 .6 )o
Hence the r a t io n a l q u o tien t (1 3 .7 .1 )  e x i s t s  as and
(1 3 .7 .3 )  i s  c le a r ly  n ecessa ry .
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( (iv) By similar arg ufo en t to (i) the only possible poles 
°f 3X6 those shorn in (13.7*2).
(v) By Lemma (6.22)s
Lim {G (co)} = 0  (13.7.7)
Re (od)-*»
whence the rational quotient (13.7.2) must be such that
Lim {G1(w)} = 0 (13.7.8)
I CO I -X30
whence (13.7.4) is necessary.
If (13.7.5) were not true, then as to-^X in equation 
(13.6.G) we should obtain;
f9 (w)
G, (a)) % h ----- ------=■ (13.7.9)
(2y*+xo) (X*ro) V
after substituting for C^(w) and by use of the LH sides
of (13.6.3) and (13.6.4). However G^^) is clearly analytic 
at a) *= X and (13.7.9) cannot therefore be true. Hence (13.7.5) 
is true as asserted.
Remarks: 1. Nothing may however be said yet about f^(w) as w+X.
2. Obviously something more may be said about G^Cqj) 
and G^(w) and C^ (o>) and since the necessity of (13.7.1)
and (13.7.2) etc. implies a good deal more about the numerators 
of (13.6.5) and (13.6.6). However Go (qj) and G^ ((o) are very 
simple forms and it is easier to proceed otherwise.
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W rite;
G (u)o
4 0 3 o 2 0 0
TTQ{c0 w + S20) + S^ U) + s , } 
2
(2y4u)) n (ü)+ r , )
i * l
(1 3 .8 .1 )
by use of (1 3 .7 .1 ) and (1 3 .7 .3 ) where th e  fo r  i  ■ 1 , . . . , 4  
a re  c o n s ta n ts  analagous to  the  s d e fined  in  eq u a tio n  (1 2 .3 3 ). 
W rites
((jo) 88 tTqC^j^ io (1 3 .8 .2 )
where k .^?  k ^  and k ^  a re  c o n s ta n ts , from (1 3 .7 .4 ) .  R ew rite 
(1 3 .4 .3 ) in  th e  form;
v2 2 vm f  (w)
m=0
(Aky 2-  (A-w)kv2) (2y+w-v) 2x+ (v~y ,y+w-v)
, ,K  2 +A y
4 0  3 0  2  0
0  ry 03 + S nü) + S 0W "hSoGO+S.
ty2-(2y-Ho-v)2lTro ------ i ------ ^ - g - 3......k
(2y-Ho)2 II (urH: )
i= l
+v(2y-hu)-v) (2v-o)-2y )7ro
Rearrange (1 3 .8 .3 ) as fo llo w s;
k12w + kU w + k10
(2y+u)) IT (w+r.)  
i= l  1
(1 3 .8 .3 )
X+ (v~y»y+w~v )
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v2 I vmf (a))
r\ 111 121=0
.K 2X  y  TT
(2y+u>) II (o3+r .) 
i=l
,_0 o 0 0
[v -(2y-Hi)"-v) J {w +S^ 03 d-S,^  +S2U)+S^j
+v(2]i-hjo-v) (2v-g)-2y J)
(Uy-ho) jkllü}+k10+k12ü)
(XKH2-(X-tü)Kv2) (2y-h,)-v)2
It was shown in the proof of Theorem (9.4) and again discussed
(13.8.4)
in the proof of Theorem (10.4) that none of the zeroes of;
X V  - (X^))Kv2 (13.8.5)
had loci which were such as to be the loci of acceptable
it 0singularities of ^(v-y »y*hxi-v) • Thus the constants for 
1=1,...,4 and k ^  and k ^  must be such that (13.8.5) is
a factor of the numerator of (13.8.4). Thus by consideration of 
the possible order of the function which may result in the 
numerator of the quotient one obtains the form;
. j (oo)-W j, (o))-Hv2j 9 (w)
^(v-y ,y-Hx)-v) = ------------------- (13.8.6)
(2y+o)-v)2
where the necessarily rational functions jo(w), j-^ (w) an<i 
^2(<JL) reniain to determined.
By Lemma (6.18);
•fc ALim {^(v-y^y+üj-v)} = tt + m (w) (13.8.7)
Re(v)-^ 0
at least for all finite 0) s.t. the Laplace Transformation m(w) 
exists. However;
m (w) = 0 (13.8.8)
in this situation since;
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( i )  By Remark 3 to  Lemma (6 .1 8 );
•ff
Lim {m (to)}*= 0 
to-*30
and ( i i )  m(co) i s  c le a r ly  r a t io n a l  in  th i s  case  s in ce  
*
^ ( v - y  ,y-Ho-v) i s  and co n ta in s  i t .  Thus by use o f (1 3 .8 .7 ) 
and (1 3 .8 .8 ) in  Lim { (1 3 .8 .6 )}one o b ta in s ;
V"*»
j 2 (d)) « TTo (1 3 .8 .9 )
A lso, s in c e ;
G0 (<o) -  { x + fr-y .U -K o -v )^
(2p-hu)2
a 0 o 0 2  0 0
TT {to +8,(0 +8( 0  +S(JtO+S/ }
-  —------- A-----JL------ £----- ±  (13 .8 .10 )
( 2y+to)2 II (u + x .)
i= l  1
one o b ta in s ;  ,
4 0 4 - i(0.+ E S.to 4 . - i
j  (to) * TT -----— ---------- (13 .8 .11 )J o o 2
II (to+r ) 
i= l
Moreover by,
G1 (to) -  D ^ X + f r - y ^ + w - v ) ^
j 1 (to) 2 jo (to)
(2y+to)2 (2y+io)^
*o Cki2aj2+kH ü>fklo')
2
(2y+to) II (to+r.) 
i= l
(13 .8 .12 )
one o b ta in s ;
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j i (oa)!
A A / ^  J  /  #
7T0{ (2y-ftjo) +k1j_w+k10|-2[o3 + E S^ to ] }
i = l
(2y4tx)) n (oo+r^) 
i= l
(13 .8 .13 )
One may now rew rite  (1 3 .8 .4 )  as fo llo w s;
X+ ( v - y sy-Hjo - v )
r
4 o o o 2 o o 
( go +S^co +S2W i-S ^ o ^ S ^ }
(2y4to) Lki2 (J°2+kl l a)+k10-l
2 a 0 o 0 2 0 ®
+Sl “ +S2U + s3a>fS4
+ v  II (co+r ) 
i = l ( 1 3 . S)
(2y-Hjo--v) IT (00+r ) 
i = l
S u b stitu te ;
to = 0 + $ and 
v * y + 4>
(1 3 .1 0 .1 )
(1 3 .1 0 .2 )
to  in v er t ( 1 3 .3 , 1 )  and ( 1 3 .3 . 2 )  and ob ta in  the r a t io n a l form;
/ 4 / . 0
(2y+0+c|>){ (6+4>) + E (0-Hj>) S .}
i= l
x + ( < M ) :
+(y*H>!
(2y+0-K*)) 2 [k.^ 2  (0+0) 2+k^ i (0+<))+k^^
- 2 | ( 0 - k >)4+  e s ^ e + W 4 “ ^
+ (y+4>) (2y+0+4>) II (0-k{H-r ) 
—  — - i = l
(13 .1 0 .3 )
(2y+0+<{)) (y+0) IT (0+4>-+t .)  
i= l
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Remark; Of c o u rse  th e  f a s c in a t in g  th in g  i s  t h a t  p o le s  (o r 
p erh ap s in  th e  more g e n e ra l c a se  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  w ith  l o c i  o f th e  
same form ) such  a s  (0-h£>+r^) w ere n o t i n t u i t i v e l y  obv ious to  
somebody many y e a rs  ago . They a re  obv ious once one lo o k s  a t  
th e  m u l t i - s e r v e r  queueing  p ro c e s s  in  th e  r i g h t  way. See th e  
rem arks on th e  "Q ueuele t Queue” in  S e c tio n  16.
By Lemma ( 6 .3 ) ;
Lira ^  + (1 3 .1 1 .1 )
R e ( $ ) - K o  J 0  1
■k
s in c e  tt^  ( 0 ) = 0  fo r  queues in  t h i s  c l a s s .  (See C o ro lla ry  
to  Theorem (9 .3 ) )  w h i l s t ;
Lim {ir *(©)} -  0 (1 3 .1 1 .2 )
Re (0 )-*»
and
7 ^ * 0 )  < ^ * ( 0 )  = TT (1 3 .1 1 .3 )
a t  l e a s t  fo r  a l l  f i n i t e  © s . t .  R e(6 )> 0 , by th e  obv ious p r o p e r t i e s  
o f th e  L ap lace  T ran sfo rm a tio n  o f  m easures on (0 ,°°). Hence 
th e  num era to r o f th e  r a t i o n a l  f r a c t i o n  (1 3 .1 0 .3 )  m ust be 0 ( |cj>| )
f o r  a l l  f i n i t e  0 , a lth o u g h  th e  form ap p ea rs  to  c o n ta in  powers 
-up to  9 .
5
The c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f <J> a l l  c a n c e l i f f  5
k 12 * 0 (1 3 .1 1 .4 )
4
a lth o u g h  th e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  <J> in  th e  num era to r a r e ;  
o o
{ 2ii+S^+46+k^^-2 jji+S^+40j+4y+r^+r2+3© } -  0 
by v i r t u e  o f th e  l im i te d  o r d e r .  Thus we o b ta in  th e  u s e fu l  
l i n e a r  r e l a t i o n s h ip ;
(1 3 .1 1 .5 )
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o
S-j^  - 4y - R x
where;
R1 = rl + r2
It will also be obvious that since x+Cxjy) is a proper 
distribution on 0<x<y<co,
X^(0,0) - 1
for normalization whence,
7T «O
rir2
2k10 + rlr2
(13.11.6)
(13.il.7)
(13.11.8)
(13.H . 9)
One may now rewrite (13.8.3) in the form given on the next 
page.
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£
to 3n m
t—
to
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in  o rd er to  equate  th e  c o e f f ic ie n ts  of th e  v a rio u s  powers o f v .
Thus one nay e a s i ly  v e r i fy  th a t  th e  c o e f f ic ie n ts  of v° and v^
a re  zero in  th e  RHS of (13 .1 3 .1 ) w h ils t  th e  c o e f f ic ie n ts  of 
2v a re ;
f  (0)> “ 7T o c
4 ^ 0 4 - iü) + £ S w
,K 2  n  vK i= l  1X y — (X —oj) -----2---------------
II (w+r ) 
i«l 1
K 2 +3X y • kl l W + k10
II (w+r ) 
i= l
Also the  c o e f f ic ie n ts  of v a re ;
(1 3 .1 2 .2 )
f -  ( C O )  =  " 7 T  
1 O
4 o 4 - i ,
(X-w)
K ( 2y+0)) (k11w+k10)-2(co +i J 1 S±w )
(2y+w) II (aH-r ) 
i= l  1
.,K  2 kl l “  + k10 +X y ------------- X—
(2 y-+v)) II (a>fr,)
i="i
w h ils t  th e  c o e f f ic ie n ts  of v a re  simply 5 
f 2 (w) -  “ tto (X-oj) K 
which confirm s (1 2 .7 .5 ) .
(13 .12 .3 )
(13 .12 .4)
I f  one m u lt ip l ie s  bo th  LHS and P.IIS of (13 .12 .2 ) by II (oH-r^)
2
n
i= l
and p la ce s  co = -r^  fo r  j®ls,2 # one o b ta in s ;
3 x V ( k 1 0 - r '  ' ' K-  ' 4 4f a ) = (X+r . ) [ ( - r  ) + I S4 ( - t  ) 4-1l  (13 .12 .5)
i » l
fo r  j  * 1 , 2
which a re  two u s e fu l l in e a r  r e la t io n s h ip s  between th e  6 co n s ta n ts
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k10s kll and Si for 1 ® 1* .,-»4,
By similar operations on (13.12.3) one may obtain^
(X+Cj)K{(2)j-r )2[k1o-r.kJ-2[(-r.)4+ Z si(~r.)4 *1] }
i=l
+ 2XKy7'[k10-rjk11l
=0 for j = 1,2. Also by use of go * -2y in
(13.12.3) one obtains»
However the use of (13.12.5) in (13.12.6) implies that 5 
((X+r^)K(2p-r^)2-4XKy2)(k10~rjk1;L) = 0
(13.12.6)
(13.12.7)
(13.12.8)
whence if the -r^ are any suitable roots of the polynomial 
(X-o))k(2y4ü))2 - 4X^y2 = 0
as previously deduced, neither k ^  nor k^A need be zero and 
a non-trivial solution is possible.
Remarksg Clearly the form (13.10.3) implies»
Lim (Lim (x,(C),0)}}
1 I-h» 101”*»
= Lim Lim (x..^»0)}}
I © I - * -  M - * »
* Li? , , , {x*(^0)}kl-|e|-*°o
(13.13.1)
which is consistent with the existance of tt as a concentrationo
of probability at the point x=y«=0.
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We now possess  four l in e a r  equatio n s  fo r  th e  s ix  unknown k ^ ,  
o o o  o
kiQ , S^, S^, S^s and and a f i f t h  eq u a tio n  fo r  7Tq . The two 
rem aining eq u a tio n s  a re  ob ta ined  from the  ro o ts  of C ($ ,0 ).
We th e re fo re  c o n s tr u c t ;
C(v-y,y+W“v)
(13 .13 .2 )
2
-v{(2y-hjo) II (w+r )} 
1=1 _
-1
2 , y n K-v  (X—a>)
and f i r s t l y  n o te  th a t  i f ;
03 = 0 + (J) = 0
and
v = y + 0 *
whence
0  sc (f) =  0
then
C(G,0) = 0 (13 .13 .3 )
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w hich i s  in  o b v ious agreem ent w ith  th e  r e s u l t  w hich a r i s e s  i f  
we p la c e  0 = <j> =* 0 in  e q u a tio n  ( 1 3 .1 .3 ) .  However;
C(O ,0) = (y-H3)2 C(O,0) (1 3 .1 3 .4 )
s in c e  g e n e ra l ly ;
c(o,o) = (y+e)L c(o,a) (13.13.5)
and we may u se  (1 3 .1 3 .4 )  to  o b ta in  th e  rem ain in g  e q u a t io n s .
The p ro o f o f (1 3 .1 3 .5 )  i s  as fo llo w s ;
By Lemma (6 .1 3 ) :
X*(O,0) = x! . ( 0 , 8 )
*
fo r  a t  l e a s t  a l l  f i n i t e  0 s . t .  x (0 ,0 )  e x i s t s .  However t h i s  
i s  a n a ly t ic  i f  Re(0)<O, whence;
X *_(O ,0)<co (1 3 .1 3 .6 )
i f  R e(6)< 0 . In  p a r t i c u l a r ,  th e  p ro d u c t 
(X-0 )Ky(y+e>L x * (0 .0 )
= (X-0)Ku ( p + € ) V _ ( O , 6 )
-  (y+e)L c (o ,6 )
w here C(O,0) i s  an a n a ly t ic  fu n c tio n  o f  0 i f  10 1<c^> s in c e  C(<£,0) 
i s  e n t i r e .  Hence (1 3 .1 3 .5 )  i s  t r u e  as  a s s e r t e d .
Thus;
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=7T y cr
]i3 II ( r  -y )  C(Cs-y )  
i»l
2 v. 4 o
y[X ^y2 n ( r  -y )-(X + y )K{ ( - y ) 4+ £ S (» y )4” i }+3XKy 2 (kin -  
i = l  1 i = l  1 1U
-y  [(X-Hi)K{y2 (k10-y k l;L)-2{  ( - y ) 4^ ^ ^ ) 4“ 1
2
+2X%(k10-yk1;L)
- y 3{ II ( r  -y )} (X + y)K 
i = l  1
= 0
by ( 1 3 .1 3 .4 ) .  R earrangem ent g iv e s  $
(xky 2-(X+y)Ky 2)  (r2 -  yRx + y 2J
o o
\ +(X+y) '{S4 -y S 3 ^  S2 -  y S1 + y } > = 0
w here
,.K  2 +X y (X-Hi)Kpi (k10 -  tJku )
R2 = r i r 2
and
h  = r i  + r 2
D i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  o f (1 3 .1 3 .2 )  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  w fo llo w ed  by 
s u b s t i t u t i o n  o f v=y and w« -y  and th e  u se  o f (1 3 .1 3 .9 )  and 
(1 3 .1 3 .1 0 ) g iv e s j
(1 3 .1 3 .? )  
knvO]
(1 3 .1 3 .8 )
(1 3 .1 3 .9 )
(1 3 .1 3 .1 0 )
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(xV-CX-hoV  + K(X-HI)K-V)R2
-K(X-Hj)K" 1y 4R1
-  ( (X-H1) K+K (X+M) K“ 1U) S4
+(2(X+v)KV+K(X-H4)K"1u2)S3
-(3(X-Hj)KJi2+K(X-HJ)K_1y3)S2
+(4(X-Hj)*y3+K(X-Hi)K”1u4)S
+(3aV + k ex-tv) K_1y3-2 (x+u)'2u2)k10
-(2xV+K(XHü)K~V-(X+y)V)ku
-4(X+u)V+xV
(13.13.11)
which completes the tally of 6 simultaneous linear equations 
required to fully specify the solution of equation (13,1.3)
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14. Summary o f E q u a tio n s  fo r  | 2
The s o lu t io n  i s  o f  th e  form;
4 ^ 0 4 - i(2u+e-*<»){(e-ft*)) + z s .(o + o r  }
i= l  1
x+ («,e)=Tt(
+(y+<0 (2u+e+^)2 [kn  (e-h?)+k10]
4 o 4 - i ,-2{(e+ $r+  z s.(e-K>r }
i= l
+ (y+<>) (2y+e+<)) n (0-h{>4r .)
i= l
(y-H3) (2y+e-KJ)) n (Q+$+r, )  
i= l  1
w hich i s  c l e a r ly  r a t i o n a l .
r  r  1 2
c rlT2 + 2k10 R2 + 2kl c
k l l  = S1 ” 4lJ- r l  -  r 2 -  Sx -  Ay -
(X+2y)K{ ( -2 y )4+ £ S± (-2 y )4 i }=XKy 2 (k10-2yku )
i= l
(X+ri ) k [ ( - r 1) 4+ Z Si ( - r 1) 4" 1]  = 3X V 
i= l
4 o
(X+r2y T ( “r 2>4+ s Si ( - r 2) 4 ' x]  « 3 X V  (k -^ -r jk ^ )  
i * l
and th e  two ( i . e .  L) r a th e r  m essy a r i s i n g s  o f C (0s-y )= 0 J
2
y 2 (XK-(X +y)K) n ( r . - y )
1-1
K 2
+(X+y)k[(-y )4+ z s.C -y)4"1]
i = l  X
> *Hi2{XL~(X-HJ)K}(k 10-Uk11)
(1 4 .1 )
(1 4 .2 )
(14.3)
(1 4 .4 )
(1 4 .5 )
(1 4 .6 ) 
namely*
0 (1 4 .7 )
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and
(XK-(X+v)K+K(X+u)i'“1p)u2R2
-K(X+y)K
-((X+|a)K+K(X-Hi)K"1y) S4 
+(2(X-nj)KU+K(X+p)K"1y 2) S3
-(3(X+u)K+K(X-Hi)K_1y)u2 S2 (14.3)
+(4(X+u)K+K(X-Hj)K_1u)U3 Sx
+(3XK+K(X+Vi)K”1U-2(X+|a)K)y2k10
-(2X!>K(X-Hi)K-V(X-Hj)K)y3k1;L
- (4(X+u)K+XK)p4
where;
Rx = rl + r2
R2 = rir2 (14.9)
and and are numbers such that;
(X+r^)* (2y-rj)2-4XKy2 - 0 (14.10)
and Re(r^)>0 for j = 1,2, and provided that the constants 
X,y and K are such that two such numbers do in fact exist.
If two such numbers do not exist the queue is so loaded that 
an ergodic limiting distribution cannot exist whence all of 
the foregoing analysis is obviously irrelevant.
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15. Sample Solution of E9/E2/2 and Simulation Check
15.1 Theoretical Values
The derivation and numerical solution of equations(14.1) 
to (14.7)is sufficiently complex to justify an independent 
numerical check. Consequently the equations were solved for 
E2^E2 ^  a nean load per server (p) of 0.75 and jj ■ 1 to
simplify the calculations.
The following are the parameters which were used;
p =1.000 000 000
X =1.500 000 000 
t ± « 0.500 000 000
r2 = 2.712 214 451 (15.1.1)
Rx = 3.212 214 451 
R2 = 1.356 107 226
whence the following results were obtained; 
kn  = 0.926 744 
k1Q = 3.426 673
tt =  0.165 188o
S, » 15.966 039 (15.1.2)4
S3 » 32.267 360 
S2 = 24.492 325 
= 8.138 958
all of which appear to be solutions to equations (14.1) to 
(14.7) correct to six decimal places.
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Hence one may write;
(9+</f2)
0.165188
X + < 0 . e )
+ (0+ D
(0+0)^+8.138958 (0+0)3 
+ 24.492325 (9+0)2 
+ 32.267360 (0+0)
+ 15.966039 
(0+0+2){0.926744(0+O)+3.426673}' 
■2
2+24.492325 (0+6)‘
+ 32 . 267360, £0+0)
+ 15.966039 
+ (0 + l)2 (9+0+2) (0+0+0.500000) (0+0+2.712214)
(0+1)2 (9+0+2) (0+0+0.500000) (0+0+2.712214)
(1 5 .1 .3 )
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Whence for 0 = 0  the Laplace Transformation of the delay
distribution may be written in the fora;
j 0) 0.4584 , 0.290334 , 0.015311<£+0.500000 (£+2.712214
0.08936
(£+2.000000 (15.1.4)
iff y = 1.
Thus the inversion of this simple form gives; 
P(W<w) = 1.0000 - 0.5807 “0*5000»JW 
- 0.0056 "2‘7122*JW 
+ 0.0447 -2-000^
for with p = 0.75
(15.1.5)
and where y has been reintroduced to permit the time parameter 
to be rescaled.
Computation of 15.5 for y = 2 which corresponds with the 
time scale of the simulations if L = 2 gives the following 
values
TABLE 15.1
W/s P (VKw) Q10s000
0.0000 0.4584 0.0050
0.1000 0.5012 0.0050
0.2000 0.5427 0.0050
0.3000 0.5822 0.0049
0.4000 0.6191 0.0049
0.5000 0.6535 0.0048
0.6000 0.6835 0.0047
0.7000 0.7143 0.0045
0.8000 0.7409 0.0044
0.9000 0.7651 0.0043
1.0000 0.7872 0.0041
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1.2000
1.5000
0.8256
0.8706
0.9214
0.9523
0.9711
0.0037
0.0034
2.0000 0.0027
2.5000 0.0021
3.0000 0.0017
* a = Standard Direction
where all figures are correct for four places and;
a10,000 [10,000 P(W<w)(l£P(W£w))1^10,000 (15.1.6)
since the individual simulation runs each involved 10,000 
arrivals.
15.2 The Simulations
The programme which was used to obtain the comparison 
results is given in Appendix I with some explanatory notes.
For the record, however, three variants on the same pro­
gramme were tried, of which the first and third were, in fact, 
satisfactory, although the first appeared to give some trouble 
generating correct and independent values of and a^n\
This apparent difficulty led to the development of Programme 
II which was obviously faulty, but which clarified the problems 
of Programme I. Consequently Programme III was written, which 
operated as follows;
Two independent sequences of pseudo random numbers were 
generated by the power residues method. (RANDU in the pro­
gramme listing.) These were floating point numbers uniformly 
distributed on the interval from 0,000 000 000 to 0.999 999 999.
The two sequences used different multipliers of the required 8t
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±3 form (t is an integer) and one was used to generate the 
and the other the The required distributions
were obtained by drawing two random numbers in sequence for 
each a^n  ^ or multiplying these and then taking a
suitably scaled natural logarithm of the product. Thus each
distribution was obtained by the convolution of two 
exponentials.
Note: Programmes I and II were more general in that the
distributions A(a) and B(s) were computed for 101 equally
spaced values of both a and s such that any sequence of uni-
fornly distributed random number e(j,l) could be used to obtain
/n \
an appropriately distributed sequence of values of a or 
s(n) by interpolation. Fourth order Gregory Newton inter­
polation was used but gave difficulties with minor inaccuracies 
for small s ^  and particularly a ^  values. Programme II 
endeavoured to correct this but managed to produce a partial 
"shaving off" of the lower tail of the A(a) and B(b) distri­
butions with a consequent rather disturbing improvement in the 
P(W<w) distribution. ^Apparently by the deletion of most of 
the closely spaced "second arrivals" which nearly always have 
to wait.J
Programme III is believed to be free from any such bias 
sources and to thus be capable of producing as nearly a correct 
estimate of the Delay Distributions as may be obtained
by any computer based simulation process. In any event5 it is 
available for inspection and the card decks have been retained 
and may be rerun if this proves necessary.
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15.3 Comparisons of E.esults
This is based on Table 15.2 and figure 15.1;
Table 15.2 follows on page 223 
Table 15.2 contains the results of the 10 simulation runs 
for the points W/^ s = 0.0000 (0.5000) 3.0000, the overall 
parameters of the individual runs and the theoretical values.
It will be noticed that the largest individual discrepancy 
between any theoretical result and the mean result obtained 
from the 10 simulation runs is 0.0029 which corresponds with 
the event that 290 fewer arrivals (out of 100,000) exper­
ienced a delay of less that two service tines than was pre­
dicted by the theory. Student’s "T" Test was applied to 
this difference by using the sample standard deviation and 
gave t * 0.245 which must be compared with t ■ 1.835 for the 
5% rejection level with 9 degrees of freedom. As may also 
be deduced from the graph (Figure 15.1) the standard deviations 
of the sample sets at the other points are comparable, whilst 
the differences between the theoretical and the simulation 
results are comparable or smaller.
Hence it is clear that there are no, in the least, signi­
ficant statistical deviations between the theoretical and 
the simulation results for any of the points considered.
This is remarkably good agreement in view of the variation 
of p for the individual simulation runs over the range 
0.7448 < p < 0.7567
for a mean of 
p * 0.7541
TABLE 15.2 223
w
/s
- T h e o re tic a l 
V alues
S im ulation f a u l t s f
Run No. 
1 2 3 4
-------- - ------- 1
5P (W<w) ©10,000
0.0000 .4584 .0050 .4517 .4472 .4613 .4444 .4708
0.1000 .5012 .0050
.2000 .5427 .0050
.3000 .5822 .0049
.4000 .6191 .0049
.5000 .6535 .0048 .6427 .6373 .6671 .6307 .6601
.6000 .6835 .0047
.7000 .7143 .0045
.8000 .7409 .0044
.9000 .7651 .0043
1.0000 .7872 .0041 .7767 .7718 .8077 .7633 .7826
1.2000 .8256 .0037
1.5000 .8706 .0034 .8643 .8560 .8919 .8430 .8595
2.0000 .9214 .0027 .9156 .9069 .9417 .9019 .9098
2.5000 .9523 .0021 .9516 .9452 .9678 .9377 .9413
3.0000 .9711 .0017 .9725 .9633 .9848 .9599 .9589
s 100.0000 101.364 100.290 99.481 100.576 100.567
a 66.6667 56.997 66.035 66.363 66.289 67.149
a s 70.7105 71.155 70.635 68.966 71.498 71.237
a a 47.1403 ^7.330 46.876 46.915 47.291 47.249
P 0.7500 .7565 .7594 .7495 .7586 .7488
w Sim ulation  R esu lts Mean
Run No i of/ s
6 7 8 9 10 P (W<w) D i f f .
0.0000 .4731 .4606 .4393 .4507 .4705 .4590 .0006
0.1000
.2000
.3000
.4000
.5000 .6659 .6576 .6460 .6401 .6626 .6510 .0025
.6000
.7000
.8000
.9000
1.0000 .7949 .7956 .7954 .7787 .7860 .7853 .0019
1.2000
1.5000 .8765 .8785 .8829 .8597 .8687 .8601 .0025
2.0000 .9222 .9274 .9285 .9112 .9201 .9185 .0029*
2.5000 .9502 .9579 .9536 .9462 .9547 .9506 .0017
3.0000 .9691 .9743 .9717 .9656 .9757 .9607 .0014
8 99.892 99.349 100.087 99.716 100.190 100.151 0.151
a 67.059 66.249 65.439 65.887 66.563 66.403 0.264
a s 71.495 70.067 71.815 63.437 71.298 70.761 0.051
a a 46.812 46.175 46.539 46.460 47.207 46.685 0.455
L.P.......... .7448 .7498 .7647 .7567 .7526 .7541 0.0041
* Gives " t"  = 0.245 as w orst v a lu e  fo r  "T" T e s t. Not s ig n if ic a n t
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Figure 15.1 shows;
(i) A solid curve which is the theoretical result.
(ii) Two dotted curves which are the ±3 Standard Deviation 
limits for the binomial distribution applied to the 
theoretical probabilities.
(iii) The results of the individual simulation runs
plotted as simple points based on s s 100.0000 in 
each instance.
and (iv) The mean probabilities for the 10 runs plotted 
as larger ringed points.
It will be noticed that the probabilities produced by the 
individual runs are rather more widely dispersed than would 
be predicted by the binomial model (actually the Normal 
approximation thereto), but this is scarcely surprising in 
view of the variations in p and s which arose between the 
individual simulation runs.
Thus it will be noticed that Run No.3, which persistently 
produced the largest P(W<w) values and thus the delay distri­
bution with the smallest moments, has the smallest s, quite
the smallest GL and one of the smaller 0 . See Table 15.20 a
for these details.
On the other hand Run No.4 which produces consistently 
the lowest P(W<w) values, and thus the worst delay distri­
bution, has the largest s, the largest 0^, the second highest 
<5 and the highest p.
One therefore concludes that much of the variation between
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theoretical result and the results of the individual simu­
lation runs is due to the variation in the exact parameters 
of the traffic generated by the simulator from one run to the 
next, rather than any abnormal variation in the responses of 
the queue being simulated to the applied loads. That is, it 
seems likely that if we could carry out 10 independent simu­
lation runs each such that the estimated parameters p, s, a,
C r  and cr were all at least as close to the desired values s a
as are the estimated parameters for the mean of the 10 runs, 
we should find that the binomial probability limits would hold 
quite well.
In these circumstances, it seems reasonable to assert that 
the agreement between the theoretical and simulation results 
is at least sufficiently good to not disprove the correctness 
of the preceding theoretical work. Furthermore the pattern 
of such differences as do exist appears to be quite normal for 
simulation verifications of this type.
Hence there is no evidence from this source which suggests 
that the theoretical solutions are in any wise defective.
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16. Interpretations and Conjecturao
The purpose of this section is to review some of the results 
obtained in the previous sections and to suggest explanations for 
some phenoma which may call for additional work.
16.1. Systems of the E^/E^/2 Class 
16.1.1 Forms of Solutions
The results given for E^/M/2 and suggest that the
form of the Laplace Transformation which solves equation 
(7.17) depends only on L and thus the form of the service 
time distribution function alone. This sole dependence on 
L also appears to be implicit in the L by L dimensionality 
of the matrix introduced in section 11, and the controlling
role which this plays in the determination of the form of
ft ftX+ (v-y,y-hjo-v) and thence trivially,
Some such result is scarcely surprising in view of W.L.
Smith's equivalent observation for the queue Gl/G/1. See £l6].
The following explanation is offered as a reasonable con­
jecture which, if it is true, has quite wide implications.
"If a process is based on an embedded Harkov chain which 
follows arrivals, and which therefore seeks the distribution 
of a single variable, or the joint distribution of several 
variables, where this is a, or these are, residual service 
time or times, or the sums of service times, and one residual 
service time for each such variable, one might expect that 
the resulting distribution would;
(i) Contain a maximum amount of information about the
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service time distribution function and 
(ii) Use a minimum amount of information about the form 
of the interarrival time distribution function."
However, this conjecture quite fails to explain why singu­
larities with loci of the form 0+^+r^O arise, although it
may lead one to suppose, perhaps quite illogically, that these
*should be poles if ß (0) has only poles for its singularities.
A better explanation for thi6 point may be Pcllaczek's contention 
that if a (°) and 3 (°) are rational fractions the Laplace 
Transformation of the delay distribution will also be rational.
What now needs to be done is to show whether the forms of 
solution which arise for queues of the E /E0/2 class also hold 
for ergodic queues of the GllHL^/2 class and thence whether 
these also hold for the more general class where the interarrival 
intervals have a correlational structure such as that of a 
geometrically smoothed moving average.
16.1.2 Uniqueness of Solutions 
As it is well known, no probablistic problem is adequately 
solved unless the solution can be shown to be unique. In the 
two cases which we have investigated, this uniqueness is 
ensured by the fact that the process reduces to the determina­
tion of a set of constants which is just sufficient to use all 
the information which can be deduced from the analysis. Also, 
in the case of the problem reduces to simultaneous
linear equations wherein the roots r^ and of the polynomial;
(X-ü))k (2u+to)2-4X2yz* 0 (16.1.2.1)
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enter in the fully perautable forms;
R1 = rl + r2
r r 12
(16.1.2.2)
Despite the foregoing, it seems quite likely that equation 
(7.17) would have multiple solutions and we presume that the 
apparent uniqueness of the solution form which we have con-
ic k
structed arises from our requirement that y ($>0) and x+($»Q) 
be the Laplace Transformation of proper distribution functions
kwhilst shall also have an appropriate domain of
analyticity. Certainly it is these constraints which ensure 
that (0,8) be a bivariate polynomial for all finite K and L.
We now need to see if it is true that the employment of 
these constraints for queues of the GI/G/2 class ensures that;
(i) C(cf>,0) is always bivaraite entire, and,
(ii) The solution process always reduces to a set of 
simultaneous linear equations which specify a 
necessarily unique solution.
Unfortunately my own, as yet incomplete explorations of
such systems as E^/E^/2 and E^/E^/2 suggest that the number
of constants required to specify the form of solution and
the complexity of the simultaneous equations, both increase
so rapidly that alternative methods may be necessary.
16.1.3. The Meaning of the Singularities
Consider the form for X+ ($>8) given in equation (14.1).
«2Clearly a pole of the form (li-t-0) can be understood to arise
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from the presence of tt^ *(0) in this transform and the contri­
bution made by the up to at most two stages of the distribution 
TT^ (y) when B(s) has two stages. See in particular the proof 
of Lemma (9.8). We should also expect this to generalize to 
the form (y+0) L for an EL service time distribution function.
However, poles of the form (2y+©+cf))  ^or (O+c^ +r^ )  ^for 
i = 1,2,... are more difficult to understand. A partial inter­
pretation is possible in the following manner.
(i) Consider a bivariate Laplace Transformation of the 
form
E(e^ x-0y) q+6+$ (16.1.3.1)
where q is, say, real. One notes either by direct 
inversion, prior knowledge or an intuition based on 
the recurrences (2.16) and (2.17), that this is the 
Laplace Transformation of a degenerate bivariate dis­
tribution concentrated on the line y * x for all 
xefo,00). Clearly this is also an exponential density 
function with mean q
(ii) We can now interpret poles of the form (0+<Hri) ^
as evidence that the walk defined by the recurrences 
(2.16) and (2.17) is trying to concentrate at least 
some of its probability on the line y*x or at least 
in a band close to this line. Furthermore this notion 
admits of a direct probabilistic demonstration, namely £
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(iii) Consider an ergodic GI/G/2 queue which obeys the 
first come first served discipline. Traditionally 
the queue mechanism has been thought of as a single 
waiting line in which all customers wait in order of 
arrival until they reach the head and a server becomes 
free and they are released to commence service. How­
ever it is more useful to consider the equivalent 
system wherein each server has a ’’queuelet" before 
him and each customer as he arrives determines which 
queuelet will have the shorter time to extinction, 
joins this and remains there until he completes his 
service. Clearly the two systems are strictly equiva­
lent because any of the first n-1 customers who are 
still in the queuelets when the n ^  arrives will
commence service no later than he whilst he will com-
tilJ&ence service later than the (n+1; customer to 
arrive unless he (the n*'*1) joins the wrong queuelet.
(iv) The significant property which is apparent from queuelet 
operation is that since each successive customer adds 
his service time to the lesser queuelet time, the 
arriving stream tries to keep a near parity between
the queuelet times. That is, the system does try to 
place the probability on the line {Y}+ * {Xl+ . Further­
more the instantaneous delay state of the system {xj+ 
will be very responsive to changes in the mean ({x}++{y}+)/2, 
which is also the variable which increases without limit
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4-if the queue becomes everloaded whence {x} will
also increase without limit since the mean of 
+ +{y} - {x} is finite if the mean service time is
finite. See the proof of Lemma (6.5) and Equation 
(6.5.3.5) in particular. See also [7*| where this 
notion appears as an essential principle.
(v) This argument may be repeated for any ergodic GI/G/C 
queue for 0 2  and we may reasonably conjecture that 
the distributions which arise from these must be 
such that their Laplace Transformations will possess 
analogous singularity loci of the form;
c
E 94+r * 0 (16.13.2)
j-i j 1
for i = 1,2,...., > L
where the 0^ for j = 1,2,...,C are the complex 
variables of the Laplace Transformation and the r^ 
are complex constants.
(vi) We will now see how to locate at least some, if 
not all, of these r^ without first solving the 
whole queue equation.
16.2 The Queue GIXC/G/1
The preceding discussion of the queuelet queue, and in 
particular paragraph (iv), suggests that one should consider 
a very approximately equivalent system in which the queuelets 
are always kept strictly equal since this will permit uni-
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variate complex analytis to be applied to a simple single 
server system.
The queuelets can be kept strictly equal if each customer
spends an equal time with each server. Thus either each
customer divides himself and his service times into C equal
parts and assigns one such pair of pieces to each server
or he visits each of the servers in turn and takes his full
service time with each. In either event only one of the C
tilservers need he investigated, but in the first case the m
moment of the resulting delay distribution will be scaled
mdown by the factor C , whilst in the second the moments of 
the interarrival time distribution will have to be scaled 
up by Cm to preserve the correct mean traffic load per server.
We adopt the second procedure for reasons which will 
become more obvious in sequel, and consider the equivalent 
single server ergodic queue equation. This is analogous 
to equation (4.18) and uses the same notation. It is;
Consider now equation (4.48) for the queue GI/G/2 which 
read as follows;
(l-$*(z)a*(-C.i)) 6*(z) » -6*(z) (16.2.1)
9)J dX+ (x »y) (16.2.2)
and make the substitutions
0 as (pss 2 (16.2.3)
(16.2.4)
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X*(z,z) = 5*( z)-H5?(z) (16.2.5)
and obtain
(l~ß*(z) a*(-2z) ) 6*(z) = -S*(z) (16.2.6)
Clearly this is very similar to (16.2.1) for C - 2 and 
would be identical if we knew that;
6*(z) = <5?(z) (16.2.7)
However we know that the domain of analyticity of
X_(z,z) ■ 6?(z) (16.2.8)
is likely to be at best a strip such that;
-o1 <  Re(z) < g 2 (16.2.9)
for all < JÜp (z) < 00
and we infer that the two very similar looking equations 
(16.2.1) and (16.2.6) demand slightly different solutions.
The reason is this. If we solve (16.2.1) and use the 
result as an approximate solution for (16.2.6) we sweep up 
the probability from the region under the distribution 
7r(x,y) such that x+y < 0 and associate all that probability 
with the condition that the customer does not wait, whereas 
the correct sweeping up which will satisfy (16.2.6) is that 
the customer does not wait if x < 0 for all yt(~°°,co).
Therefore the use of the approximation;
6.(z) * 6_(z) (16.2.10)
implies an underestimation of the probability of not waiting.
However the E^/E^/2 class of queues give rise to the 
following empirical observation. The factor
l-6*(z)<SC(-2.z) (16.2.11)
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generates the polynomial
(16.2.12)
L roots of which locate those singularities of X+ (^t)»9) 
which are of the form
(e+0+r.)
for i = 1,2,...,L. • •
(16.2.13)
These are, of course, not necessarily all of the singu­
larities with such loci as has been demonstrated 
We therefore conjecture that equation (16.2.1) is 
likely to be useful at least as a starting aid in the 
investigation of multi-server queues.
One may also apply the standard univariate generating 
function methods to analogous equations such as;
where L denotes either function and very quickly show the 
necessity of the main Kiefer-Wolfowitz ergodicity con­
dition, namely that the mean traffic per server p < 1.
What needs now to be done is to systematically investi­
gate (16.2.1) and (16.2.6) to see if the solution of (16.2.1) 
will provide either a strict lower bound for the true delay 
distribution or a good heavy traffic approximation, or both.
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17. A Continuation and Completion Theorem 
17.1 Introduction
The method which W.L. Smith used in [16] for the 
solution of the analytic problems of GI/G/1 is delightfully 
simple. By comparison the arguments of this Thesis are 
restricted, tortuous and distinctly unpleasing. In part feM 
this may be due to the difference in the problem, but the 
comparison does suggest that a good deal more simplification 
and generalization may be possible.
The purpose of this section is to show where, and 
perhaps how, such simplifications might be found.
Consider the form of the solution transform for the 
E / E T / 2 queue. We note that the form appears to depend
Jx l-i
only on the service time distribution, and that this 
non-dependence on K extends an equivalent observation of 
W.L. Smith's regarding queues of the GI/G/1 class.
Furthermore the process for the determination of the 
solution transform for E /E0/2 appears to be such that a 
similar process should be possible for much more general 
interarrival time distribution. Also, as is well known,
the limit as K 00 of an E distribution can be tufede theK. K —deterministic distribution by sealing X so that VX * a 
It therefore appears possible that the simultaneous equations
derived In Section 13 may have a limiting form as K -*■ 00 with
K/X * a which defines the solution transform for the ergodic
queue In the Kendall notation.
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However any such limiting process cannot be mathematically 
justified unless the derivation of the formulae can be shown to 
be sound in the limiting situation. This we have not yet done 
although Remark 2 after the proof of Lemma 9.8 suggests that 
some such limiting process may be justified.
We now require to prove that a limiting process of this 
type will give a solution for D/E^/2 and thence extend these 
processes to the solution of the functional equations for 
queues of the Gl/E,^/2 class.
It appears that given some restrictions in the form of 
a*(8), and 8 (8)» this may in fact be possible.
The main result of this section is to show that equation 
(4.48) can always be rearranged to define a bivariate entire 
Centre Function C(4>,8) if a*(8) and ß*(8) are much more 
mildly restricted than hitherto. We shall show that provided 
3 entire functions N (0) and N0(8) s.t. the products
CL P
N (6)oi*(-8) and N_(6)3*(0) are both entire and that B(s) a p
is any mixture of any number of distributions either with 
entire Laplace Transformations or composed of any finite 
numbers of exponential stages, we can always find such a 
Centre Function.
Note that these definitions include service time distribution 
functions B(s) which may contain component distributions 
which are discrete or even range limited continuous, but we 
do not claim to necessarily know how to completely solve the 
resulting equations, merely that these may always be arranged
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to define a bivariate entire centre function.
Consider equation (4.48) for the ergodic queue, 
namely;
X ($»6) * cx (-0+<J>) j 3 ( 6 ) Cö , Cj)>
! +
!*-e*-*V(y-x,*)
L Ä-*y-exß*(y_Xi6)
0- X»»'
<*x+(x >y)
(17.1.1)
.x
and make these assumptions.
(i) The distribution A(a) for a e[0,°°) is such
&that its Laplace Transformation a (0) is such that 3 
an entire function Na (0) which can nullify the singularities
ic &of a (-0), if any, so that the product Na (0)a (-0) is 
also entire.
*Mote: Clearly if a (8) is rational or a sum of rational
and entire elements, N (0) is an easily defined polynomial.
(ii) The distribution B(s) for se[0,°°) is such 
that its Laplace Transformation 8 (0) is such that an 
entire N«(6) exists which is such that the product
8 (6) N^(9) is also entire.
(iii) B(s) is such that 3*(0) is analytic for all 
finite 0 s.t. Re(0) > - 0.
and
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(iv) B(s) is at most a mixture of distributions 
composed of exponential stages and other distributions 
with entire Laplace Transformations.
Note: Clearly (iv) implies (ii) and (iii) if the stage
rates ^1*^2’*** etc. are all non-zero, but we give (ii) 
and (iii) as separate assumptions since we will discusss 
the problems which arise when we attempt to prove our 
main result without (iv).
17.2 Theorem If assumption (iii) above is true, then
&the sum of integrals which defines exists for all
and 0 in the convex tube R_ where
i?_ « {All finite and 0 s.t. Re(0+<f>) < 0 and Re(0) > -o}
(17.2.1)
*Hence x_ (  ^»Ö) is bivariate analytic in Z?- 
and continuous within and in particular onto and on
the hyperplane s.t. Re(0+<J>) = 0 when Re(G) > - O where;
D_ * {All finite 4> and 0 s.t. Re(0+<Jj) < 0 and P.e(0) > - a)
(17.2.2)
Proof s This result is really proven in the proof of 
Corollaries 4 and 5 to Lemma 6.11 where the defining integral
for X . U * 0) - (0) was shown to exist in R whence
&X_(({)»6) bivariate analytic in D_ *since (0) is
Re (0) ahdanalytic if 0 is finite and > - G^ tiewa we may
apply Theorem 5.3.6 to obtain the asserted result.
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17.3 Theorem If assumption (ill) above is true then 
&X + (4>,e) is analytic in Lae open convex tube D +  and 
continuous within and onto and on all boundary hyperplanes 
of R  where;
*» (All finite <p and 0 s.t. Re(0+<|>) > 0 Re(0) > - a}
(17.3.1)
i?+ * (All finite 4> and 0 s.t. Re(0+$) > 0 Re(0) > - o)
(17.3.2)
Proofi This follows the method used in the proof of
Lemma 6.5 and uses results from that proofs
Define
i.(<j>»0) * / / Ä eydTT(x,y)
0+ x—
(17.3.3)
* / f Z ®edff(x*x+e) (17.3.4)
0+ e*0~
where e * y-x. See Lemma 6.5.
- / / r (e+4>)x“ead {n(x)dg q (21x)}o-»- a-o-
(17.3.5)
A
where Q(e/x) is a conditional distribution function 
defined in the proof of Lemma 6.5
^  / dv H(x) / l ~ Q e d a Q(eIx) (17.3.6)
0+ e*0-
if Re (0+<f>) > 0.
However in the proof of Lemma 6.5 we showed that 
uniformly for any xe(-00,») and any n * 1,2,...
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(n)Q(»|x) - (n)Q(S|x) - o(|*-°e|) (17.3.7)
as e *► 00
where n was the number of arrivals since the queue 
commenced operation. This was extended to the ergodic 
queue by:-
(i) Showing that as e -*■ 00;
<m)Q("Ix) - (m)Q(eIx) = o(Il~0 e I) (17.3.8)
again uniformly for any x£(-a ,w) and any m=l,2,.. where 
m became the number of arrivals between the moment just 
before an arbitrary arrival and just before the arrival 
when the queue was last empty and
(ii) Showing that if the queue were ergodic then 
existed a proper distribution P(m) for m»l,2,.. which 
defined the probabilities of the various possible numbers 
of arrivals since the queue was last empty.
We can use these notions to show that £(<$>,0) exists 
in j?+ as follows. Consider:
I P(m) / d (m)It(x) / |jTe8|ds(m)Q(g|x) (17.3.9) 
m“ 1 0+ e-0
Clearly by (17.3.8) the integral;
00
/ I )T08|d,.(m)Q(e|x) (17.3.10)
e-0 e
will exist for all finite 0 s.t. Re(0) > - G and
1 * 2 , • • therefore
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uniformly for all x e C-«,00) and m » 
by Fubini’s Theorem
l P(m) / / d
m-1 e-0 e 0+
x (m)n(x) (m)Q(eIx) (17.3.11)
IQ*
will exist whence;
e**0 m«l 0+
j( 4‘0ed- £ P(-i) / dx (m)n(x) (m)Q(e|x) (17.3.12)
will exist.
However (17.3.12) and (17.3.6) are equivalent and we 
have shown that I+ (<}>,8) exists in the asserted region. 
Hence by Theorems (5.3.5) and (5.3.6) I+ (4>>Q) is analytic
in D, and continuous within R whence also hasT T T
these properties since
functions of ö in D. which suffices since is a+ 0
constant and thus entire.
17.4 Theorem
The integral
X+C'f1»6) ■ i'+ (0.0)+^1*(ö)+'nf1*(Ö)+TTo and both 
(8) and tt ^  (8) if it is not zero» are both analytic
OO 00
1<p(+)<*,e) - / / r * * - 6* s*3 (y-x,<J>)dx+ (x,y)0- x
(17.4.1)
exists in the region + ^  and defines a bivariate
(+)analytic function in D . where
2 4 2 .
X V
R. ^  + ^ * {All finite <{> and 0 s . t. Re (9+4>) >0 Re (c{>) ,Re (0) > - a}$
(17.4.2)
D + ) * {All finite <f> and 0 s . t. Re (0+4>) >0 Re (4>) , Re (0) > - 0>
17.4.3)
whence I^+ (<j),0) is continuous on the hyperplane s.t.
Re(0+<J))asO I Re (4>) j < a and onto this from all adjacent
(+)points within D ^
A
Proof: By assumption (iii) $ (<f>) is analytic if <j>
4cis finite and Re(4>) > - a. Also 0 (y-x,4>) is entire for 
any finite y-x. Thus we may find
ß * max{I$*(y-x,$)I} (17.4.4)
$
y-x
if Re(4>)>-a | 4> | < 00
and y-x etO,00) 
whence
1 <+) (4> 9)1 < 6 / / |e"4’X_9y|dX+(x.y)
V 0 “ X
if Re(<j>) > G (17.4.5)
However, by Theorem (17.3) the integral;
/ / |e“^x~6y|d X.(x,y) (17.4.6)
0- x
will exist in the tube R + defined by equation (17.3.2) 
whence (17.4.5)will be finite in R^+ \
The asserted results then follow by use of Theorems
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(5.3.5) and (5.3.6)
(+)Corollary: The equivalent integral Iq (0,<j>) which is
obtained by exchange of <f> and 6 in (17.4*1) also exists 
in and defines an analytic function in +
Proof: Obvious exchange of variables.
Remark: Implicit in the above is the observation that if
%B(s) is range limited i.e. dB(s)*0 for all s > s
where s is a finite maximum or deterministic (which is
the same thing) l^+ ^(4>,6) and Iq  ^+ ^ (6,4>) both exist 
if $ and 9 are finite and Re(6+<j>) > 0.
17.5 Definition of C(d>,Q )
We now rearrange equation (4.48) as follows:
Na (0+<1>) Nß(0) N g(<{>) X*(<f>»6)
* C (<t> * 9 ) (17.5.1)
-  Na (9+(t>)a*( -e+4.)Ne ((ti)Ne (e),-/ ' s * ( 6 )  x*<e,<j>)
ß*(y-x,i)i) j 
8*(y-x,6)!
<*X+ (x,y) 1
- Na (0+l|))Ne (0)Ng (<|)) X+(?>.8)
- sa (0+0)o*(-0+(|>)N6(*)Nß (0) e*(0) x*<e,<*>) ?
I  *
(17.5.2)
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- Na(e+<j>)N3(e)N3(4>) x+(<k ö )
17.6 Theorem
C(0,0) as defined by equationa (17.5.1) and 
(17.5.2) is analytic for all finite 0 and 6 s.t.
Re(6) > - a.
Proof:
The product
»o (e+*)a*(-0+f)Nß(4>)Nß(e) ^*(0) (i7.6.1)
is entire by assumption
ScX+ (6>4>) is analytic for all finite 0 and 0 
s.t. Re(0+0) > 0 and Re(0) > - 0 and continuous onto 
the hyperplane where Re(0+0)* 0 and Re(0) > - a
l0+)(6*0) and I^+^(0 ,0) are both analytic in 
and continuous in respectively.
Thus the R.N.S. of (17.5.3) is analytic if 0 and 0 
are finite Re(0+0) > 0 and Re(0), Re(0) > - a.
This is also continuous from within this convex tube onto 
the hyperplane where Re(0+0) * 0 and - a < Re(0) < a
Similarly the product:
Na (0+0)Nß(6)N3(0) X* (4> > 9) (17.6.2)
•Stis analytic wherever x (0»9) Is analytic
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and continuous wherever this is continuous. These are the 
open tube and the partly closed tube defined by
Theorem 17.2. We may now choose any constant <}>q s.t.
- a < Re(<j>Q> < a and use equation (17.5.2) to define a
Schwartz continuation in 9. This may be repeated for any 
other s.t. - o < Re(4>Q) < a and thus defines a
continuation in 9 for all constant finite <J) s.t.
- a < Re(<}>) < a and any finite 9 s.t. Re(0) > - a.
Similarly we may continue in <p for any constant 60 
if - a < Re(6ß) < a and thus define C(4>,0) analytic in
$ for all finite 4) in this domain.
Hence C(<|>,6) is bivariate analytic in the domain 
such that 0 and <J> are finite and - cr < Re(0), Re($) < a,
by use of Hartogs' Theorem. However ordinary continuation 
then gives C(4>>9) bivariate analytic in the tube such that 
0 and $ are finite and
(i) Re (4>) > - o Re (0) > - a (17.6.3)
(ii) Re (<j>) < - o Re (0) > - a Re(6+<J>) < 0
However this is a tube with a non-convex basis which 
admits of an immediate analytic completion to the convex tube 
such that 0 and 4> are both finite and Re(0) > - a
Hence the Theorem is true as asserted.
We now require to continue C (4>, 0) into the region
wherein Re(0) < a
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17,7 Theorem If B(s) satisfies assumption (iv) ,
X_(4>>6) has no other singularities in the finite domain 
where Re(<()) < 0 and Re(6) < - a other than poles in the 
plane of 0 and these are all such that N^(0) will 
nullify them.
Proof: This follows a method of argument introduced in
Remark 2 after the proof of Lemma 9.8.
By definition (6.10)
0 ** °°
X*#.0) - / / r ^ - ^ d ^ x . y )  - it *(6) (17.7.1)
- »  0  ,0- ■» where;
tr *(0) - / / H'6y dit(x.y) (17.7.2)1 -oo 0-
ffand we require to show that both (0) and the
integral have the desired properties.
The distribution 7r(x,y) holds at the moment just before 
an arbitrary arrival. We may therefore select from the 
sequence of all arrivals that subsequence who encounter one 
server busy (with the necessarily lone remaining customer in 
the system) and the other free for a time x s.t. 
xe [-X*,-x*-£)
where e > 0 but small.
If the service time distribution B(s) is a mixture of 
component distributions we may now define a probability 
distribution p(i/x) for the probability that a particular 
lone remaining customer in this subsequence will have the 
it 1^ component of B(s) as his original service time
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distribution, given that the other server has been free 
for a time x. That is we may decompose the subsequence of 
events into subsequences of component events and associate 
probabilities with these.
Next, if the typical lone remaining customer was such
t ilthat his original service time distribution was of the i 
sort and one server has been free a time x, we may define 
Pt(y |x) for the probability distribution of his residual 
service time. We can now say the following things about the 
Pi(y|x):
t ll(i) If the i component distribution in B(s)
was range limited (which includes all discrete distributions
with finite means) with range R the P^(y|x) will be range
limited with range R - x
t  lland (ii) If the i original component distribution 
contained say exponential stages the P^(y|x) will also
be composed of from 1 to unexpended stages and we may 
now write P^(j|x) for the probability that it contains j 
such stages.
Naturally,being unexpended,these stages have the same
ttl llrates as the stages originally part of the i component 
of B(s).
The integral;
j "  /S.- ^ x - 6 y d u  ( x , y )
- 0 0  0
3C (17.7.3)
0 -
/ Ä',i,xdx H(x) / «.'6yd Pj^ Cy |x)
i* 1
where II(x) is the unconditional probability distribution 
for x€(-°°,») . Suppose now that for i«l,2,.. I the 
Pi(y|x) are all finite range limited whilst for i*I+l, 
1+2,.. the P^(y|x) are all composed of from j**l,.. 
stages, each such stage having service rate y^^. Then we 
may rewrite (17.7.3 in the form;
1 0
z / i~*x p *(6|x)dn(x)
i “ 1 -°°
(17.7.A)
Limit 0-
+ li = I+l
t-4>x
l p± <JI !dxn(x)
j*i *
MB
where y^ > 0 for all i * 1,2,.. and the P^ (8|x) for 
i - 1,2,.., I are a set of entire functions.
If we now choose any finite 0 s.t. Re(0) > 
all functions of the form
y.
- G
( - y±+e
j
will be of finite modulus for all i*I+l, 1+2,... as will 
all of the Pi (6 Ix) for all xe(-®,0).
Therefore the integrals;
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will exist for any 1 * 1 , 2 , I if Re(0) > - a and 
Re((|)) < 0  as will any integral;
°- Li V. ,
! U *  I l M ä l i O U T T T e - )^ d n 'x) (17.7.6)-00 j = 1
for any 1 = 1+1,.. and for all xe(-°°,0) and Re(8) > - a 
since the P^(j|x) are probabilities.
We now note that (17.7.5) will also exist for any finite 
6 and any finite s.t. Re(^) < 0. whence this defines a
bivariate analytic function if 4> and 8 are finite and 
Re (<J>) < 0 .
Also it will be clear that (17.7.6) may be written in 
the form;
0 -
l l<TTTe->J l I d H(x)j=l ^i
(17.7.7)
Whence we may write the second sum in (17.7.4) in the 
form:
Limit i y. 0- ,
-— '3 f Z~,pxP (Jlx) d H(x) (17.7.8)
—  00
1 £  ^y + 0  ^ ^i=1+1 j*l Pi
and we note that each integral in this sum will always exist 
provided that Re(cj)) < 0. Thus we may rewrite this sum as;
Limit i y
' (-vT+e)J ni($)'l i (17.7.9)I I (— - *i = I+l j =1
•ftwhere the II. ($) are analytic functions for all i»I+l,,.
if Re (<J>) < 0.
Thus we have shown that if Re(<j>) < 0, the singularities 
of (17.7.4) are only poles at the set of points {-y.^ } for
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i * 1 + 1, 1+2,... in the 8 plane and that the maximum order 
of these poles is for each i.
ftHowever the poles of 3 (8) are of the form;
ut Li( .a) (17.7.10)
ui
for each i « 1+1, 1+2,...
Whence N (8) will nullify all of the poles of (17.7.9)P
since it must contain the product;
Limit L.
tt ( y . + 0 )
i = I+l
(17.7.11)
Similarly (8) shares this property since equation
(17.7.4) defines (0) if <j> * 0.
We have therefore shown that if 8 and 4> are finite 
and Re($) < 0, equation (17.7.1) defines X„+ (^»9) to be 
a function of which the singularities are at most only 
poles in the plane of 8 and of such order as to be 
nullified by N0(8).p
Hence the Theorem is true as asserted.
17.8 Theorem
The function C(<J>,6) defined by equarions (17.5.1) 
and (17.5.3) is bivariate entire.
Proof:
Use Theorem (17.7) and ordinary continuation in each
251.
complex variable in turn when the other is a complex 
constant to continue C($,6) into the tube such that
(i) If Re (4>) < 0 and | 4> j < 00 then C($,8) is
bivariate analytic for all finite 0 and
(ii) If Re ($) > 0 and \ <j> | < 00 then C (<j>, 0) is
bivariate analytic for all finite 0 s. t. Re ( 0 ) > - *0.
However this tubehas a non-convex base and thus admits 
of an immediate completion to the entire finite basis plane.
Thus C(4>,6) is entire.
17.9 More General Service Time Distributions
Although the restrictions of B(s) by assumption (iv) 
may be of little practical significance, it is mathematically 
unpleasing. If this difficulty possesses a solution it 
appears that it may be obtained by so strengthening the 
proofs of Results 1 and 2 used to prove Lemma (6.5) that 
assumptions (ii) and (iii) will be sufficient to prove an 
equivalent result to that somewhat heuristically shown in 
Theorem (17.7).
This upgrading process is easy for Rasult 1 to Lemma 
(6.5), but the equivalent for Result 2 appears more 
difficult unless the variables are independent.
Such extensions and the actual solutions of the 
functional or integral equations such as may now be 
accessible are more appropriately dealt with elsewhere.
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APPENDIX I
The following fortran listing was printed out by the A.N.U. 
Computor immediately before the 10 sets of results used for 
comparison purposes in Section 15.
Explanatory notes are given in the right margin.
One may change the traffic load per server by altering 
the constants in either of the statements tagged 502 or 504 
or both, but it will clearly be m ;e useful to change only 
502 and thence a.
APPENDIX I
DIMENSION ARL(llO) ,ARK(110) ,W(1001)
1 FORMAT(212,F7.5)
2 FORMAT(4F10.6)
3 FORMAT(31HA AND S DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS)
4 FORMAT(23HDISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS)
5 FORMAT (21HNUMBERS OF POOR EXITS)
6 FORMAT(4HLPE=14,4HKPE=14)
7 FORMAT(7HRESULTS)
8 FORMAT(6HS BAR=F7.3,6HA BAR=F7.3,4HROE=F7.5)
9 FORMAT(20HDENSITY DISTRIBUTION)
10 FORMAT(20F6.4)
11 FORMATREDISTRIBUTION AT TENTH STEPS)
100 FORMAT(18HAB0RTING THIS RUN.)
Reserves space
Read & write formats 
and output headings
READ(1,1) K,L,DROE
WRITE(3,1)K,L,DR0E
LSD=875323
LSE=123459
DO 82 KLOT=l ,10,1
DO 51 12*1,10001,1
W(I2)=0.
V1=0.
V2=0.
SS=0.
AS=0.
ST=0.
Read & write run details
These are the power residue multipliers 
(8t±3|
C ±b 10 runs of 10,000 arrivals 
Clears array which holds P(T_t)
Clears array which holds P(T<t)
ii ii ”
Clears queuelets and statistical scores
AT=0.
DO 80 12=1,101,1 
DO 80 14=1,100,1 
CALL RANDU (LSE,ISTQ,X) 
LSE=ISTQ
CALL RANDU (LSE,ISTQ,XY)
LSE=ISTQ
X=X*XY
IF (X-1.E-20I 501,502,502
501 X=l.E-20
502 A=0.-33.3333*AL0g (X)
CALL RANDU(LSD,ISTP,X) 
LSD-ISTP
CALL RANDU (LSD,ISTP,XY)
LSD^ISIP
X=X*XY
IF(X-1.F-20I 503,504,504
503 X=l.E-20
504 S=0.-50*ALOG(X)
V2=V2+S
IF(V1-V2) 71,72,72 
71 X=VI
Ensures 101 sets of 100 arrivals. The 
first set of 100 is not used to produce 
data. It merely initiates VI and V2.
Generates A ^ f o r  E^ distribution with 
nominal mean a = 66.6 clock units.
Generates S ^ f o r  distribution with 
nominal mean 100.0 units
VI=V2
V2=X
72 V1=V1-A Recurrence as by equations 2.16
V2=V2-A and 2.17
IF(VI) 73,74,74
APPENDIX I 
(Cont'd)
73 VI=0.
74 IF(V2) 75,76,76
75 V2=0.
76 IF(12-1) 80,80,77
77 INX=V2
Ensures first set of 100 in each 
10100 arrivals passed over in 
bookkeeping
IF(IOOO-INX) 78,70,79
78 INX=1000
79 INX=INX+1
W(INX)-W(INX)+.0001
Scores individual delay density 
distribution as a 1001 
column histogram spanning P(T«o) 
to P(TV_9.99s)_[plus P(T>10.0s)j in 
steps of 0.01s.
AS=AS+A
SS-SS+S
ST=ST+S*S
AT=AT+A*A
80 CONTINUE
Keeps running mean and second moments 
o f  s and a, i.e.
>: S ( n ) , Za(n) E(s(n))2 and a n n
Z(s(n))2n
WRITE (3,5)
WRITE (3,6) LPEjKPE 
SS-SS/10000.
AS-AS/10000.
ST-ST/10000.
AT-AT/10000. 
PR0E=SS/(2.*AS)
Not used in this version except to 
identify outpu| type. ^
Computes a,s (s ) and (a ) for each 
10,000 arrival run.
WRITE (3,7)
WRITE (3,8) SS,AS,PR0E 
SS=(ST-SS*SS)**.5 
AS=(AT-AS*AS)* *.5 
PROE-123,456
Computes standard deviations of A(a) 
and B(s) distributions as generated.
WRITE(3,7)
WRITE(3,8) SS,AS,PR0E
Writes out statistics
WRITE(3,9)
WRITE(3»10)(W(J),J-1,1001,1) Writes out delay density distribution.
DO 81 13-1,1000,1 
81 17(13+ )-W(13)+W(l3+l) 
WRITE(3,11)
Generates P(T^t) for (X tclO(O.Ols) and 
P (T<°° )
82 WRITE(3,10) (W(J) ,J-l,1001,10) Writes out P(TSt) for 0< t<10<F 10 to»)
GO TO 84 
84 STOP 
END
modulo 0.1s.
A photostat of the actual programme is given below to ensure 
that no errors in transcription need remain undetected.
at
1
2
3
! 45 
_.i 6
7
8 
9
10 
11
100
51
501
502
503
5 04
_ 71
I 72
: 7 3 . 
7 4  
i 7 5*
. 76
77
D I MEN SI ON A R L ( U O )  , A R K * 1 1 0 )  , W ( l O O l )
FORMA T ( 21 2 ,F 7. 5)
FORMAT* 4F 1 0 . 6 )
FORMAT*31HA AND S D I S T R I B U T I O N  PARAMETERS) 
FORMAT*2 3 H D I S T R I 3 U T I O N  PARAMETERS)
FORMAT* 2 1HNUMBERS CF POOR E X I T S )
FOR MA T( 4H L PF = 1 4 ,4HKPE = I 4 )
FORMA-T* 7HRE SUETS)
FORMAT* 6HS 3 A R =F 7.  3 , 6H A BA f t= F 7 . 3 , 4 H R 0 E = F 7 . 5 )  
FORMA T( 20HDE NSI TY D I S T R I B U T I O N )
FORMAT* 2 OF 6 . 4 )
FORMAT* 2 7HDI ST RI 3U T I  ON AT TENTH STEPS) 
FORMAT* 18HABGRTI  iMG THI S RUN. )
READ* 1 . 1 )  K , L ,D ROE 
WRITE* 3 , 1 ) K , L , D R 0 E .  ,
L S D = 3 7 5 3 2 3  7
USE= 1 2 3 4 5 9  (
DO 32 K L 0 T = 1 , 1 0 , 1  
DO 51 12 = 1 , 1 0 0 1 , 1  
W( I 2 ) = 0 .
V 1 = 0 .
V 2 = 0 .
SS = 0 .
A S = 0 .
S T = 0 .
A T = C.
DO 30 1 2 = 1 , 1 0 1 , 1  
DO 30 1 4 = 1 , 1 0 0 , 1  
CAUL RANDU ( L SE , I STQ,X)
L SE = ISTQ
CALL RANDU * L SE , I STO , X Y)
L SE = I STQ 
X= X* X Y
IF ( X-  1 . E - 2 C )  501 , 502  , 5 0 2
X = 1 . E - 2 0
A = 0 . -  33.  3 3 33 * A LOG(X)
CALL RANDU* LSD ,1 STP ,X)  —
L SD = I S TP
CALL RANDU ( L SD, I STP , XY)
L SD = I STP 
X=X*XY
IF*  X - L . F  —2 0  5 0 3 , 5 0 4 , 5 0 4
X = l . E - 2 0  
S=0 .  -  50 .  *A LOG ( X)
V2=V2+S
71 , 7 2 , 7 2IF ( VI-V?)X= V1V 1 = V 2V 2= XV1 = V1 - A 
V 2 = V2 - AIF* VI) 73,74,74
V 1 = 0.IF* V 2) 75,76,76
V 2 = 0.IF*12-1) 80,80,77 IN X= V2IF* 10CC-INX) 78,78,79
- 0 -
___ . ----  _l
78 I N X = 1 C 00 L ....
7 9 IN X= I N X+ 1
W( INX ) = W * I NX ) + .  0001 
AS=AS+A 
SS=SS+S 
ST=SP+S*S 
A T =A T+A *A 
30 CONTINUE 
WRI TE* 3 , 5 )
WRITE* 3 , 6 )  LPE ,KPE 
: S S = S S / 1 0 0 0 0 .
A S = A S / 1 0 0 0 0 .
ST= S T / I  0 0 0 0 .
A T =A T /  1 0 0 0 0 .
: PROE = S S / ( 2 .  *A S)J WR I TE ( 3 , 7 )
WRITE* 3 , 8 )  S S, A S , PROE 
SS = * ST-  SS*SS)  * * .  5 ?
A S=( A T-A S*A S) * * .  5 i  
PROE = 1 2 3 . 4 5 6  
WRITE( 3 , 7 )
WRITE* 3 , 8 )  SS,AS,PROE 
WR I TE ( 3 , 9 )
}
f
81
M UgM M M n
WR I TE*  3 , 10 )  ( W( J) , J=1 , 1 0 0 1  ,1 ) 
DO 81 1 3 = 1 , 1 0 0 0 , 1  
W* I 3 + 1 ) = W ( I 3 ) + W * I 3 +1 )
WRITE* 3 , 1 1 )
WRITE* 3 , 1 0 ) ( W(J)  , J=1 , 1 0 0 1  , 1 0 )  
GO TO 34 
STOP
END r
APPENDIX II
The Method of Dr. F. Pollaczek
This appendix does not review the Pollaczek metl.ud in 
detail. It merely gives a number of general observations 
mainly based on Pollaczekvs publication j]l5] which arise as 
a result of my own experience with GI/G/2 and the comments of 
Kingman [_9] .
Although I cannot claim to be an expert on Pollaczek’s 
methods it is clear to me that beneath the, at times, severe 
complexities of his formal operations there hides a very 
simple although incomplete approach to the problem of GI/G/C.
The simplicity of his approach lies in the use of expressions 
symmetric in the queuelet lengths. The difficulty arises from 
the need to make this formulation for the Markov process 
iterate correctly. As we shall see, it is this weakness which 
leads Pollaczek to transform the problem of GI/G/C into that 
of solving C+l simultaneous integral (or functional) equations 
whilst the earlier simplicity denies him much of the (essentially 
probabilistic) information required to specify that the solution 
is unique and of the appropriate type.
The following detailed comments follow the notation used 
in [15] and also refer to equation numbers in that publication, 
(i) Pollaczek*s Markov chain formulation is essentially the 
same as that of Kiefer & Wolfowitz or this Thesis, but he 
does not order the variables as to magnitude. See equations 
(1), (2), (0) and (9) of |~15] . We nay therefore compare
his "last ends" with arbitrarily numbered queuelet 
lengths.
(ii) The usage of the expression;
s
a min (a-,...,a ) « n s(a )5 « Vv=l
in the form of a multiple inversion integral (See (10)
et seq of [15]) is very ingenious, particularly where
he extends it to express;
s min (a_-t,...,a -t)X s
(iii) The use of this method represents a very simple minimum 
step away from the method which he successfully used for 
GI/G/1. What are perhaps not quite obvious are the 
following;
(a) This operator is clearly intended to "Sweep up" 
probability from that part of R where min{a-,..,a }S -L SS
is negative but the product ft s(a ) implies the
v=»l
creation of numerous probability concentrations in 
that point or those hyperplanes where any one or 
more (and thence up to all) of the av<0 for v**l,2,..,s 
which implies a failure to obtain potentially valuable 
information.
Clearly the and Tr^ (y) in the notation of this 
Thesis are simple examples of such concentrations, 
and
(b) This process will operate for any symmetric or
asymmetric distribution on a set of variables, and 
symmetry in the variables is not necessary.
(iv) Pollaczek appears to have applied this operator to a 
process which he has chosen to make symmetric in its 
variables possibly in the mistaken belief that symmetry 
is the best possible basis for the Markov chain 
iterations. This implies that if we seek the ergodic 
limiting distribution for a suitably loaded queue of 
the GI/G/S class this will have S fold symmetry in its 
variables and possess concentrations of probability in
gone point and 2 -2 hyperplanes of orders from 1 to S-l
symmetrically disposed in the space such that
q (^ e[p,°o)
for all v = 1,2,... 
fchwhere q is the length of the v queuelet.
Note: q_ * lim {t }---- ^v _ n , vn-*» *
where t^ ^ is defined by Q.5] equation (3).
Clearly this type of symmetry in distribution will also
exist in the distribution of Pollaczek1s t for alln,t
n * 1,2,... if the queue starts from tn *0 for allu, v
v * 1,2,...,S since the system is then symmetry 
preserving.
Nowhere as far as I am aware does Pollaczek mention 
this feature which might be of considerable help when
one seeks to solve his simultaneous integral equations, 
(v) Pollaczek leans very heavily on symmetry when developing
his recurrence relationships. Thus resymraetrization is 
the essential motivation of the operations which proceed 
from equation (12) of [15] to equation (22) and thence 
(2A) and (25). However it is this need to resymmetrize 
the system in order to make the Markov chain iterate, 
which causes the problem made so apparent in paragraph 4 
of [13].
Since the GI/G/s queue has s queuelets the delay exper­
ienced by an arbitrary arrival may be any one of S queuelet 
lengths and it is necessary for the process to some how 
keep track of which. However these queuelet lengths are 
mutually distributed non-independent random variables with 
positive covariances,which have somehow to be kept in a 
state of ''stochastic balance". Therefore any symmetrized 
process must either:
(a) Produce a set of simultaneous relationships which 
will maintain this balance and also normalize the 
system, or
(b) Express the normalized joint distribution of all the
variables at the n ^  step in terms of that at the 
th
(n-1) step.
Thus since Pollaczek makes no attempt whatsoever to do 
(b), it is clear that he runs direct to (a) and that this 
is why he obtains S+l simultaneous relationships between 
S+l generating functions.
On the other hand it is also clear that if one attempts 
(b) then irrespective of whether one is merely seeking 
the ergodic limiting distribution for the queue or a 
generating function which will define all the distri­
butions, one must expect to obtain a single quite complex 
functional or integral equation. Also it appears to me 
that any such single equation will be more easily 
handled if one orders the variables of the problem as is 
done in this Thesis and then accepts the resulting 
asymmetric distributions, since the number of points and 
hyperplanes in which probability may be concentrated is
g
reduced from 2 -1 to S and this is clearly important when 
S is large.
(vii) A further problem with Pollaczek's method which we
have already touched on is the shortage of information
wherewith to adequately characterize the functions of
the problem. That is,the functions which solve integral
equations are not necessarily unique and clearly depend 
~th€ of-
on where^these are required to be analytic. Certainly 
it is clear that Pollaczek appears to provide very little, 
if any, insight in [l5] as to how the necessarily unique 
sequence of Laplace Transformation of the desired 
sequence of distributions shall be determined.
One has only to compare the amount of work required to 
define the single Integral Equation of this Thesis with 
that required to fully solve it for two very simple
special cases (which arise from the same functional 
equation anyway), to wonder if Pollaczek's derivation 
of his simultaneous Integral Equations is no more than 
perhaps one tenth of the work to be done before he has 
a complete method.
To summarize: The general problem is very difficult:
Pollaczek’s manipulations are very ingenious and at times 
almost bewildering, but there is a latent ambiguity, namely 
which queuelet shall cause whom to wait and the potential 
user lacks information about the types of functions which 
can be expected to be correct solutions to the simultaneous 
Integral Equations.
Thus I agree with Kingman’s comment that a new approach 
is needed. However, I cannot assert that the rather 
pedestrian methods of this Thesis are in any wise "radically 
new". To the contrary, they simply appear to me as simple 
and I hope logical extensions of some very old ideas 
spurred on by a few elementary notions from Multivariate 
Complex Analysis.
